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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON

ABSTRACT

FACULTY OF ENGINEERING AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES

School of Electronics and Computer Science

Doctor of Philosophy

COMPRESSED SENSING-AIDED MULTI-DIMENSIONAL INDEX MODULATION

TRANSCEIVER DESIGN

by Siyao Lu

In this thesis, we propose a suite of compressed sensing (CS)-aided index modulation

(IM) techniques for transmission over frequency-selective fading channels invoked in

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) and multiple-input multiple-output

(MIMO) arrangements. The design objective is to improve both the performance and

the design flexibility by striking flexible trade-offs among the performance, bandwidth

efficiency, energy efficiency and complexity.

Specifically, a novel CS-aided frequency-domain IM system is proposed, combining the

benefits of space-time shift keying (STSK), OFDM-IM and CS, in order to strike a

flexible trade-off between the throughput and bit error rate (BER) performance. The

proposed CS-aided frequency-domain IM is termed as CS-OFDM-STSK-IM. Explicitly,

the CS-aided signalling strategy is applied to the transmitter for improving the through-

put by introducing the concept of virtual domain. Then a pair of reduced-complexity

detectors are proposed, which rely on the CS principles. In particular, we derive the

discrete-input continuous-output memoryless channel (DCMC) capacity for characteris-

ing the achievable performance limit of the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM. Furthermore, in order

to attain extra diversity gains at no cost in terms of power or bandwidth, the coordinate

interleaving technique is applied. Additionally, for the sake of achieving a near-capacity

performance, we conceive a two-stage serially concatenated channel-coded CS-OFDM-

STSK-IM scheme employing iterative detection.
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To attain an improved BER performance as well as system capacity in comparison to

the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme, we propose an improved CS-aided multi-dimensional

IM system relying on both frequency- and spatial-domain IM. Explicitly, extra implicit

information bits are transmitted by detecting the activated indices of both the TAs

and subcarriers, while striking a flexible design trade-off between the throughput and

the diversity gain. Furthermore, CS is invoked at both the transmitter and the re-

ceiver of our multi-dimensional system for the sake of improving the system’s design

flexibility, whilst reducing the detector’s complexity. We first present the maximum

likelihood (ML) detector of the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system for characteris-

ing the lower bound of the system’s performance. Specifically, an upper bound is derived

for the average bit error probability (ABEP) and it is observed that the theoretical up-

per bound derived becomes tight when compared to the ML detector simulation curves

as the value of SNR increases. Although the ML detector is capable of achieving the

optimal performance, its prohibitive computational complexity makes it impractical for

our multi-dimensional scheme. Hence we propose a reduced-complexity detector based

on CS principles, which imposes only a modest BER degradation compared to the ML

detector. We also analyse the computational complexities of both the ML and of the

reduced-complexity detectors in different system configurations. We show that the CS-

aided reduced-complexity detector is capable of attaining a flexible trade-off between

the throughput and the complexity. Furthermore, soft-input soft-output decoders rely-

ing on both the optimal ML and on the reduced-complexity detectors are proposed for

attaining near-capacity performances, which are analysed with the aid of EXtrinsic In-

formation Transfer (EXIT) charts. Then we characterise the maximum achievable rate

of the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM using both the ML and our reduced-complexity

detectors by formulating the DCMC capacity and by invoking EXIT charts.

Finally, attracted by the benefits of large-scale multi-user MIMO (LS-MU-MIMO) sys-

tems in terms of their high bandwidth efficiency, high energy efficiency and increased

reliability, we conceive a novel two-dimensional IM, namely the CS-aided (generalised)

space-frequency IM (CS-(G)SFIM) scheme in our LS-MU-MIMO uplink scenarios. Ex-

plicitly, extra information bits are conveyed by mapping both to the activated spatial-

and frequency-domain indices. More particularly, we employ different transmit antenna

(TA) activation patterns for different transmitted symbols instead of using the same ac-

tive TAs for the whole subcarrier group as proposed in the CS-aided multi-dimensional

IM scheme, which improves both the BER performance as well as the diversity gains.

For the sake of further increasing the system’s achievable rate without sacrificing any

bandwidth or energy, CS-aided pre-processing is applied to the frequency-domain IM.
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Then we design a CS-aided reduced-complexity multi-user detector, namely the reduced-

search-space based iterative matching pursuit (RSS-IMP), which significantly reduces

the detection complexity compared to the ML detector. Furthermore, the RSS-IMP

detector is capable of significantly reducing the detection complexity, while attaining

better performances than both the conventional MU-MIMO-OFDM system and the

proposed system using the classical minimum mean square error (MMSE) detector. We

also characterise the performances of the CS-(G)SFIM system in the presence of channel

estimation errors. Our simulation results show that the CS-(G)SFIM system is more

robust to imperfect channel estimation than the conventional MU-MIMO-OFDM sys-

tem. More importantly, owing to the highly flexible structure of our proposed scheme,

improved trade-offs may be struck among the bandwidth efficiency, energy efficiency,

BER performance, as well as the computational complexity by beneficially configuring

our design, depending on the associated system requirements and channel conditions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation

With the development of industry and the worldwide deployment of mobile networks,

there is a dramatic increase in the number of users who subscribe to wireless systems

every year, whilst powerful smart phones and laptops are becoming more and more pop-

ular [1]. The fifth-generation (5G) wireless network is expected to support 1, 000 times

the capacity, 10 times the data rate and 25 times the average cell throughput compared

to the fourth-generation (4G) wireless network [2]. However, the existing modulation

techniques based on classic multiple-input multiple-output orthogonal frequency division

multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) fail to satisfy these requirements [3]. This is partly at-

tributable to practical challenges, such as the high peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR),

the inter-carrier interference and the inter-antenna interference encountered [4]. Hence,

new modulation techniques are required. In this context, the emerging index modulation

(IM) techniques [5] attain a high spectral- and energy-efficiency by conveying extra im-

plicit information mapped to the activated subcarrier- and antenna-indices in addition

to the classical modulation schemes [6].

In Section 1.2, we commence with a brief review of IM techniques designed for next-

generation wireless networks, including the spatial-domain IM techniques of Section 1.2.1,

the space-time-domain IM techniques of Section 1.2.2, the frequency-domain IM tech-

niques of Section 1.2.3 and the multi-dimensional IM techniques of Section 1.2.4. Specif-

ically, a brief review of applying IM techniques both to large-scale MIMO and to

multi-user scenarios is provided in Section 1.2.5. Additionally, both transmitter-side

1
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Figure 1.1: The basic transmitter model of IM and the examples of index types.

and receiver-side compressed sensing-aided IM techniques are briefly introduced in Sec-

tion 1.3. Finally, the novel contributions and the outline of this thesis will be presented

in Section 1.4 and in Section 1.5, respectively.

1.2 Index Modulation for Next-Generation Wireless

Communications

IM [1, 5–7] has attracted much attention as an emerging modulation concept, since it

provides alternative ways of transmitting information in contrast to traditional ampli-

tude/phase/frequency digital modulation schemes. Explicitly, IM modulates signals by

altering the on/off status of the transmission entities, such as antennas, subcarriers,

time slots or dispersion matrices, where the index of the activated transmission entities

is embedded into the transmitted or received signals for carrying additional information

with little or even no extra power consumption [7]. The basic transmitter model of

IM and the examples of index types are portrayed in Fig. 1.1, where the information

sequence is split into index bits and conventional signal bits for realising IM and classic

modulation techniques, respectively. Based on Fig. 1.1, in the following sections we will

review the main contributions conceived for popular spatial-domain, frequency-domain,

space-time-domain and multi-domain IM techniques.
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1.2.1 Spatial-domain Index Modulation

The spatial modulation (SM) concept constitutes a novel way of carrying information by

the activated indices of the transmit antennas (TAs) in addition to the conventional L-

ary signal constellations. This scheme is the most well-known application of the spatial-

domain IM concept which relies on the indices of the activated TAs as the transmission

entity [8]. The conventional MIMO schemes rely on either spatial multiplexing [9] for

increasing the throughput by transmitting different symbols from different TAs, or on

spatial diversity [10, 11] for improving the bit error rate (BER) by receiving multiple

independently fading copies of symbols from different TAs or receive antennas (RAs).

By contrast, in SM both the indices of activated TAs and the classical constellation

symbols carry information [1]. In its simplest form SM requires the activation of a single

antenna at each time slot. The single-antenna-activation based property allows SM

to eliminate the inter-antenna interference and to avoid inter-antenna synchronisation,

while achieving a spatial multiplexing gain. However, it has not transmit-diversity gain.

It has been demonstrated [12–14] that SM has the potential of striking more attractive

design trade-offs than the well-known MIMO techniques, such as the vertical Bell Labs

layered space-time (V-BLAST) scheme and Alamouti’s space-time block code (STBC) [9,

10]. Hence SM has also been combined with OFDM [15]. Given its benefits [5–8,16–18],

SM may be viewed as a potential candidate for spectrum- and energy-efficient next-

generation wireless communication [2].

Inspired by [8] and [20], which introduced the SM and space-shift keying (SSK) schemes,

respectively, SM has attracted considerable interests across the wireless community and

numerous papers have been published on SM [21, 22, 24–26]. Explicitly, in order to

increase the bandwidth efficiency of SM as well as to mitigate the constraints on the

number of active TAs, an improved version of SM, referred to as generalised SM (GSM)

was proposed [21,22,26], where the number of active TAs is no longer limited to one and

the same data symbol is transmitted over multiple active TAs. In [27], a closed form

expression has been derived for the capacity of GSM and the BER performance of GSM

has been analysed for transmission over fading channels. Additionally, low-complexity

detection algorithms have been proposed for GSM, while providing near-optimal BER

performance [23,28–31].

To further explore the potential of IM, a great deal of SM variants have been proposed.

Explicitly, quadrature SM (QSM) was proposed by Mesleh et al. [24] as an enhancement

to the conventional SM [8], which applied SM both to the in-phase and quadrature

dimensions, hence doubling the number of index bits. Hence QSM has been further
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Year Author(s) Contribution

2008 Mesleh et al. [8] The concept of SM was refined, where a
single out of Nt TAs is activated for trans-
mitting a single modulated L-ary symbol.

2008 Jeganathan et al. [19] Designed an optimal ML detector for SM
and the BER performance of SM was anal-
ysed.

2009 Jeganathan et al. [20] Proposed the concept of SSK, where sim-
ply the TA activation index conveys the
source information.

2010 Younis et al. [21] Proposed the concept of GSM, where a
single modulated symbol is transmitted
from multiple active antennas at each time
slot, while requiring only one RF chain.

2012 Wang et al. [22] Proposed another version of GSM, where
the same number of RF chains as that of
active antennas to transmit multiple inde-
pendent modulated symbols is required in
comparison to [21].

2013 Serafimovski et al. [14] Characterised the performance of SM with
an experimental test bed.

2014 Xiao et al. [23] Proposed low-complexity signal detection
for GSM.

2015 Mesleh et al. [24] Proposed the concept of QSM, which ex-
pands the spatial domain to include both
the in-phase and quadrature dimensions
for doubling the bandwidth efficiency con-
tributed by the index bits.

2015 Cheng et al. [25] Proposed the concept of ESM, where one
or two TAs are activated for transmission
at each time slot.

2015 Yang et al. [12] Provided a general survey of the SM de-
sign framework as well as of its intrinsic
limits.

Table 1.1: Main contributions on spatial-domain IM.

studied in [32–37], including its BER performance analysis [33], its low-complexity de-

tection algorithms [32,36,37], the impact of co-channel interference on the performance

of QSM-MIMO [34], its capacity analysis [35] and so on. In order to overcome the

limited bandwidth efficiency of SM due to the activation of a single antenna, enhanced

SM (ESM) was proposed in [25] for improving the BER performance by transmitting

information bits using combinations of several activated TAs and signal constellations.

Attracted by its advantages, some follow-up studies have been conducted in [38–40]. Ex-

plicitly, the performance of ESM was analysed in [38,40], while new signal designs were

conceived for ESM in [39] . The major contributions on spatial-domain IM applications
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in single-user scenarios are listed in Table 1.1.

1.2.2 Space-Time-Domain Index Modulation

Space-time-domain IM techniques have been designed for jointly exploiting both the

spatial- and time-domains for IM. In this family, space-time shift keying (STSK) [41],

Trellis coded spatial modulation (TCSM) [42], space-time block coded spatial modula-

tion (STBC-SM) [43], and differential spatial modulation (DSM) [44] constitute popular

representative examples of space-time-domain IM. Explicitly, in order to attain transmit-

diversity gains, the concept of STSK was proposed by Sugiura et al. [41] in 2010. The

STSK scheme constitutes a generalised shift-keying architecture exploiting both the

space as well as time dimensions and hence includes the SM and SSK schemes as spe-

cial cases. Motivated by the idea of Trellis coded modulation (TCM) [45] and SM, the

TCSM concept was proposed in [42], where the TAs are partitioned into sub-sets and

the spacing between antennas is maximised. Another popular space-time-domain IM

scheme so-called STBC-SM was first appeared in [43], as in the classic set-partitioning

scheme of TCM [45], which benefits from both SM and STBC [11]. In [44], DSM was

introduced, where the first part and the second part of information bits are used for se-

lecting a space-time matrix indicating the antenna activation order and to determine the

modulated symbols, respectively. In the following we focus our attention on describing

the STSK technique, which has been used in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 of this thesis.

The STSK design is based on the activation of appropriately indexed space-time disper-

sion matrices (DMs) [53] within each STSK block duration [41,46,54], instead of index-

ing TAs at each symbol duration as in the SM/SSK scheme of [8, 20], where the STSK

scheme has been considered as a combination of linear dispersion coding (LDC) [53] and

SM [46]. As a benefit of the high degree of design-freedom attained by appropriately

choosing both the number of DMs as well as the size of the modulation scheme and the

number of TAs/RAs, the STSK scheme becomes capable of striking a flexible trade-off

between the diversity gain and multiplexing gain [54]. To further exploit the potential

of STSK, a generalised STSK (GSTSK) scheme was proposed in [46], where the GSTSK

scheme introduces an additional multiplexing gain by allowing multiple parallel streams

of STSK transmission matrices to be transmitted simultaneously by each STSK trans-

mitter. As a further development, attractive low-complexity STSK detectors [47,55,56]

and GSTSK detectors [48] have also been proposed.

In order to overcome the frequency-selective fading imposed by the time dispersion

associated with the multi-path components’ delay in wideband channels, the STSK
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Year Author(s) Contribution

2010 Sugiura et al. [41] Proposed the concept of STSK, where
the STSK scheme is capable of achieving
a flexible trade-off between the diversity
gain and multiplexing gain.

2011 Sugiura et al. [46] Proposed the concept of GSTSK, where
the GSTSK scheme introduces an addi-
tional multiplexing gain by allowing multi-
ple parallel streams of STSK transmission
matrices to be transmitted simultaneously
by each STSK transmitter.

2011 Sugiura et al. [47] Proposed a reduced-complexity near-
optimal detection algorithm for
coherently-detected STSK (CSTSK)
and a concept of differentially-encoded
STSK (DSTSK).

2012 Sugiura et al. [48] Proposed a reduced-complexity soft
decision-aided detector for both the
STSK and GSTSK.

2012 Driusso et al. [49] Proposed STSK-OFDM scheme in order
to overcome the frequency-selective fading
imposed by the time dispersion associated
with the multi-path components delay in
wideband channels.

2015 Kadir et al. [50] Provided a survey and tutorial on the sub-
ject of STSK multicarrier systems.

2016 Hemadeh et al. [51, 52] Proposed the concept of MS-STSK, which
is a further generalised architecture by in-
trinsically amalgamating the philosophy
of both SM and STSK.

Table 1.2: Main contributions on STSK scheme.

scheme was amalgamated with OFDM [49,50,57–59]. Additionally, based on intrinsically

amalgamating the philosophy of both SM and STSK, the concept of multi-set STSK

(MS-STSK) was proposed in [51] as a further generalised architecture. This MS-STSK

scheme introduced an additional degree of design freedom into the system. Hence it

was concluded in [51,52,60] that the MS-STSK scheme is capable of achieving a higher

flexibility in terms of its data rate and its BER than the original STSK scheme of [41].

The major contributions on STSK are listed in Table 1.2.

1.2.3 Frequency-Domain Index Modulation

In this sub-section, we consider IM applied in the frequency domain [61–65]. OFDM [66]

has become a ubiquitous digital communications technique as a benefit of its capability
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of providing high-rate transmission by splitting the original serial data stream into many

low-rate parallel data streams, hence mitigating the inter-symbol interference caused by

a dispersive channel [67]. Thanks to the above-mentioned attractive features, OFDM has

been widely adopted in standards such as Long-Term Evolution (LTE), IEEE 802.11x

wireless local area networks (WLAN) and IEEE 802.16e-WiMAX [66].

As the frequency-domain representative of SM, OFDM relying on IM (OFDM-IM) was

proposed in [62], where only a subset of subcarriers is activated to carry the classic modu-

lated symbols. More explicitly, in OFDM-IM, the information is transmitted using both

the classical constellation symbols and implicitly also by the indices of the activated

subcarriers for conveying additional information bits without consuming extra energy.

Owing to its advantages of providing a more flexible trade-off between the bandwidth ef-

ficiency and the BER performance, as well as owing to improving the BER performance

for low-to-medium throughput, over the conventional OFDM, OFDM-IM has attracted

considerable research interests over the past few years. The first frequency-domain IM

aided OFDM was referred to as subcarrier IM OFDM (SIM-OFDM) [61]. However, in

SIM-OFDM, the number of active subcarriers in each OFDM block is different. Further-

more, in [61] perfect detection was assumed at the receiver, but an incorrect detection

of a subcarrier state may lead to the incorrect demodulation of all subsequent modu-

lated symbols. Hence, an enhanced SIM-OFDM (ESIM-OFDM) scheme was proposed

in [65] for avoiding the above-mentioned error propagation problem of SIM-OFDM.

However, the limitation throughput of the ESIM-OFDM scheme deterred further at-

tempts concerning its practical implementation. The investigations of [65] were carried

out independently in [62], where the same scheme was termed as OFDM-IM.

As s further development, the capacity analysis of OFDM-IM was provided in [68], while

its BER performance was disseminated in [69]. The selection of the optimal number of

active subcarriers was investigated in [70,71], while the BER performance of OFDM-IM

systems in the presence of carrier frequency offset was investigated in [72]. In order to

improve the BER performance, the authors of [73,74] proposed a subcarrier-interleaving

technique for the OFDM-IM scheme. Additionally, in [75] the transmit diversity order

of OFDM-IM was improved from unity to two.

A pair of flexible OFDM-IM schemes were proposed in [76]. The first one was termed

as OFDM relying on generalised IM (OFDM-GIM) that allows a high number of le-

gitimate subcarrier activation patterns to be used. By contrast, the second one was

referred to as OFDM using in-phase/quadrature IM that improves the throughput by

applying IM independently to the in-phase/quadrature components of the complex data

symbols analogous to the QSM scheme reviewed in Section 1.2.1. Following [76], a
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low-complexity maximum likelihood (ML) detector was developed in [77], while further

variants of OFDM-IM were disseminated in [78–85]. More specifically, in order to fur-

ther increase the energy efficiency as well as the diversity gain of OFDM-IM, the authors

of [82] proposed a compressed sensing (CS) assisted signalling strategy for OFDM-IM

by carting the conventional IM to a high-dimensional virtual domain and then invok-

ing CS for compressing the resultant high-dimensional IM symbols into low-dimensional

frequency-domain subcarriers. A low-complexity detector based on the greedy pursuit

concept of CS principles was also proposed in [82]. It was demonstrated in [82] that the

proposed CS-assisted OFDM-IM system is capable of achieving both a higher bandwidth

efficiency as well as an increased energy efficiency over the classical OFDM-IM systems.

In order to reduce the practical implementation cost of OFDM-IM, low-complexity sub-

optimal detection methods were also proposed for OFDM-IM in [86–88]. Owing to

the inherent advantages of OFDM-IM, there were some further studies focusing on the

application of OFDM-IM to specific communication systems, such as vehicular commu-

nication systems [89, 90], underwater acoustic communication systems [91, 92], internet

of things (IoT) communications [93] and visible light communications (VLC) [94].

MIMO techniques have become one of the most important next-generation waveform

designs due to the continuously increasing demand for higher data rates as well as for im-

proved quality of service (QoS) [2]. The authors of [95–97,99–107] have further explored

the potential of OFDM-IM and have reported promising results compared to conven-

tional MIMO-OFDM schemes. Specifically, a MIMO-OFDM-IM scheme was proposed

by Basar in [95] by modifying the single-input single-output OFDM-IM framework to

operate for transmission over MIMO-aided frequency-selective fading channels. It was

demonstrated [95] that a significant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) improvement can be

obtained by the MIMO-OFDM-IM scheme over classical MIMO-OFDM systems.

In [100], the author has shed light both on the implementation and on the BER perfor-

mance of a MIMO-OFDM-IM scheme designed for next-generation wireless networks,

where both the ML, a near-ML, and a low-complexity minimum mean square error

(MMSE) and ordered successive interference cancellation based MMSE detectors was

proposed. It was shown [100] that a beneficial trade-off between the BER perfor-

mance and throughput was provided by the MIMO-OFDM-IM scheme. However, the

strong inter-channel interference makes the detection of transmitted data a challeng-

ing task. Hence, several low-complexity detectors were proposed in [96, 102, 105] for

MIMO-OFDM-IM schemes. As described in Chapter 2 in [97], we proposed a CS-

aided OFDM-STSK-IM scheme by amalgamating the advantages of CS, OFDM-IM and
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Year Author(s) Contribution

2009 Abu-alhiga et al. [61] Proposed the concept of SIM-OFDM, which is
the first attempt of the FD-IM for OFDM.

2011 Tsonev et al. [65] Proposed the concept of ESIM-OFDM, which
mitigates the error propagation problem of SIM-
OFDM in [61].

2013 Basar et al. [62] Proposed the concept of OFDM-IM, which acti-
vates a subset of subcarriers to carry the mod-
ulated symbols simultaneously.

2014 Wen et al. [70] Proposed the optimal strategy in maximising
the EE of OFDM-IM.

2015 Basar [75] Proposed the concept of coordinate interleaved
OFDM-IM (CI-OFDM-IM), where the real
and imaginary parts of the data symbols are
transmitted over different active subcarriers to
achieve an additional diversity gain.

2015 Fan et al. [76] Proposed two generalisation schemes of OFDM-
IM, where a higher bandwidth efficiency than
that of OFDM-IM is achieved.

2015 Basar et al. [95] Proposed OFDM-IM-MIMO systems, where a
flexible trade-off between bandwidth efficiency
and BER performance is achieved.

2016 Zhang et al. [82] Proposed a CS-assisted signalling strategy for
OFDM-IM systems and an iterative residual
check (IRC)-based low-complexity detector.

2017 Zheng et al. [96] Proposed low-complexity detectors for OFDM-
IM-MIMO systems in [95].

2017 Mao et al. [80, 81] Proposed the concepts of both dual-mode
OFDM-IM (DM-OFDM-IM) and generalised
DM-OFDM-IM (GDM-OFDM-IM).

2017 Wen et al. [85] Proposed a novel multiple-mode OFDM-IM
(MM-OFDM-IM) scheme for improving the
bandwidth efficiency by conveying information
through multiple distinguishable modes and
their full permutations.

2018 Lu et al. [97] Proposed both uncoded and FEC-coded CS-
aided OFDM-STSK-IM schemes, where CS-
based low-complexity detector is also provided.

2018 Hemadeh et al. [98] Explored the CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM
scheme of [97] with beamforming technique in
mmWave communications.

2019 Zhang et al. [84] Proposed the concept of linear precoding-
assisted IM for OFDM (LPIM-OFDM).

2019 Kadir et al. [99] Provided analysis of achievable rate and BER
performance, was well as design guidelines for
OFDM-STSK-IM schemes.

Table 1.3: Main contributions on frequency-domain IM.
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STSK principles for transmission over frequency-selective fading channels, where the CS-

assisted subcarrier-index strategy of [82] was exploited in our OFDM-STSK framework

for increasing the energy efficiency. First, a ML detector was applied for determining

the best-case bound of the system’s BER performance. It was demonstrated by our

simulation results that the CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM system is capable of achieving

higher SNR gains than the conventional OFDM-STSK system. Then in order to miti-

gate the potentially excessive complexity of the ML detector, we also proposed a pair

of reduced-complexity detectors based on CS principles [108] at the cost of a modest

BER degradation. Additionally, in order to achieve a near-capacity performance for the

family of MIMO-OFDM-IM systems, forward error correction (FEC) [109] was invoked

for our proposed CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM system, which operated by iteratively ex-

changing extrinsic information between the associated soft decoders. Following [97] of

Chapter 2, we amalgamated the CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM scheme with beamforming

in millimetre-wave (mmWave) communications [98], where the BER performances of

both the uncoded and the coded systems were analysed, as well as the capacity was

quantified with the aid of extrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts [110]. More re-

cently, Kadir [99] proposed a SIM-OFDM-aided STSK scheme, where a comprehensive

analysis of its BER performance and achievable rate was provided. The major contri-

butions on frequency-domain IM are listed in Table 1.3.

1.2.4 Multi-Dimensional Index Modulation

Motivated by the performance gains that can be potentially realised by exploiting the

index bits, multi-dimensional IM techniques have been proposed in [52, 111–117] by

indexing multiple transmission entities as seen in Fig. 1.2, such as antennas, subcarriers,

time slots and radio frequency (RF) mirrors, simultaneously.

Specifically, a generalised space-frequency IM scheme was proposed in [111] by com-

bining the OFDM-IM concept with the GSM principle and exploiting both the spatial

and frequency domains for IM. It has been shown in [111] that the generalised space-

frequency IM scheme is capable of providing performance improvements over conven-

tional MIMO-OFDM with the aid of ML detection for lower-order constellations, when

a joint space-frequency indexing strategy is applied at the transmitter side. However,

it becomes much more challenging to detect both the active TAs, as well as the active

subcarrier indices and the classic modulated symbols due to the strong interference im-

posed both on the OFDM-IM subblock and TAs. Although the ML detector is capable of

achieving the optimal performance, its potentially excessive computational complexity
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Figure 1.2: An example of multi-dimensional IM by exploring space, time, and
frequency resources.

makes it impractical for the generalised space-frequency IM scheme. Hence, it is essen-

tial to conceive a low-complexity detector for generalised space-frequency IM schemes,

such as that in [111]. In [112], a space-time IM (STIM) scheme was proposed, where

both the time slots and TAs are indexed. It was shown that STIM of [112] achieves

a better performance than conventional OFDM. Furthermore, a low-complexity detec-

tion algorithm based on the classic message passing [118] principle was also proposed

in [112] for the detection of high-dimensional STIM signals. In [114], a time-indexed

media-based modulation (TI-MBM) arrangement was proposed, where both the time

slots and RF mirrors were indexed, and low-complexity algorithms based on the CS

principles were proposed. It was shown in [114] that the TI-MBM scheme operating

in frequency-selective channels achieves a better BER performance than the conven-

tional media-based modulation (MBM) of [119]. Recently, a space-time media-based

modulation (ST-MBM) [113] scheme based on the principles of SSK and MBM was

proposed, and its theoretical performance was analysed. The associated computer simu-

lations showed the superior performance of the ST-MBM scheme over the state-of-the-art

MIMO based transmission systems.

More specifically, in [117] we proposed a CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme relying

on both frequency- and spatial-domain IM. Explicitly, in [117], we designed both the

optimal ML detector as well as a reduced-complexity so-called simultaneous matching
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Year Author(s) Contribution

2016 Datta et al. [111] Proposed a generalised space-frequency
IM scheme by combining OFDM-IM con-
cept with GSM principle and exploiting
both spatial and frequency domains for
IM, where a joint space-frequency index-
ing strategy is applied at the transmitter.

2017 Shamasundar et al. [115] Proposed some IM schemes in which mul-
tiple transmission entities are indexed
simultaneously. Results showed that
improved BER performance is achieved
when the number of indexed transmission
entities is increased.

2017 Jacob et al. [112] Proposed the concept of STIM, where in-
formation bits are conveyed through an-
tenna indexing in the spatial domain, slot
indexing in the time domain, and classical
constellation symbols.

2017 Shamasundar et al. [114] Proposed the concept of TI-MBM, where
both indices of time slots and RF mirror
activation patterns are explored.

2019 Yigit and Basar [113] Proposed concept of ST-MBM, which is
based on principles of SSK and MBM.

2019 Lu et al. [117] Proposed a CS-aided multi-dimensional
IM scheme relying on both frequency- and
spatial-domain IM as an enhancement of
[97], where a group-based TA indexing
strategy is applied in the spatial domain
instead of fixing the antenna indexing for
the whole OFDM frame.

Table 1.4: Main contributions on multi-dimensional IM applications.

pursuit (S-MP) detector based on CS principles for the CS-aided multi-dimensional

IM scheme. Furthermore, the BER performance and the capacity of CS-aided multi-

dimensional IM scheme were analysed. A better performance was achieved compared to

the classical MIMO-OFDM and to our system of Chapter 2. The main contributions on

multi-dimensional IM applications are listed in Table 1.4.

1.2.5 Application of IM to Large-Scale MIMO and Multi-User

Scenarios

The escalating tele-traffic growth outstrips the capacity increase of wireless communica-

tions. Hence, the capacity of wireless communications networks has to be increased in

order to guarantee the QoS requirements of mobile applications [129]. The concept of
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Year Author(s) Contribution

2011 Renzo et al. [120] The performances of SSK modulation and
GSSK modulation for multi-user MIMO wire-
less systems in the presence of multiple-access
interference were studied and compared.

2011 Serafimovski et al. [121] Proposed a jointly optimum multi-user detector
of the SM in the multi-user scenario, for min-
imising the BER for all users and not suffering
from the near-far problem.

2014 Narasimhan et al. [122] Proposed two novel algorithms for detection of
large-scale SM-MIMO signals at the BS, where
acceptable performance was achieved.

2015 Narasimhan et al. [123] Investigated GSM for large-scale multi-user
MIMO communications on the uplink, where the
performance was analysed and low-complexity
algorithm based on message passing was pro-
posed.

2015 Rodriguez [124] Designed a CS-based detector that allows the
reduction of the signal processing load at the
BS particularly pronounced for SM in large-scale
MIMO systems, where analytical performance
and complexity studies were carried out.

2016 Gao et al. [125] Proposed a large-scale SM-MIMO uplink system
with RA selection at the BS for reducing the
cost and the power consumption, where both a
joint transmission scheme for all users and the
CS-based detector were designed.

2016 Zhu et al. [126] Proposed SIM-OFDM for multi-user uplink
transmission in MIMO systems, where an iter-
ative detector based on the message passing al-
gorithm was developed.

2017 Hemadeh et al. [127] Proposed a multi-user steered multiset STSK
(MU-MS-STSK) scheme for the downlink of
mmWave communications, which was combined
with beamforming technique to overcome the
high attenuation of mmWaves.

2019 Lu et al. [128] Proposed both uncoded and coded CS-aided
two-dimensional IM schemes for the multi-user
LS-MIMO uplink, where for the sake of attain-
ing improved diversity gains, different TA ac-
tivation patterns were employed for different
transmitted symbols, and a reduced-complexity
multi-user detector based on CS principles was
also proposed.

Table 1.5: Main contributions on IM techniques in large-scale multi-user sce-
narios.
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large-scale MIMO (LS-MIMO), which is also known as massive MIMO, was proposed by

Marzetta [130]. Explicitly, the acronym LS-MIMO refers to the system that applies hun-

dreds of antennas for simultaneously serving dozens of users [131]. Both the theoretical

and simulation results of [129,132,133] indicated that a LS-MIMO scheme is capable of

significantly improving the bandwidth efficiency, despite reducing the transmit power.

Attracted by its appealing bandwidth efficiency vs energy efficiency trade-off, a LS-

MIMO scheme has been regarded as a promising technique of next-generation wireless

communications systems [3].

SM is also attractive in the context of LS-MIMO systems due to its reduced power

consumption and more modest hardware cost. Hence several contributions [120–125,

127,134–155] have reported on the implementation.

In [120–125,134–146], the uplink transmission scenarios were investigated and SM-based

solutions were provided. In the uplink scenario, the users are equipped with multiple

TAs and the base station (BS) is equipped with tens to hundreds RAs. In most of these

studies, the authors have investigated low-complexity detection algorithms by exploiting

the sparsity of transmitted vectors of SM and its variants. In [139], a low-complexity

MMSE detector based on the nearest neighbour search was proposed, where it was

demonstrated by computer simulations that the detector is capable of approaching the

interference-free BER performance at a much lower complexity. In [140] and [124], a

matching pursuit based CS-aided detector was proposed for LS-MIMO schemes, where

the complexity of the SM matching pursuit detector was analysed and it was shown to

be a promising candidate for increasing the energy efficiency of SM-LS-MIMO systems.

In [125], RA selection was considered at the BS for reducing both the cost and the power

consumption. Furthermore, both a joint multi-user transmission scheme as well as a CS-

based detector conceived for exploiting the sparsity of the transmitted signals. On the

other hand, the authors of [127,147–155] considered downlink transmission scenarios by

applying SM and its variants to LS-MIMO systems. These studies were mainly focused

on multi-user precoding schemes designed for simultaneously transmitting to different

users. In the downlink scenario, a BS equipped with tens to hundreds TAs was used to

simultaneously serve different users.

Additionally, the authors of [126, 156] investigated OFDM-IM involved in LS-MIMO

systems. Specifically, the authors of [156] investigated multi-user detection aided LS-

MIMO-OFDM-IM systems relying on realistic imperfect channel state information (CSI)

relying on a low-complexity generalised approximate message passing algorithm con-

ceived for uplink transmission. It was shown in [156] that the LS-MIMO-OFDM-IM

system is capable of improving the energy efficiency without sacrificing the bandwidth
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efficiency and BER performance compared to its LS-MIMO-OFDM counterpart. Fur-

thermore, the same authors [126] investigated OFDM-IM in a multi-user LS-MIMO

uplink scenario and demonstrated that improvements can be obtained in terms of the

PAPR, energy efficiency and BER performance compared to classical multi-user OFDM

systems.

In Chapter 4, we proposed both uncoded and coded CS-aided (generalised) space-

frequency IM (CS-(G)SFIM) schemes for the multi-user LS-MIMO uplink by exploiting

both spatial- and frequency-domain IM at the transmitter. The BER analysis and the

associated EXIT chart-based capacity results were also provided. These results were also

disseminated in [128], which is the first contribution exploring the multi-dimensional IM

technique in large-scale multi-user scenarios. To elaborate a little further, in [128] we

designed a novel index separation strategy in for achieving a higher design flexibility in

comparison to the joint space-frequency indexing strategy of [111,157,158]. Additionally,

for the sake of improving the diversity gains, different TA activation patterns have been

employed for different transmitted symbols instead of fixing the active TAs for the entire

OFDM subcarrier group. Finally, we have also proposed a reduced-complexity detector

in [128], which made the CS-(G)SFIM scheme feasible for employment in multi-user

LS-MIMO scenarios. The main contributions on IM techniques in large-scale multi-user

scenarios are listed in Table 1.5.

1.3 Compressed Sensing for Wireless Communications

In recent years, CS has attracted a great deal of research attention [159–164] as means

of reconstructing sparse signals from compressed measurements, since the constitutions

of Donoho [108] and Candes et al. [165]. In other words, CS is a sampling method

connected to transform coding, which converts sparse high-dimensional input signals

into significantly lower-dimensional signals, as detailed in [159,166,167].

Recently, CS techniques have been invoked for solving numerous wireless communica-

tions problems, such as channel estimation [168–171], interference cancellation [172], im-

pulse noise cancellation in OFDM systems [173, 174], direction estimation in mmWave

communications [175], spectrum sensing in cognitive radios [176], and symbol detec-

tion [177]. In this treatise, we do not dedicate much attention to the mathematical

properties of CS, since the interested readers can find the details in [159,178–184]. Ex-

plicitly, in [178], a short summary of CS was presented, while an extended summary

can be found in [159]. A tutorial on CS with an emphasis on its mathematical prop-

erties and performance guarantee was provided by Forucart and Rauhut [179], but a
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Figure 1.3: The general framework of the CS-aided system design considered in
this thesis.

similar approach was also pursued in [180]. Furthermore, Eldar and Kutyniok provided

a comprehensive treatment of diverse issues in their book [181], such as sparse recov-

ery algorithms, the associated performance guarantees and CS applications. The CS

techniques conceived for wireless networking application were discussed in [182], com-

plemented by [183,184].

Here, we focus our attention in the context of CS on the IM techniques discussed in

Section 1.2. There are three distinct CS sub-problems related to wireless communica-

tions [184]: sparse estimation, support identification and sparse detection. Accordingly,

we commence with the basic model, where the signal of interest is transmitted over

linear channels contaminated by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), where the

input-output relationship is given by y = As + v, where y ∈ Cm is the m-length vector

of received signals (referred to as measurement vector), A ∈ Cm×n is the measurement

matrix, s ∈ Cn is the n-length desired signal vector to be recovered, and v ∈ Cm is the

noise vector with a mean of zero and a variance of σ2
v . In particular, we are primarily

interested in the scenario where the desired vector s is an exactly k-sparse vector, i.e.

we have ‖s‖0 = k, where the number k of non-zero elements in s is far smaller than

its dimension n. Hence s is a compressible vector. In this case, we are interested in

detecting the sparse vector s from its lower-dimensional observations in y ∈ Cm asso-

ciated with m ≤ n, whilst ensuring that the target performance of the detection can

indeed be achieved. In other words, the basic premise of CS in wireless communica-

tions is that the sparse signal vector can be reconstructed from the vector of received

signals [183]. More explicitly, we would like to strike a compelling trade-off between

the performance attained and the complexity imposed instead of achieving the optimal

performance regardless of the complexity , as seen in Fig. 1.3. Specifically, the columns

of the measurement matrix A should be carefully designed to be as uncorrelated as
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possible for meeting the mutual incoherence property (MIP)1 [185], so that the unique-

ness of the resultant sparse solution can be guaranteed. In particular, we convert the

measurement matrix design problem to the practical design problem associated with a

transmit precoding scheme in the following chapters.

Year Author(s) Contribution

2007 Tropp et al. [186] Proposed the concept of OMP
greedy algorithm.

2009 Needell et al. [187] Proposed the concept of CoSaMP
greedy algorithm.

2009 Dai et al. [188] Proposed the concept of SP greedy
algorithm.

2009 Blumensath et al. [189] Proposed the concept of IHT itera-
tive algorithm.

2011 Bayati et al. [190] Proposed the concept of AMP iter-
ative algorithm.

2012 Wang et al. [191] Proposed the concept of gOMP
greedy algorithm.

2014 Kwon et al. [192] Proposed the concept of MMP
greedy algorithm.

Table 1.6: History of iterative greedy algorithms conceived for sparse recovery.

In recent years, a family of iterative greedy algorithms conceived for reducing the com-

plexity has attracted significant research attention as a benefit of its simple geometric

interpretation. To elaborate a little further, they were designed for further reducing

the computational complexity of the l1-norm minimisation technique [165]. The authors

of [193] proposed the so-called orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm, in which

the OMP algorithm iteratively updates the results by finding the specific column of A

having the maximum correlation with the current residual. Then a number of variants

of the OMP algorithm were proposed, such as the generalised OMP (gOMP) [191], the

compressive sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP) [187], the subspace pursuit (SP) [188]

and the multipath matching pursuit (MMP) [192]. These variants have a refined step

conceived for improving the recovery performance attained. Additionally, the technique

termed as iterative hard thresholding (IHT) was proposed in [189, 194] for further im-

proving the achievable recovery performance. An approximate message passing (AMP)

detection algorithm was proposed in [190], whose complexity is comparable to that of the

IHT algorithm. In a nutshell, there are two important issues in the design of CS-based

wireless communications systems, namely that of mapping the wireless communications

problem into an appropriate CS problem and the identification of the most appropriate

recovery algorithm. Note that the algorithm should be suitably modified for meeting the

1The MIP is defined as the mutual coherence of a matrix is very small [185].
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requirements of the specific wireless communications systems. The history of iterative

greedy algorithms conceived for sparse recovery is provided in Table 1.6 at a glance.

1.4 Novel Contributions of the Thesis

The thesis is based on three published journal papers [97,98,117] and a submitted journal

paper [128]. The novel contributions of this thesis are summarised below.

• Chapter 2: [97,98]

1. Bearing in mind the advantages of OFDM-STSK, OFDM-IM and CS-OFDM-

IM for transmission over frequency-selective fading channels, a novel CS-aided

OFDM-STSK scheme relying on frequency-domain IM (CS-aided OFDM-

STSK-IM) is proposed, where the coordinate interleaving technique of [75]

is exploited for achieving an additional diversity gain, hence improving the

performance.

2. First, the classic ML detector is used for recovering the information bits,

which forms the best-case performance bound. We also formulate the Discrete-

Input Continuous-Output Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity of the sys-

tem proposed. The novel CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM scheme is shown to be

capable of achieving a better BER performance than the classical OFDM-

MIMO scheme.

3. Then, in order to mitigate the excessive complexity of the optimal ML detec-

tor, a pair of reduced-complexity detectors based on CS principles is proposed,

which is capable of attaining a considerably lower complexity than the ML

detector at the cost of a modest BER degradation.

4. Furthermore, we also conceive soft-input soft-output decoding for the pro-

posed CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM system. Explicitly, a two-stage serially con-

catenated soft-decision based detector is designed for our CS-aided OFDM-

STSK-IM scheme, where a pair of inner and outer decoders iteratively ex-

change their extrinsic information for the sake of achieving near-capacity

performance.

• Chapter 3: [117]

1. A novel CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system relying on both frequency-

domain and spatial-domain IM for improving the performance by attaining
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an improved diversity gain, whilst increasing the system capacity by index-

ing multiple transmission entities. This scheme is compared both to the

classical OFDM-MIMO system and to our previously proposed CS-OFDM-

STSK-IM system of Chapter 2. Furthermore, an upper bound of the average

bit error probability (ABEP) of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional

IM system is derived and confirmed by computer simulations. This flexible

multi-functional design allows us to strike a flexible trade-off between the

performance, the throughput and the complexity, where the different com-

ponents in the design can be conveniently configured in order to attain our

specific design requirements.

2. Then a reduced-complexity so-called simultaneous matching pursuit (S-MP)

based detector is proposed for simultaneously detecting multiple measure-

ment vectors by exploiting the powerful CS principles, whilst mitigating the

potentially excessive complexity of the ML detector at the cost of a mod-

est performance loss. Explicitly, the S-MP detector is specifically designed

for our novel CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system, where the active TAs

and active subcarriers are first jointly detected and then they are utilised for

reconstructing the space-time symbols.

3. Then powerful CS-aided multi-dimensional soft-input soft-output IM receivers

using both the ML detector and the proposed S-MP detector are conceived

for iteratively exchanging extrinsic soft information between the constituent

decoders in order to achieve a near-capacity performance. More specifically,

EXIT charts are used for visually characterising the flow of soft-information

between the constituent decoders of our concatenated structure. We also

construct EXIT charts for evaluating the maximum achievable rate of the

proposed system using both the ML detector and the S-MP detector. Fur-

thermore, the DCMC capacity of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional

IM scheme is formulated and compared to the maximum achievable rate of

the system derived from the EXIT charts.

• Chapter 4: [128]

1. A CS-SFIM scheme is proposed for striking an improved performance vs com-

plexity trade-off than the conventional LS-MU-MIMO-OFDM systems. The

basic idea of the proposed CS-SFIM scheme is that for each user the informa-

tion is conveyed by three distinctive parts, namely by the frequency-domain

IM, spatial-domain IM representing the TA activation and by the classic Am-

plitude/Phase Modulation (APM) symbols. Additionally, the new generalised
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SM, namely CS-GSFIM, is also invoked for improving the throughput with-

out increasing the number of RF chains compared to the CS-SFIM scheme

of Section 4.2.1.2. More particularly, in order to attain improved diversity

gain, in contrast to Chapter 3, different TA activation patterns are employed

for the different transmitted symbols instead of fixing the active TAs for the

entire OFDM subcarrier group as in Chapter 3. We then analyse the ABEP

of the proposed CS-GSFIM system using the ML detection and we derive

an upper bound of the ABEP. Our numerical results demonstrate that the

proposed MU CS-(G)SFIM system attains better BER performance than the

conventional MU-MIMO-OFDM system, the MU CS-aided multi-dimensional

system using the same TA activation pattern for each subcarrier group shown

in Chapter 3, and the MU CS-aided frequency-domain IM shown in Chapter 2

at the same bandwidth efficiency.

2. Then our reduced search-space based iterative matching pursuit (RSS-IMP)

detection scheme is proposed for the CS-GSFIM system, which relies on CS

principles. The computational complexities are compared for the proposed

systems using the ML detector, the MMSE detector and the novel RSS-IMP

detector. We demonstrate that the proposed RSS-IMP detector is capable

of achieving an improved BER vs complexity trade-off than the conventional

MU-MIMO-OFDM system using the ML detector and the proposed systems

employing the MMSE detector, despite its significantly reduced complexity.

This makes the proposed CS-GSFIM system eminently suitable for LS-MU-

MIMO communications.

3. We then proceed by investigating the performances of the proposed CS-

(G)SFIM systems in the presence of imperfect channel state information

(ICSI). It is demonstrated by our simulation results that the proposed sys-

tems are more robust to channel estimation errors than the conventional

MU-MIMO-OFDM system.

4. For the sake of attaining a near-capacity performance, we then design spe-

cific soft multi-user detectors based on both the ML detector and on the pro-

posed RSS-IMP detector for iteratively exchanging soft information with the

FEC decoders. Our FEC-coded numerical results indicate that near-capacity

performances can indeed be achieved by the proposed multi-user detectors.

Additionally, we investigate the maximum achievable rates of the proposed

CS-(G)SFIM system with the aid of EXIT charts.
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Figure 1.4: Organisation of the thesis.

1.5 Outline of the Thesis

In this thesis, we focus our attention on the multi-dimensional IM design of both single-

user and multi-user scenarios, including the employment of a CS-aided indexing strategy

at the transmitter, the design of our CS-assisted low-complexity detector and the design

of soft decoders. To begin with, let us now highlight the outline of this thesis, which is

portrayed in Fig. 1.4.

• Chapter 2: Compressed Sensing-Aided Frequency-Domain Index

Modulation [97,98]

In Chapter 2, we propose a novel CS-aided OFDM-STSK scheme relying on

frequency-domain IM. The general background knowledge on STSK, OFDM-IM,

and CS-OFDM-IM is reviewed in Section 2.2. The transmitter model of CS-aided

OFDM-STSK conceived with frequency-domain IM is introduced in Section 2.3.1.

In Section 2.3.2, the optimal ML detector is detailed and then a pair of reduced-

complexity detectors based on CS principles is proposed. Additionally, a two-stage

serially concatenated soft-decision detector is designed for the CS-aided OFDM-

STSK-IM system for the sake of achieving a near-capacity performance. Our

performance analysis and simulation results, including the DCMC capacity anal-

ysis, BER performances and the computational complexity analysis are discussed

in Section 2.4.1, Section 2.4.2, and Section 2.4.3, respectively. Finally, we conclude

this chapter in Section 2.5.

• Chapter 3: Compressed Sensing-Aided Multi-Dimensional Index

Modulation [117]

In Chapter 3, we conceive a CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme by combining

the benefits of STSK, OFDM-IM and SM. Explicitly, extra information bits are

transmitted through the active indices of both the TAs and subcarriers, whilst

striking a flexible design trade-off between the throughput and the diversity gain.

In Section 3.2, the system model of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM
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scheme is introduced, including the transmitter model in Section 3.2.1 and the re-

ceiver model in Section 3.2.2. Then the hard-decision based ML and the proposed

S-MP detectors are introduced in Section 3.3.1, as well as the theoretical BER

performance relying on the ML detector is analysed. The soft-decision based ML

and S-MP detectors are designed and detailed in Section 3.3.2. In Section 3.4, our

performance analysis is discussed, including the trade-off between the BER per-

formance and the computational complexity, the EXIT chart analysis, the DCMC

capacity analysis, the analysis of the maximum rates attained with the aid of EXIT

charts, as well as the coded BER performance. Finally, we conclude this chapter

in Section 3.5.

• Chapter 4: Multi-Dimensional Index Modulation for the Large-Scale

Multi-User MIMO Uplink [128]

In Chapter 4, we propose both uncoded and coded CS-aided two-dimensional IM

schemes, namely CS-(G)SFIM conceived for the LS-MIMO uplink upon combin-

ing the benefits of LS-MIMO, SM, GSM, OFDM-IM and CS for uplink transmis-

sion over frequency-selective fading channels. Specifically, compared to the multi-

dimensional design of Chapter 3, the CS-(G)SFIM proposed here applies different

TA activation patterns for different transmitted symbols instead of fixing the ac-

tive TAs for each subcarrier block, which increases both the diversity gain and

the design flexibility. In Section 4.2.1, the uplink transmission model is detailed

by introducing the components of the transmitter, such as the virtual-domain fre-

quency index selector, spatial-domain modulator/mapper, space-frequency index

modulator, compressed sensing block and the block assembler. In Section 4.3, both

the hard-decision-aided and soft-decision-aided multi-user detectors are designed,

including the optimal ML detector and the novel RSS-IMP detector. Additionally,

the computational complexity is analysed in Section 4.3.3. Then in Section 4.4 we

provide performance results and comparisons between the different systems, where

we demonstrate that the proposed CS(G)SFIM scheme is capable of achieving bet-

ter performances than the systems proposed both in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 as

well as the classical multi-user MIMO-OFDM systems. We also demonstrate that

the proposed RSS-IMP detector is capable of making the CS-(G)SFIM system

suitable for LS-MIMO scenarios. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.5.

• Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Research

In Chapter 5, we summarise the main findings of the thesis, provide brief design

guidelines and outline a range of suggestions for future research.



Chapter 2
Compressed Sensing-Aided

Frequency-Domain Index Modulation

2.1 Introduction

Index modulation (IM)-assisted wireless communications have attracted substantial at-

tention due to their potential of striking an attractive trade-off between bandwidth

efficiency and energy efficiency [1,5–7]. Moreover, OFDM-IM proposed in [62], as an at-

tractive frequency-domain IM scheme, has attracted considerable research interest over

the past few years owing to its advantages of providing a more flexible trade-off between

the bandwidth efficiency and the error probability than conventional OFDM. In order

to further increase the energy efficiency of the OFDM-IM system, while potentially in-

creasing its bandwidth efficiency, a compressed sensing (CS)-aided OFDM-IM scheme

was proposed in [82]. They can also be conveniently combined with powerful MIMO

techniques for meeting the demand for continuously increasing data rates as well as

quality of service (QoS) [2]. As a particularly powerful solution, space-time shift key-

ing (STSK) [41, 50] was proposed for extending the concept of the conventional spatial

modulation (SM) [8] and space-shift keying (SSK) [195] by exploiting both the spatial

and temporal dimensions, in order to provide both substantial transmit-diversity and

multiplexing gains.

Basar [95, 100] has explored the potential intrinsically amalgamating OFDM-IM with

MIMO systems and reported promising results outperforming MIMO-OFDM schemes.

23
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However, Basar’s studies were based on using hard-decision-aided detection at the re-

ceiver. Hence Basar’s schemes can be substantially improved by invoking powerful for-

ward error correction (FEC) coding schemes [109] upon incorporating redundancy into

the transmitted information, especially, when soft-decision-aided detection is used at the

receiver. Hence, a plethora of powerful channel coding techniques have been proposed

since 1950s, such as Hamming codes [196], Convolutional Codes (CCs) [197], turbo

codes [198] as well as diverse other channel coding techniques presented in [199]. In

1974, a potent decoding technique known as the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) algo-

rithm was conceived for attaining the minimum bit error ratio (BER) in the context

of CC [200]. As another powerful concept, concatenated codes were proposed [201] by

Forney as early as 1966. The turbo principle of [198] was also extended to block codes

exchanging extrinsic soft information similar to Berrou’s original turbo codes relying

on CCs [202]. Explicitly, in [198], parallel concatenation of two Recursive Systematic

Convolutional (RSC) codes was applied by Berrou and Glavieux, where the soft-decision

detector iteratively exchanged extrinsic information between the decoders for the sake

of achieving an infinitesimally low BER at near-capacity SNRs. As a further advance,

Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) charts were introduced in [203] and [204], which

constitute a powerful semi-analytical tool for investigating the convergence behaviour of

soft-decision-aided FEC-coded systems as well as for evaluating their achievable rate.

In this chapter, inspired by the benefits of the above-mentioned OFDM-STSK, OFDM-

IM, CS and FEC coding schemes, we propose a novel CS-aided frequency-domain index

modulation scheme, namely the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM arrangement shown in Fig. 2.1,

where the information bits are mapped to and transmitted through the spatial-, time-

and frequency dimensions for striking a flexible trade-off between the energy efficiency,

bandwidth efficiency, BER performance and complexity. Both uncoded and FEC-coded

schemes are proposed as well as investigated in this chapter. Against this background,

the novel contributions of this chapter can be summarised as follows:

• By amalgamating the advantages of OFDM-STSK, OFDM-IM and CS-based OFDM-

IM designed for communicating over frequency-selective fading channels, we pro-

pose a new CS-aided OFDM-STSK arrangement relying on frequency-domain in-

dex modulation, where coordinate interleaving is invoked for achieving an addi-

tional diversity gain, hence improving the performance. Initially, the optimal but

potentially excessive-complexity ML detector is used for recovering the information

bits, which forms the best-case bound on the system’s performance. Compared
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Figure 2.1: Interconnection of Chapter 2 with the rest of the thesis.

to the classical OFDM-STSK relying on the ML detector at the receiver, the pro-

posed system exhibits about 8.1 dB SNR-gain at the BER of 10−5 compared to

conventional OFDM-STSK.

• Then, to mitigate the excessive complexity of the ML detector, we propose a pair

of reduced-complexity detection algorithms, which impose a considerably lower

complexity than the ML detector at the cost of a modest BER degradation.

• We also conceive a soft-input soft-output decoder for the proposed CS-aided OFDM-

STSK-IM system. This is the first CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM system relying on

soft-decoding-aided channel coding in the open literature. Explicitly, a two-stage

serially concatenated soft-decision detector is applied to the proposed CS-aided

OFDM-STSK-IM system, where a pair of inner and outer decoders iteratively ex-

change their extrinsic information in order to achieve a near-capacity performance.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In Section 2.2, we briefly provide the

required background knowledge on the STSK, OFDM-IM and CS-OFDM-IM schemes,

respectively. In Section 2.3.1, we first outline the transmitter model of our proposed

CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM scheme. Then the detection algorithms are detailed in Sec-

tion 2.3.2, including the hard-decision-based optimal ML detector, a pair of new hard-

decision-based reduced-complexity detectors and powerful soft-decision-based detectors.

Our performance analysis and simulation results are provided in Section 2.4. Finally,

we conclude this chapter in Section 2.5.
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2.2 Background

In this section, we commence by briefly portraying STSK as one of the most sophisticated

space-time-domain IM techniques, followed by OFDM-IM and OFDM-IM using CS, as

detailed in Section 2.2.1, Section 2.2.2 and Section 2.2.3, respectively.

2.2.1 Review of STSK

As introduced in Section 1.2.1, the so-called SM/SSK scheme [8,19,20] is based on a novel

modulation technique relying on activating one out of a total of M transmit antenna

(TA) elements during each symbol interval. Since the STSK scheme is inspired by and

partly based on the SM/SSK concept, it is useful to briefly introduce the principle of

the SM/SSK scheme. Explicitly, in conventional SM scheme, it is assumed that B =

log2(L) + log2(M) source bits are transmitted during each channel use, where log2(L)

source bits are mapped to the classic L-PSK/QAM symbol and log2(M) source bits

are conveyed by the activation of one out of M TA elements. Then the SM modulated

signals Sl,m ∈ CM×1 are expressed as [8]

Sl,m = [0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−1

,

mthposition︷︸︸︷
sl , 0, · · · , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

M−m

]T , (2.1)
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Figure 2.3: The schematic of STSK transmitter.

where sl represents the classic PSK/QAM symbols modulated based on the log2(L)

source bits, and the integer m = log2(M) represents the TA index bits. Note that

according to [20], the SSK scheme can be regarded as a special case of the SM, where

only the spatial domain is exploited to convey information. In order to expound further,

we portray the schematic of the SM transmitter in Fig. 2.2 by considering the example

of L = 2 and M = 4. Then B = 3 source bits are split into one bit used for generating

a BPSK-modulated symbol and two bits are employed for activating the TA element.

This process is shown in Fig. 2.2. More explicitly, observe in Fig. 2.2 that if the source

bits are “[100]”, then the third TA is activated, while the the constellation point s1

shown in Fig. 2.2 is chosen as the transmitted symbol, and so on. Specifically, in the

SSK scheme, the activated TA element only transmits a symbol of s1 = 1, which can be

considered to be a special L = 1 instantiation of the SM scheme.

Based the above example, the source information of the SM/SSK scheme is directly

assigned to the TAs, where only the spatial domain is exploited for the conventional

modulation scheme, hence no transmit diversity gain is achieved upon activating a single

TA. To be specific, the STSK philosophy is based on the activation of Q number of

space-time dispersion matrices (DMs) [53] within each STSK block duration [41,46,54],

instead of indexing the TAs within each symbol duration, as in the SM/SSK scheme

of [8, 19, 20]. The STSK encoder is specified by the parameter (M,N, T,Q,L), where

M and N represent the number of TAs and receive antennas (RAs), respectively, Q is

the number of dispersion matrices and L represents the size of the classic constellation.

More specifically, the schematic of the STSK transmitter proposed in [41,54] is depicted

in Fig. 2.3, where the transmitter assigns log2 L bits to a single L-PSK/QAM symbol,

while log2Q bits are assigned to select a single one out of a total number of Q DMs Dq

(q = 1, · · · , Q). Then the modulated symbol si is dispersed into both the spatial and

temporal dimensions by the activated DM Di, so that the STSK transmission matrix
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Figure 2.4: The block diagram of the OFDM-IM transmitter [62], which is an
example of Fig. 1.1.

seen in Fig. 2.3 is given by S = si ·Di. Therefore, the STSK scheme may be considered

to constitute a combination of linear dispersion coding (LDC) [53] and SM [46]. As a

benefit of the high degree of design-freedom by appropriately choosing both the number

of DMs, the size of the classic modulation alphabet, and the number of TAs/RAs, the

STSK scheme becomes capable of striking a flexible trade-off between the diversity gain

and multiplexing gain [54].

2.2.2 Review of OFDM-IM

OFDM-IM is a multi-carrier transmission scheme that has been inspired by beneficially

transplanting the concept of SM from the spatial to the frequency domain [62, 95]. In

the OFDM-IM scheme, the source information is carried by two parts, the classical

constellation symbols and subcarrier index pattern selection, where only a subset of the

available subcarriers is activated for transmitting the classic constellation symbols, while

the remaining subcarriers are idle. The block diagram of the OFDM-IM transmitter is

given in Fig. 2.4, where a total of m source bits enter the OFDM-IM transmitter for

the transmission of each OFDM frame, while considering an OFDM system having a

total of Nc available subcarriers. The m source bits are first split into G groups, each

containing b = m/G bits, where each group of b bits is mapped to an OFDM sub-

block1 of subcarrier-length Nf = Nc/G. Then, for each OFDM sub-block, only K out

of Nf subcarriers are activated based on the first b1 = blog2

(Nf
k

)
c bits of the incoming

b-bit sequence. According to [62], the selection procedure of the active subcarriers

per OFDM sub-block can be implemented by using two different mapping techniques,

1In OFDM, Nc may assume very large values, such as 128, 256, 512 or 1024 and if the subcarrier
index selector is applied directly to Nc, there could be a huge number of possible combinations for active
subcarrier indices, which makes the selection of active indices an almost impossible task. As a result,
the subcarriers are partitioned into G smaller sub-blocks to perform subcarrier index selection.
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either using a simple look-up table that specifies the active indices corresponding to the

incoming bits, or the technique that is based on combinatorial number theory for a large

number of information bits b1, as detailed in [62]. Note that we use the look-up table

based technique in this chapter, which will be detailed in Section 2.3. Additionally, the

remaining b2 = K log2 L bits of the incoming b-bit sequence are mapped to the classical

L-PSK/QAM modulation for determining the data symbols that modulate the activated

subcarriers. Hence the total number of bits transmitted per OFDM-IM frame is given

by

m = b×G =

(
blog2

(
Nf

K

)
c+K log2 L

)
×G. (2.2)

As shown in Fig. 2.4, for the first OFDM sub-block, the resultant matrices of I1 and S1

represent the selected indices and constellation symbols, respectively, where I1 has the

size of (Nf ×K) and S1 has the size of (K × 1). Then the OFDM-IM sub-block creator

of Fig. 2.4 assembles the sub-blocks Xg ∈ CNf×1 = IgSg for g = 1, 2, . . . , G. Then, the

OFDM-IM block creator shown in Fig. 2.4 collects these sub-blocks and forms an OFDM-

IM frame X ∈ CNf×1. Finally, inverse Fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and cyclic prefix

(CP) insertion are performed for the transmission of the signals through the wireless

channel, as in classical OFDM systems.

2.2.3 Review of CS-OFDM-IM

As introduced in Section 1.3, CS has attracted considerable research attention, especially

in the context of recovering sparse signals. In this section, we introduce the CS technique

in the context of the OFDM-IM transmitter of Section 2.2.2. The CS technique was first

applied to the family of OFDM-IM systems in [82], where the CS-assisted subcarrier

indexing strategy was implemented by carting the conventional OFDM-IM to a high-

dimensional virtual domain, and then the virtual-domain signals were compressed into

low-dimensional signals in the frequency domain. In this way, both the bandwidth

efficiency and energy efficiency became higher than the conventional OFDM-IM. To

expound a little further, the block diagram of the CS-OFDM-IM transmitter is portrayed

in Fig. 2.5 based on [82]. Similar to the conventional OFDM-IM of Fig. 2.4, the source

information is first split into G groups each containing b bits, where part of the b bits are

used to generate constellation symbols, while the remaining part is applied to selecting

active subcarriers for transmitting the constellation symbols. Specifically, the active

subcarrier indices seen in Fig. 2.5 are selected in a Nv-dimensional virtual domain,
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where we have (Nv > Nf ). Hence the total number of bits transmitted per CS-OFDM-

IM frame is given by

m = b×G =

(
blog2

(
Nv

K

)
c+K log2 L

)
×G. (2.3)

Explicitly, by comparing Eq. (2.2) and Eq. (2.3) we observe that more data bits can

be transmitted by the CS-OFDM-IM scheme than by the classical OFDM-IM scheme

reviewed in Fig. 2.4, when we fixed the values of Nf , K, L. Let us briefly consider the

example of Nv = 32, Nf = 8, K = 2 and L = 2, where we have 1 bit-per-channel-use

and 1.5 bits-per-channel-use for the conventional OFDM-IM and the CS-OFDM-IM,

respectively, when we carry out the calculations in Eq. (2.3). Hence we conclude that

the CS-assisted indexing strategy is capable of transmitting more bits at no extra cost

in terms of either power or bandwidth.

As shown in Fig. 2.5, a CS measurement matrix A ∈ CNf×Nv is applied for compressing

the high-dimensional g-th CS-OFDM-IM sub-block signal Xg ∈ CNv×1 in the virtual

domain into a low-dimensional frequency-domain signal Sg ∈ CNf×1. This process may

be expressed as

Sg = A ·Xg. (2.4)
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Additionally, the illustration of Eq. (2.4) is shown in Fig. 2.5. Then, the OFDM-IM block

creator of Fig. 2.5 collects the compressed frequency-domain signals from the G sub-

blocks, followed by the IFFT and CP insertion. More specifically, Eq. (2.4) represents

the classical mathematical modelling of CS [108], whose detection performance at the

receiver is determined by the specific characteristics of the measurement matrix A [184].

The particular design principles of the measurement matrix are comprehensively detailed

in [167,185,205,206].

2.3 Proposed System Model

The block diagram of our proposed scheme is shown in Fig. 2.6, where bG number of

information bits are divided into G parallel groups with b number of information bits

processed in each group, as shown in Fig. 2.6. For each group of b bits, b1 bits are

mapped to the IM selector, which chooses K active indices out of Nv available indices.

The remaining b2 bits are used for generating K STSK codewords, and then these

K codewords are coordinate-interleaved for providing an additional diversity gain to

improve the BER performance. In Fig. 2.6, the K coordinate-interleaved codewords are

then mapped to the active indices according to the IM selector, while the inactive indices

are set to zero. Then the block creator collects all codewords from G groups in parallel
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and forms a frame, which is mapped to the spatial- and time-domain by the space-time

mapper followed by OFDM modulation and then transmission.

In the system proposed in Fig. 2.6, we consider OFDM modulation with Nc subcarriers,

which are equally divided into G subcarrier groups for performing index selection and

each group contains Nf = Nc/G subcarriers in the frequency domain. In each subcarrier

group, K number of indices are active out of Nv available subcarrier indices in the

virtual domain. Hence the information bits are divided into G groups at the input of

the transmitter as shown in Fig. 2.6. The details of the transmitter and receiver models

are discussed in the following sections.

2.3.1 Transmitter Model

As illustrated in Fig. 2.6, bG data bits are split into G groups of length b bits and then

the corresponding b bits are processed in each group of the transmitter by the STSK

encoder and the IM selector. As introduced in Section 2.2.1, the STSK encoder specified

by the parameter (M,N, T,Q,L) generates space-time codewords from the information

bits by activating a single dispersion matrix out of Q dispersion matrices and combined

with the L-ary modulated symbols for transmission over T time slots. As shown in

Fig. 2.6, b2 data bits are processed by the STSK encoder in each group, where we have

b2 = K × log2 (QL). In the g-th group, the STSK codewords are represented by Xg[i],

where g = 1, 2, . . . G and i = 1, 2, . . .K.

In order to further increase the diversity gain and improve the system’s performance,

the coordinate interleaving (CI) technique of [75] is invoked for each group after the

STSK encoder, as illustrated in Fig. 2.6. Specifically, coordinate interleaving is applied

to the STSK codewords Xg[i] ∈ CM×T where i = 1, 2 . . . K in the g-th group and K

is an even number because the interleaving takes place between a pair of codewords.

According to the coordinate interleaving, the real and imaginary parts of the complex

data symbols are transmitted over different active indices of the system. The output

signal after coordinate interleaving blocks is represented by X̂g ∈ CKM×T and contains
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K STSK codewords, which can be expressed as

X̂g =



R{Xg[1]}+ jI{Xg[2]}

R{Xg[2]}+ jI{Xg[1]}

...

R{Xg[K − 1]}+ jI{Xg[K]}

R{Xg[K]}+ jI{Xg[K − 1]}



, (2.5)

where R[ ] and I[ ] represent the real and imaginary parts of the complex-valued symbol

respectively, and the real part of the codeword after the coordinate interleaving block of

Fig. 2.6 at the first active index comes from the real part of the first STSK codeword.

By contrast, the imaginary part of the codeword after the coordinate interleaving block

of Fig. 2.6 at the first active index comes from the imaginary part of the second STSK

codeword and so on, for each of active indices.

The coordinate-interleaved space-time codewords X̂g[i] in each subcarrier group are then

mapped to K active subcarrier indices chosen from the Nv available indices according

to the OFDM-IM principle introduced in Section 2.2.2, and each space-time matrix is

applied to an active index. The remaining b1 = blog2C(Nv,K)c data bits in each group

are used to select K out of Nv available indices by the IM selector, and only the selected

active indices are allocated the space-time codewords. C(Nv,K) represents the number

of possible combinations upon choosing K out of Nv and the notation b c represents

the floor operation. The remaining (Nv − K) indices are inactive and set to zero.

Additionally, the index selection procedure can be performed by referring to a look-up

table [1], where the information bits are conveyed by the corresponding combinations of

active indices. A look-up table example is provided in Table 2.1 for b1 = 2, K = 2 and

Nv = 4. For example, according to the look-up Table 2.1, if the information bits of the

IM selector are [0 0], the first and second indices out of the 4 available indices should be

active indices, while the other two indices should be set to zero as shown in the table,

and so on.

In the IM selector of Fig. 2.6, we consider a virtual domain rather than the frequency

domain, where the number of the indices Nv available in the virtual domain is higher

than the number of subcarriers Nf in the frequency domain of each group as reviewed

in Fig. 2.5. With the aid of this virtual domain, the proposed system becomes capable
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Bits Indices Blocks

[0 0] {1, 2} [x1 x2 0 0]

[0 1] {2, 3} [0 x1 x2 0]

[1 0] {3, 4} [0 0 x1 x2]

[1 1] {1, 4} [x1 0 0 x2]

Table 2.1: A look-up table example for K = 2 and Nv = 4

of transmitting more information within the fixed bandwidth at no cost in terms of

power. For example, there are Nc = 128 subcarriers partitioned into G = 16 subcarrier

groups with Nf = 8 subcarriers in each group and the STSK encoder specified by

(2, 2, 2, 2, 2) is applied. For each group of the conventional OFDM-STSK-IM 2 having

K = 2 active subcarriers, b2 = 2 × log2 (2× 2) = 4 bits are used for encoding 24 = 16

STSK codewords and b1 = blog2C(8, 2)c = 4 bits for selecting 2 active subcarriers out

of 8 available subcarriers in each group, since we have 24 = 16 legitimate combinations.

Hence a total of b = 8 bits are transmitted through each subcarrier group. By contrast,

the proposed CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM system introduces the virtual domain having

Nv number of subcarriers for the IM selector, where the length of Nv in the virtual

domain is designed much higher than that of Nf in the frequency domain. Explicitly,

Nv = 15 is assumed here, then b1 = blog2C(15, 2)c = 6 bits are used for selecting 26 =

64 legitimate combinations relying on 2 active indices out of 15 available indices in the

virtual domain. Quantitatively, b2 = 2 × log2 (2× 2) = 4 bits are used for the 24 = 16

STSK codewords of Fig. 2.6, yielding a total of b = 10 bits transmitted through each

subcarrier group. Hence, the proposed CS-aided system transmits more information

than the conventional OFDM-STSK-IM scheme within the same bandwidth at no extra

power consumption.

After the allocation of active indices in each group, the symbols in the g-th group can be

expressed as Xg = [xg(1)xg(2) . . . xg(Nv)] in the virtual domain. The mapping of the

STSK codewords to Nv parallel available indices is illustrated in Fig. 2.7 as a 3D struc-

ture, where the x-axis, y-axis and z-axis represent the time slots, the available frequency

indices in the virtual domain and the transmit antennas, respectively. Additionally, Nv

space-time matrices having (M × T ) elements are allocated in parallel slices. The slices

which correspond to the active indices are set to the coordinate-interleaved space-time

codewords and the other slices are set to zero.

2The conventional OFDM-STSK-IM is the OFDM-IM technique without applying the CS.
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The block creator of Fig. 2.6 concatenates G groups of codewords into a single frame

and then the space-time symbols X = [X0 X1 . . . XG] in the virtual domain are mapped

to M transmit antennas over T time slots by the space-time mapper. With the aid of

the space-time mapper of Fig. 2.6, we generate the transmit symbol vectors from M

transmit antennas over T time slots, which can be written as [S1 S2 . . . SM ] over one

time slot, and the symbols at the m-th transmit antenna Sm ∈ CGNv×1 can be also

expressed as Sm = [S1
m S2

m . . . SGm], where Sgm ∈ CNv×1 represents the symbols of the

g-th group at the m-th transmit antenna.

In order to map the symbols in the virtual domain to the frequency domain for construct-

ing the OFDM symbols, the measurement matrix A ∈ CNf×Nv is applied to compress

the Nv-dimensional signal Sgm in the virtual domain into the Nf -dimensional signal Ŝgm

in the frequency domain and this procedure is shown as

Ŝgm = ASgm, (2.6)

where Ŝgm ∈ CNf×1 and Eq. (2.6) represents the classic mathematical model of CS [108].

However, there are no widely configured design principles for the CS measurement ma-

trix A. According to [108, 184], the CS measurement matrix dominantly influences

the receiver’s symbol recovery performance. In order to make the recovery efficient,
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the columns of the matrix A should be as uncorrelated as possible, so that the ma-

trix preserves more energy of the input signal Sgm, where the mutual coherence of the

measurement matrix A is designed to be lower than 1/(2K − 1).

As illustrated in Fig.2.6, the OFDM symbols in the frequency domain are obtained after

the above procedures, and then the Nc-point IFFT is applied to the frequency-domain

symbols at each transmit antenna, yielding the time-domain symbols [S1 S2 . . . SM ].

Finally, the CP of length Ncp, which has to be longer than the channel’s delay spread, is

concatenated at the front of the time-domain symbols for eliminating the effects of the

inter-symbol-interference over multi-path fading channels. Then, the resultant signals

are transmitted simultaneously from the M transmit antennas over the wireless channel.

2.3.2 Detection of the Proposed System

The signal glanced from the transmit antennas is assumed to be transmitted over a

Lch-tap frequency-selective channel and the channel state information (CSI) is assumed

to be perfectly known at the receiver.

Using the channel model hm,n(nc), which represents the time-domain channel at the nc-

th subcarrier between the m-th transmit antenna as well as the n-th receive antenna and

following the CP removal and FFT operation at the space-time demapper, the signal

Y[nc] ∈ CN×T received at the nc-th subcarrier (nc = 0, 1, . . . , Nc − 1) over N receive

antennas can be expressed as

Y[nc] = H[nc]Ŝ[nc] + W[nc], (2.7)

where H[nc] ∈ CN×M is the frequency-domain channel matrix at the nc-th subcarrier,

Ŝ[nc] ∈ CM×T is the compressed symbols at the nc-th subcarrier transmitted from M

transmit antennas over T time slots, and W[nc] ∈ CN×T represents the additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) following the distribution CN (0, σ2
n), where σ2

n represents the

noise variance.

The received signal Y ∈ CNcN×T =
[
YT [0] YT [1] · · · YT [Nc − 1]

]T
based on Eq. (2.7)

is then passed through the block splitter and the received symbols in G groups are

detected separately as shown in Fig. 2.6. Then the received signal Yg ∈ CNfN×T in the

g-th group before detection can be obtained from Eq. (2.7), which is expressed further

as:

Yg = HgÂSg + Wg, (2.8)
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where Hg ∈ CNfN×NfM represents the block-diagonal channel matrix of the whole g-th

block, Â ∈ CNfM×NvM is the equivalent CS measurement matrix used for the signals

glanced from the M transmit antennas, and Sg ∈ CNvM×T contains the information

transmitted from the M transmit antennas over T time slots in the virtual domain. Ad-

ditionally, Wg ∈ CNfN×T is the AWGN matrix, which obeys the distribution CN (0, σ2
n).

For the analysis of different types of detectors, Eq. (2.8) can be expanded specifically

for Nf consecutive subcarriers of block g as:



Y1
g

Y2
g

...

Y
nf
g

...

Y
Nf
g


=



H1
g 0 . . . 0

0 H2
g . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . H
Nf
g





Â1

Â2

...

Ânf
...

ÂNf


IgX̂g + Wg, (2.9)

where Y
nf
g ∈ CN×T represents the space-time codeword received at the nf -th subcarrier

in group g. Each channel matrix element H
nf
g has the size of (N×M), and the submatrix

Ânf ∈ CM×MNv in the equivalent CS measurement matrix is derived from the nf -th

row of the measurement matrix A and can be specifically expanded as:

Ânf =



Anf 0 . . . 0

0 Anf . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . Anf


, (2.10)

where Anf has the size of (1 × Nv) and represents the nf -th row-vector of the mea-

surement matrix A. In addition, X̂g ∈ CKM×T in Eq. (2.9) represents the coordinate-

interleaved signal at the K active indices received from the M transmit antennas over
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T time slots in Eq. (2.5), and Ig ∈ CNvM×KM is a block-diagonal matrix of the form

Ig =



I1
g 0 . . . 0

0 I2
g . . . 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 . . . IMg


, (2.11)

which illustrates the specific mapping pattern of selecting K active indices out of Nv

available indices in the virtual domain for M transmit antennas. In Eq. (2.11) each

submatrix Img ∈ CNv×K represents the index combination mapping pattern at the m-th

transmit antenna, and the Nv rows in Img represent the Nv available frequency indices

shown in Fig. 2.7, while the K columns in matrix Img represent the K selected active

indices. Additionally, we assume that the index mapping pattern is the same for the M

transmit antennas, where I1
g = I2

g = · · · = IMg in Eq. (2.11). For example, let us assume

that there are 2 transmit antennas, where the first and second indices are selected as

active indices out of the 4 available indices in the virtual domain. Then the mapping

matrix for 2 transmit antennas is shown as:

Ig =


I1
g 0

0 I2
g

 =



1 0
... 0 0

0 1
... 0 0

0 0
... 0 0

0 0
... 0 0

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0 0
... 1 0

0 0
... 0 1

0 0
... 0 0

0 0
... 0 0



. (2.12)

In the following, we will first describe the ML detection followed by our proposed

reduced-complexity algorithm conceived for reducing the excessive complexity of the

ML detector without unduly eroding the performance.
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2.3.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Detection

In our proposed system model of Eq. (2.9), we should identify the matrix required for

detecting the information bits used in the index selector of Fig. 2.6 and also to detect

the information bits used for constructing the STSK codewords for all active indices.

Using the matrix given in Eq. (2.9), the ML detection of the proposed CS-aided OFDM-

STSK-IM for each block g is performed in the detection block of Fig. 2.6, which is

formulated as

< q̂, l̂, Îc >= arg min
q,l,Ic∈Ic

‖Yg −HgÂIcX̂g,q,l‖2, (2.13)

where Ic represents the index-combination library, which contains all possible index

combinations in the transmitter look-up table and X̂g,q,l represents the K coordinate-

interleaved space-time codewords in the g-th group. The total decoding complexity order

of the ML detection given in Eq. (2.13) for one subcarrier group is O(NSI(QL)K), which

is considerably higher than that of classical OFDM-STSK, whose complexity order of

one subcarrier group is O(NfQL). Therefore, we employ a reduced-complexity detector

in our system for reducing the complexity of the ML detection of Eq. (2.13).

2.3.2.2 Reduced-Complexity Detection

We propose a pair of reduced-complexity detection techniques, which strike a trade-off

between the performance and the complexity as detailed below.

The initialisation stages are the same for both reduced-complexity techniques described

as follows:

1. During the first stage, G independent and successive minimum mean square error

(MMSE) detection are performed relying on Eq. (2.8) using the following MMSE

filtering matrix:

Fg =

[
(Hg)

HHg +
1

ρ
IMNf

]−1

(Hg)
H , (2.14)

where ρ is the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per symbol and Hg of Eq. (2.8),

represents the equivalent channel matrix for the g-th group. Following the left-

multiplication of Yg of Eq. (2.8) with the MMSE filtering matrix Fg of Eq. (2.14),

the MMSE detection is performed as

Ŝg = FgHgÂSg + FgWg = ÂSg + Ŵg, (2.15)
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where Ŝg ∈ CMNf×T is the estimate of the transmitted CS-processed signal and

Ŵg ∈ CMNf×T is the noise matrix after MMSE channel equalisation.

2. Secondly, in order to get rough estimates of the space-time codewords in the virtual

domain, the Hermitian transpose ÂH of the equivalent measurement matrix Â is

multiplied by Ŝg in Eq. (2.15), which is shown as

S̃g = ÂHÂSg + W̃g, (2.16)

where (ÂHÂ) ∈ CMNv×MNv is a square matrix and W̃g = ÂHŴg is an AWGN

noise matrix.

3. Then, the estimated signal S̃g ∈ CMNv×T of Eq. (2.16) is rearranged into Nv con-

secutive space-time codewords, which have the same structure as shown in Fig. 2.7

and the rearranged signal is represented by S̄g = [S̄1
g S̄2

g . . . S̄Nvg ]T , where each

S̄nvg ∈ CM×T is the estimated space-time codeword of the index nv for group g in

the OFDM-STSK frame shown in Fig. 2.7. Then the magnitudes of Nv consecutive

space-time codewords obtained from S̄g are calculated as [|S̄1
g|2 |S̄2

g|2 . . . |S̄Nvg |2].

Because of the ‘sparsification’ of Sg in Eq. (2.8), there are K nonzero codewords

at the active indices shown in Fig. 2.7 complemented by (Nv −K) zero codewords

at the inactive subcarrier indices. As a result, the Nv magnitudes provided should

have K values, which are higher than the other (Nv −K) values 3. After calculat-

ing and ordering the magnitudes, the specific subcarrier index having the highest

magnitude may have a high probability to be one of the K active indices and the

index with the lowest magnitude may have a high probability to be one of the

(Nv −K) inactive indices.

Again, the above initialisation procedures are the same for the two reduced-complexity

techniques and in the following we explain how the two techniques operate, following

the above initialisation stages.

Reduced-Complexity Detection Algorithm 1: According to the calculated mag-

nitudes at Nv consecutive subcarriers in the virtual domain, the subcarrier index having

the highest magnitude among [|S̄1
g|2 |S̄2

g|2 . . . |S̄Nvg |2] is selected by the detector as the

first active subcarrier candidate 4. Then ML detection is employed depending on the

specific candidate selected. For example, if the first candidate n1
v is selected, then ML

3This is not true at very low SNRs, when the noise variance is high.
4The candidate in reduced-complexity techniques represents the subcarrier index which is selected

according to the magnitudes calculated and ordered in the virtual domain.
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detection is performed for each block g which is formulated as

< q̂, l̂, În1
v
>= arg min

q,l,I
n1
v

‖Yg −HgÂIn1
v
X̂g,q,l‖2, (2.17)

where In1
v

represents a specific part of the index-combination library Ic in Eq. (2.13),

which contains all possible index combinations with the index of the n1
v candidate in

the transmitter look-up table and X̂g,q,l represents the coordinate-interleaved space-time

codewords in the g-th group. Similarly, the subcarrier index n2
v having the second highest

magnitude is selected as the second candidate and ML detection is performed as

< q̂, l̂, În2
v
>= arg min

q,l,I
n2
v

‖Yg −HgÂIn2
v
X̂g,q,l‖2, (2.18)

where In2
v

contains all possible index combinations with the indices of n1
v and n2

v candi-

dates in the transmitter look-up table, and so on for the rest of the selected candidates.

Therefore, the detection with Nv candidates can exploit all possible index combina-

tions in the transmitter look-up table and the performance merges with that of the ML

detector of Eq. (2.13), whilst having the same complexity order.

Therefore, the complexity order of the reduced-complexity Algorithm 1 depends on the

number N̂SI of index combinations processed from the look-up table provided at the

transmitter, until the process is terminated. Then the generalised complexity order

of Algorithm 1 is expressed as O(N̂SI(QL)K). If all index candidates are selected at

the detector, then we have N̂SI = NSI , where NSI represents the number of all index

combinations provided by the transmitter and the complexity order of Algorithm 1 is

exactly the same as that of ML detection. However, it is not necessary to process all

index candidates to maintain the performance. Hence N̂SI is typically lower than the

number of all possible combinations NSI , where the complexity order O(N̂SI(QL)K) is

lower than the complexity order O(NSI(QL)K) of the ML detector.

Reduced-Complexity Detection Algorithm 2: With the benefit of CS, we pro-

pose an orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)-like detection algorithm to make a lo-

cally optimal decision at each iteration, which is one of the most popular greedy algo-

rithms [186].

• In the first iteration, the index having the highest magnitude among

[|S̄1
g|2 |S̄2

g|2 . . . |S̄Nvg |2] is selected as one candidate and represented by n̂1
a. With

reference to the index combination table within the IM selector of the transmitter

in Fig. 2.6, all combinations containing the selected index n̂1
a will be processed in
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the first iteration and C1 number of index combinations are assumed during the

first iteration. Considering Table 2.1 as an example and assuming n̂1
a = 1, the

first index has the highest probability to be one of the 2 active indices and the

combinations with the first index in Table 2.1 will be processed during the first

iteration, where the index combinations {1, 2} and {1, 4} that both contain the

first index are selected.

• Then in order to make our analysis comprehensive, the estimated signal Ŝg after

channel equalisation in Eq. (2.15) is expanded as

Ŝg = ÂIgX̂g + Ŵg = ÂgX̂g + Ŵg, (2.19)

where the matrix Ig explained in Eq. (2.11) illustrates the specific index combina-

tion of selecting K active indices out of Nv available indices in the virtual domain

for M transmit antennas. Additionally, according to the principle of the OMP

algorithm, the process of Âg = ÂIg creates an over-determined scenario for the

proposed detection system [186]. In this scenario, the simple least squares solution

can be employed to recover the index combination used at the transmitter by using

the pseudo-inverse operator. The pseudo-inverse operator Â+
g of Âg in Eq. (2.19)

is denoted as

Â+
g = (ÂH

g Âg)
−1ÂH

g , (2.20)

which is multiplied with Ŝg in Eq. (2.19) and Â+
g Âg = IKM + e is obtained to

recover the transmitted signal X̂g in the g-th block, where e is the error matrix

owing to the mismatch of the index combinations. Hence the estimated signal
ˆ̂
Xg

can be written in the general format of:

ˆ̂
Xg = X̂g + e +

ˆ̂
Wg. (2.21)

In the first iteration, there are C1 number of index combinations containing the

selected index n̂1
a. Hence C1 pseudo-inverse operators are generated and multiplied

with Ŝg in Eq. (2.19).

• After obtaining the estimated codewords
ˆ̂
Xg in Eq. (2.21) at the K active indices

in group g, the ML detection is applied to Eq. (2.21) for detecting the STSK

codewords, index-by-index as follows:

x̂g(k, q̂, l̂) = arg min
q,l
‖ ˆ̂
Xg(k)− x(q, l)‖2, (2.22)
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where q and l are the dispersion matrix index and the symbol constellation index,

respectively. Furthermore, q̂ and l̂ are the corresponding estimated indices, and

x̂g(k, q̂, l̂) represents the estimated STSK codeword associated with q̂ dispersion

matrices and a constellation size of l̂ at the k-th active index, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K.

• In the above stages of the first iteration, we can obtain C1 estimated signal ma-

trices, where each matrix contains K space-time codewords over T time slots. In

order to optimise the C1 estimated results in the first iteration, the best fit re-

sult can be found by evaluating < arg min ‖Ŝg − ÂÎc1g x̂c1g ‖2 > to get the specific

index mapping matrix and the STSK codeword, which can minimise the differ-

ence between the received signal and the estimated signal, where c1 = 1, 2, . . . , C1,

and Îc1g is the mapping matrix for the c1-th processed index combination in the

first iteration and x̂c1g illustrates the estimated coordinate-interleaved space-time

codewords at the K active indices over T time slots in group g for the c1-th pro-

cessed index combination in the iteration considered. Then the optimised result Ŝ1
g

obtained during the first iteration contains the information of the best-fit index se-

lection pattern. Finally, the information bits detected for constructing space-time

codewords are obtained.

The signals [Ŝ1
g Ŝ2

g Ŝ3
g . . . ] optimised for all iterations can be obtained by repeating

the above stages for the rest of the iterations.

In fact, it is unnecessary to invoke all iterations as a benefit of applying the pseudo-

inverse shown in Eq. (2.21), since the potential error matrix e in Eq. (2.21) becomes

0 if the correct index combination is detected. As a result, an error threshold eth

can be set up to terminate the process of iterations for reducing the computational

complexity. The potential residual error eig after the i-th iteration becomes:

eig = ‖Yg −HgÂŜig‖2. (2.23)

If the error eig in the i-th iteration is lower than or equal to the threshold error

eth, then the process can be terminated and the correct index modulation bits and

STSK information bits can be detected in the g-th group.

The complexity order of the reduced-complexity detection Algorithm 2 depends on the

number of index combinations ÑSI processed from the look-up table provided at the

transmitter, until the process is terminated. Then the generalised complexity order of

Algorithm 2 is expressed as O(ÑSIQLK), where ÑSI is typically lower than the number

of all possible combinations NSI . Additionally, the maximum complexity order of Algo-

rithm 2 is O(NSIQLK), which is still lower than the complexity order O(NSI(QL)K)
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of the ML detector. Compared to the generalised complexity order O(N̂SI(QL)K) of

Algorithm 1 having N̂SI = ÑSI , the complexity order of Algorithm 2 is lower than that

of the first algorithm.

2.3.2.3 Soft-Decision Detection

In this section, we extend the proposed hard-decision receiver to soft-decision detection.

To elaborate further, the block diagram of a two-stage serially concatenated RSC-coded

RSC 

Encoder
PP

CS-OFDM-STSK-

IM Modulator

... Tx

CS-OFDM-STSK-

IM Soft demodulator

... Rx
P¯¹ P¯¹ 

PP

RSC 

Decoder

Hard-Decision 

Decoder

Hard-Decision 

Decoder

binary 

source

u c b

Lᵢ,ₑ(b) 

Lᵢ,ₐ(b) 

Lₒ,ₐ(c) 

Lₒ,ₑ(c) 

Lₒ,ₑ(u) 

Outer Encoder/

Decoder

Inner Encoder/

Decoder

bG bits

Figure 2.8: Block diagram of a two-stage serially concatenated RSC-coded CS-
OFDM-STSK-IM system.

CS-OFDM-STSK-IM system employing iterative detection inspired by [207] is portrayed

in Fig. 2.8. As shown in Fig. 2.8, the binary source stream u is convolutionally encoded

by the RSC code, generating the binary stream c and then the sequence c is interleaved

by a random bit interleaver Π [208]. Then the interleaved stream b is modulated by the

CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme of Fig. 2.8. The resultant set of symbols are then mapped

to the TAs and then transmitted over the wireless channel. At the receiver of Fig. 2.8,

the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM soft demodulator and the RSC decoder iteratively exchange

their soft-information in the form of Logarithmic-Likelihood Ratios (LLRs) [209], where

L(·) in Fig. 2.8 denotes the LLRs of the bits concerned, the subscript i represents the

CS-OFDM-STSK-IM soft demodulator, also regarded as the inner “decoder”, and o

represents the RSC decoder, also regarded as the outer “decoder” [110]. Furthermore,

the subscripts a and e used in Fig. 2.8 refer to the extrinsic and a priori LLRs of the
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bits, respectively [202]. Specifically, during each inner-outer decoding iteration 5 the CS-

OFDM-STSK-IM soft demodulator’s extrinsic output LLRs Li,e(b) are deinterleaved by

a soft-bit random deinterleaver for generating the soft bits Lo,a(c), which are then passed

to the RSC decoder as a priori LLRs in order to obtain the extrinsic LLRs Lo,e(c) for

all the channel-coded bits. The extrinsic LLRs Lo,e(c) are calculated by invoking the

Logarithmic Maximum a posteriori (Log-MAP) algorithm [209,210], where the extrinsic

LLRs are then interleaved and fed back to the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM soft demodulator

as a priori LLRs. During the final iteration, only the LLRs Lo,e(u) representing the

original uncoded bits u are required, which are then passed to the hard-decision decoder

of Fig. 2.8 for determining the estimated binary source.

According to the conditional probability of the soft demapper of STSK systems in [41],

the conditional probability p(Yg|Ŝg) of the received signal block Yg obtained from the

equivalent system model represented in Eq. (2.8) can be expressed as:

p(Yg|Ŝg) =
1

(πN0)NT
exp

(
−‖Yg −HgÂIgX̂g‖2

N0

)

=
1

(πN0)NT
exp

(
−‖Yg −HgŜg‖2

N0

)
,

(2.24)

where X̂g represents the K number of coordinate interleaved space-time codewords in

the g-th block and Ŝg denotes the compressed symbols in the g-th block. The received

signal block Yg carries B channel-coded bits in the g-th block for both the index selector

and the STSK encoder illustrated in Fig. 2.6. The channel-coded bit sequence in the

g-th block can be represented as bg = [b1, b2, . . . , bB] and the resultant extrinsic LLR

value of bit bi (i = 1, . . . , B) can be expressed as:

Li,e(bi) = ln

∑
Ŝg∈(Ŝg)i1

p(Yg|Ŝg) exp
[∑

j 6=i bjLi,a(bj)
]

∑
Ŝg∈(Ŝg)i0

p(Yg|Ŝg) exp
[∑

j 6=i bjLi,a(bj)
]

= ln

∑
Ŝg∈(Ŝg)i1

exp
[
−‖Yg −HgŜg‖2/N0 +

∑
j 6=i bjLi,a(bj)

]
∑

Ŝg∈(Ŝg)i0
exp

[
−‖Yg −HgŜg‖2/N0 +

∑
j 6=i bjLi,a(bj)

] ,
(2.25)

(Ŝg)
i
0 and (Ŝg)

i
1 in Eq. (2.25) represent the sub-set of the space-time-frequency code-

words, satisfying (Ŝg)
i
0 ≡ {Ŝg ∈ Ŝ : bi = 0} and (Ŝg)

i
1 ≡ {Ŝg ∈ Ŝ : bi = 1}, respectively.

Furthermore, Li,a(.) in Eq. (2.25) represents the a priori LLR as the feedback from the

RSC decoder to the soft decoder of the proposed system. In order to avoid numerical

overflow and to simplify the soft-detection, the Jacobian logarithm of [211] is employed

5To avoid confusion with the iteration in the Reduced-Complexity Algorithm 2, we will refer to this
as inner-outer iteration and we use the abbreviation IO-Iter.
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for computing Eq. (2.25) as:

Li,e(bi)

=jacŜg∈(Ŝg)i1

−‖Yg −HgŜg‖2/N0 +
∑
j 6=i

bjLi,a(bj)

−
jacŜg∈(Ŝg)i0

−‖Yg −HgŜg‖2/N0 +
∑
j 6=i

bjLi,a(bj)

 .

(2.26)

2.4 Performance Analysis and Simulation Results

In this section, the performance of the proposed CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM system

considered for transmission over frequency-selective fading channels is characterised.

The system parameters used in this section are shown in Table 2.2 and Table 2.3. In all

simulations, we assume perfect CSI knowledge at the receiver. The comparisons between

the classical OFDM-STSK, conventional OFDM-STSK-IM, and the CS-aided OFDM-

STSK-IM are presented at the same transmission data rates. The BER performances of

these schemes are evaluated by Monte Carlo simulations. We first analyse the system’s

capacity in Section 2.4.1. Then we proceed to characterise the BER performance of

the proposed CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM system in Section 2.4.2. In Section 2.4.3, we

compare the computational complexity of the different detectors of this chapter.

Parameters Values

Multi-carrier System OFDM

Number of subcarriers, Nc 128

Length of Cyclic Prefix, Ncp 16

Number of subcarrier groups, G 16 (change in Fig. 2.9)

Number of subcarriers/group, Nf 8 (change in Fig. 2.9)

Number of available indices/group, Nv 16 (change in Fig. 2.9)

Number of active indices/group, K 2 (or 4) (change in Fig. 2.9)

Channel Specification COST207-TU12 Rayleigh
Fading

Number of transmit antennas , M 2 (change in Fig. 2.14)

Number of receive antennas, N 2

Number of time slots, T 2 (change in Fig. 2.14)

Table 2.2: System parameters in the simulations of Chapter 2.
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2.4.1 DCMC Capacity Analysis

The discrete-input continuous-output memoryless channel (DCMC) capacity of our CS-

aided OFDM-STSK-IM system is first developed on a per block basis in order to include

both the K activated codewords as well as the implicit index of each block and then

it is divided by the number of frequency-domain subcarriers in order to determine the

capacity per subcarrier. The DCMC capacity of our CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM scheme

using L-PSK/QAM signalling can be formulated as [212]

CDCMC =
1

Nf
max

{p(S)}∀q,l,I

∑ +∞∫
−∞

· · ·
+∞∫
−∞

p (Yg|S) p (S)

· log2

[
p (Yg|S)∑

∀S∈S p (Yg|S′) p (S′)

]
dYg, (2.27)

which is maximised when the transmitted realisations per subcarrier group p (S) are

equiprobable, given that p (Yg|S) is the conditional probability of receiving Yg, when

S = (S)q,l is transmitted.

Now, based on the conditional probability given by p (Yg|S), the DCMC capacity can

be further simplified to [212]

CDCMC =
b

Nf
− 1

2b ·Nf
×
∑
q,l,I

E

log2

 ∑
q′,l′,I′

exp
(
ψ
)
 , (2.28)

where the intrinsic metric of the exponent ψ denoting the difference between two symbols

may be expressed as

ψ =
−
∥∥∥(Hg · Â

)
· (S− S′) + ng

∥∥∥2
+ ‖ng‖2

N0
, (2.29)

with S′ being the transmitted realisation
[
(S)q′,l′,I′

]
.

The maximum number of bits transmitted over the Nc sub-carriers can be expressed as

R = CDCMC ×Nc. (2.30)

The DCMC capacity curves of several CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM systems associated

with different design specifications are depicted in Fig. 2.9. Furthermore, we included in

Fig. 2.9 several OFDM-STSK-IM systems using no CS, where no CS matrix is applied

under the constraint of Nf = Nv, hence we disregard the concept of virtual-domain to
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Systems STSK
(M,N, T,Q,L)

Nf Nv K

System 1 (2, 2, 2, 2, BPSK) 8 16 1

System 2 (no CS) (2, 2, 2, 2, 4QAM) 8 8 1

System 3 (2, 2, 2, 2, BPSK) 8 16 2

System 4 (no CS) (2, 2, 2, 4, BPSK) 8 8 2

System 5 (2, 2, 2, 2, BPSK) 8 32 2

System 6 (no CS) (2, 2, 2, 2, 8QAM) 8 8 2

Table 2.3: System parameters of Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: DCMC capacity of several CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM schemes with
different configurations by adjusting different parameters, where the configura-
tions are shown in Table 2.3. Additionally, the capacity line of the half-rate
RSC-coded System 3 is marked by the dashed line.

frequency-domain conversion6. Observe in Fig. 2.9 that the capacity curves tend towards

their maximum attainable normalised rate, as the SNR value increases. Furthermore,

beneficial design flexibility can be achieved by appropriately adjusting the different pa-

rameters, such as the parameters of the STSK encoder, as well as the values of Nf , Nv

and K as shown in Table 2.3, in order to meet the system’s capacity requirement. To

determine the total number of bits conveyed per frequency-domain block, the normalised

6We included the capacity plots of the OFDM-STSK-IM system using no CS for showing the impact
of employing CS on its achievable capacity limit.
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achievable rate of each curve should be multiplied by its corresponding Nf value. It is

also shown in Fig. 2.9 that our CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM system is capable of achieving

a higher capacity than that operating without CS.

2.4.2 BER Performances

In Fig. 2.10, we compare the BER performance of the classical OFDM-STSK, conven-

tional OFDM-STSK-IM, and the proposed CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM schemes, where

all these systems use ML detection and have the same transmission rate of 1.1111 bit-

s/s/Hz 7 for the sake of fair comparison. In order to keep the same transmission data
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Figure 2.10: BER performances of classical OFDM-STSK, conventional OFDM-
STSK-IM, and CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM by employing ML detection with
the same transmission rate of 1.1111 bits/s/Hz. All other parameters were
summarised in Table 2.2.

rate, the three schemes apply the STSK encoders specified as STSK (2, 2, 2, 2, 2), STSK

(2, 2, 2, 4, 2), and STSK (2, 2, 2, 2, 2), respectively, which contains 2 bits, 3 bits, and

2 bits per space-time codeword separately and each subcarrier group can transmit 10

data bits from 2 transmit antennas over 2 time slots across 8 subcarriers. Addition-

ally, only 80 out of 128 subcarriers are applied by the classical OFDM-STSK scheme

for keeping the same transmission rate of 1.1111 bits/s/Hz. As seen from Fig. 2.10,

at a BER value of 10−5, the conventional OFDM-STSK-IM scheme operating without

7The transmission rate o here is calculated by bG
(Nc+Ncp)

bits/s/Hz.
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CS requires about 1.25 dB lower SNR than the classical OFDM-STSK system, and the

proposed CS-aided system achieves approximately 7.92 dB and 6.67 dB lower SNR than

the classical OFDM-STSK system and the conventional OFDM-STSK-IM system, re-

spectively. We can observe that the proposed CS-aided system significantly outperforms

both the classical OFDM-STSK and the conventional OFDM-STSK-IM. When consider-

ing these three systems characterised in Fig. 2.10, the complexity order of the proposed

CS-aided system is O(64 × (2 × 2)2) = O(1024), which is the same as the complexity

order of O(16× (2×4)2) = O(1024) of the conventional OFDM-STSK-IM system, while

the complexity order of the classical OFDM-STSK scheme is O(8 × (2 × 2)) = O(32).

Because of the considerably higher complexity of the proposed system, the proposed

reduced-complexity detectors are applied in the simulation results shown in Fig. 2.11

and Fig. 2.12.
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Figure 2.11: BER performances of all schemes of Fig. 2.10 applying both ML de-
tection and the reduced-complexity detection Algorithm 1 with the same trans-
mission rate of 1.1111 bits/s/Hz. All other parameters were summarised in
Table 2.2.

In Fig. 2.11, we apply the proposed reduced-complexity detection Algorithm 1 to the CS-

aided scheme and compare the BER performance attained to that of the CS-aided scheme

using ML detection, as shown in Fig. 2.10. We have portrayed the BER performances of

the CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM system employing the reduced-complexity detector using

1 to 16 number of candidates, as well as the other two schemes shown in Fig. 2.10. For
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the sake of fair comparison, again, all figures have the same transmission rate of 1.1111

bits/s/Hz, the same bandwidth and use coordinate interleaving to increase the diversity

gain. The reduced-complexity detector characterised in Fig. 2.11 is capable of achieving

a considerably lower complexity while choosing adequate number of candidates than the

same system using the ML detector. According to the simulation results of the schemes

exploiting different number of candidates in Fig. 2.11, the systems using 1 candidate, 2

candidates and 3 candidates have worse performances than these of the three schemes

shown in Fig. 2.10. We can observe from Fig. 2.11 that the system using 4 candidates

achieves about 2 dB better performance than that of the conventional IM system at

a BER of 10−5, while the system with 5 candidates can achieve about 1.95 dB better

performance than the system using 4 candidates, as well as the system with 6 candidates

achieves about 1.55 dB better performance than using 5 candidates. Then it is shown in

Fig. 2.11 that the systems exploiting over 7 candidates in the reduced-complexity system

has performance that approaches the performance of the ML detection. In addition, the

detector using 16 candidates attains identical performance as the ML detector, as well as

the complexity order. Hence, in the case of Fig. 2.11, using 4 to 5 candidates is enough

to maintain a better performance than that of the classical OFDM-STSK-IM system

shown in Fig. 2.11 with considerably lower complexity.

In order to further reduce the complexity of the detector, the reduced-complexity detec-

tion Algorithm 2 is proposed and simulation results under the same transmission data

rate of 1.1111 bits/s/Hz are shown in Fig. 2.12. Again, the three schemes applying the

ML detection in Fig. 2.10 are also shown in Fig. 2.12 for sake of convenient comparison.

In Fig. 2.12, only performances of Algorithm 2 with 1 candidate and 16 candidates are

illustrated in the figure. The system applying only one candidate has the worst perfor-

mance and the system applying 16 candidates which can exploit all possible subcarrier

index combinations from the look-up table of the transmitter has the best performance

of the proposed reduced-complexity detection Algorithm 2. The best case of the Algo-

rithm 2 achieves about 2.6 dB worse performance than that of the ML detection, while

the complexity order O(512) of the best case is considerably lower than that of the ML

detection which is O(1024). Hence, there is a trade-off between the complexity and the

BER performance while selecting schemes.

In Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14 higher transmission rates are investigated. The schemes in

Fig. 2.13 use K = 2 active indices out of Nv = 16 available indices in each group of

the virtual domain, Nf = 8 subcarriers in each group of the frequency domain and the

STSK scheme is specified by (2, 2, 2, 2, 4). The transmission rate is 1.3333 bits/s/Hz.

The performance of the ML detector, of the reduced-complexity Algorithm 1 applying
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Figure 2.12: BER performances of all schemes of Fig. 2.10 applying both ML de-
tection and the reduced-complexity detection Algorithm 2 with the same trans-
mission rate of 1.1111 bits/s/Hz. All other parameters were summarised in
Table 2.2.

4 candidates and the reduced-complexity Algorithm 2 applying 16 candidates are com-

pared in Fig. 2.13. It is shown in Fig. 2.13 that the performance of Algorithm 2 applying

16 candidates is about 0.25 dB and 1 dB lower than that of Algorithm 1 and that of the

ML detector, respectively. More quantitatively, Algorithm 1 has 0.75 dB performance

loss compared to the ML detector at a BER value of 10−5. We conclude that using

4 candidates in Algorithm 1 is sufficient for the system in Fig. 2.13 to attain a better

performance, despite having a lower decoding complexity. Additionally, in order to fur-

ther reduce the complexity, Algorithm 2 applying 16 candidates can be invoked by the

proposed system for striking a performance vs complexity trade-off.
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Figure 2.13: BER performances of three schemes applying ML detection,
reduced-complexity detection Algorithm 1 with 4 candidates and reduced-
complexity detection Algorithm 2 with 16 candidates at the same transmission
rate of 1.3333 bits/s/Hz. All other parameters were summarised in Table 2.2.
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Similarly, the system of Fig. 2.14 activates K = 4 indices out of Nv = 16 available indices

in each group in the virtual domain and the STSK (4, 2, 4, 2, 2) encoder is applied, which

has a transmission rate of 2 bits/s/Hz. It is shown in Fig. 2.14 that Algorithm 1 applying

4 candidates achieves about 1 dB lower performance than the ML detector. Algorithm

2 applying 16 candidates has only 0.5 dB lower performance compared to that of the

ML detector. In conclusion, similar trends are valid for both Fig. 2.13 and Fig. 2.14.

In Fig. 2.15, we present simulation results for the proposed CS-aided system under

both perfect and imperfect CSI at the transmission rate of 1.1111 bits/s/Hz in order to

characterise the effects of imperfect channel estimation on the BER performance. At the

receiver, the error of channel estimation is assumed to be complex Gaussian distributed

with a mean of zero and a variance of δ2
h [213]. In Fig. 2.15, we show the resultant BER

performances for δ2
h = 0.1, 0.3 and 1.0, where δ2

h = 1.0 indicates the scenario of SNR = 0

dB. Compared to the proposed system under perfect CSI, the system relying on realistic

imperfect channel estimation shows an evident performance loss. Additionally, it is

shown in Fig. 2.15 that there is a higher BER performance degradation upon increasing

the power of the channel estimation error.
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Figure 2.15: BER performances of the proposed CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM
system presented in Fig. 2.10 applying ML detection under the imperfect CSI
at the transmission rate of 1.1111 bits/s/Hz. All other parameters were sum-
marised in Table 2.2.
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Fig. 2.16 shows the attainable performance of the 1/2-rate RSC-coded proposed CS-

aided OFDM-STSK-IM system of Fig. 2.10 employing an interleaver depth of 320, 000

bits, while using a gradually increasing number of IO decoding iterations of 1 to 6.

Here, we use the soft-input soft-output decoder of Eq. (2.26). It is shown in Fig. 2.16

that there is an evident performance improvement when increasing the number of IO

decoding iterations. Additionally, the system attains an infinitesimally low BER at

around Eb/N0 = −5.5 dB when using 6 IO decoding iterations. In particular, the

capacity line at Eb/N0 = −7.3 dB of the 1/2-rate RSC-coded CS-aided OFDM-STSK-

IM scheme is obtained by Fig. 2.9, which is marked in Fig. 2.16 as well. As seen in

Fig. 2.16 that the infinitesimally low BER using 6 IO decoding iterations is only about

1.8 dB away from the system’s capacity line.

2.4.3 Computational Complexity Analysis

In Table 2.4, the averaged complexity orders of the schemes characterised in Fig. 2.10-

2.14 using the ML detector, the reduced-complexity Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 of

Section 2.3.2.2 are provided.
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Combining the BER performances and the averaged complexity orders of these schemes,

it can be concluded that we can strike a flexible performance vs detection complexity

trade-off by appropriately adjusting the maximum number of candidates exploited. The

specific choice of Algorithm 1/Algorithm 2 also depends on the trade-off between the

BER performance and complexity order.

Fig. 2.17 illustrates the detection complexity imposed by detecting each group of sym-

bols, when both the ML and the proposed pair of reduced-complexity detectors are

employed. Here, the averaged complexity orders in Fig 2.17 are obtained by simulations

and can fully illustrate the detection complexity of the proposed reduced-complexity

schemes shown in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.12. In Fig. 2.17, the reduced-complexity detector

1 employing In = 1, . . . , 9 and Nv candidates is considered for the proposed scheme.

It can be readily shown in Fig. 2.17 that the detection complexity of the proposed

reduced-complexity detector 1 can be significantly reduced depending on the number of

candidates exploited in the proposed system, especially when the number of candidates

is set to under 5 candidates. Considering both the BER performance in Fig. 2.11 and
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Figure 2.17: Averaged complexity orders with different number of reduced-
complexity selected active subcarrier candidates applied for both Algorithm 1
shown in Fig. 2.11 and Algorithm 2 shown in Fig. 2.12.
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the detection complexity in Fig. 2.17, we can conclude that the detection complexity

can be further reduced by limiting the maximum number of candidates at the cost of

some performance loss. For example, the averaged complexity of the scheme applying 4

candidates is almost 0.6 times that of ML detector at the cost of about 4.67 dB perfor-

mance loss. Similarly, the averaged complexity of the scheme with 5 candidates is 0.7

times that of ML detector at the cost of only 2.72 dB loss. Meanwhile, the averaged

complexity orders of the proposed reduced-complexity detector 2 using 1 iteration and

16 iterations are compared in Fig. 2.17. It is obvious in Fig. 2.17 that the averaged

complexity order of the detector 2 exploiting all index combinations is half that of the

ML detector as well as that of the detector 1 employing 16 candidates at the cost of

only 2.92 dB performance loss than ML detection.
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Figure 2.18: The required SNR and averaged complexity orders required to at-
tain a BER value of 10−5 for the proposed CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM decoding
Algorithm 1 shown in Fig. 2.11.

In order to further illustrate the BER performance vs complexity trade-off of the dif-

ferent schemes shown in Fig. 2.11, Fig. 2.18 shows the SNR required and the average

complexity order required for attaining a BER of 10−5 for the CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM

system employing decoding Algorithm 1. As shown in Fig. 2.18, employing more can-

didates results in a reduced SNR required for attaining a BER of 10−5. Furthermore,

no performance improvement is attained employing beyond more than 9 candidates.

Fig. 2.18 also shows the average complexity order of the decoder when employing dif-

ferent number of candidates. It becomes clear that using more candidates results in a

higher complexity order. According to Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.18, Algorithm 2 applying 16

candidates has a similar performance to that of Algorithm 1 applying 5 candidates, but
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Algorithm 2 has a lower average complexity order. As a result, for the proposed CS-

aided OFDM-STSK-IM scheme employing reduced-complexity detectors, we can strike

a flexible performance vs detection complexity trade-off by appropriately adjusting the

maximum number of candidates exploited. Finally, the choice of employing Algorithm

1 or Algorithm 2 also depends on the BER performance vs complexity trade-off.

2.5 Chapter Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed a novel CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme relying on a pair of

CS-aided reduced-complexity detectors designed for transmission over Rayleigh fading

channels. The information bits are transmitted using the space, time and frequency

dimensions for improving both the bandwidth efficiency as well as the BER perfor-

mance. In our simulations, the proposed CS-OFDM-STSK-IM system employing the

ML detector of Section 2.3.2.1 has the best BER performance, as seen in Fig. 2.11.

Quantitatively, it has a 7.92 dB better performance than the classical OFDM-STSK

system at the complexity order of O(1× 103). Then, in order to reduce the complexity

of the ML detector, a pair of reduced-complexity detectors based on the CS principles

were proposed in Section 2.3.2.2. Specifically, we can control the complexity by appro-

priately adjusting the maximum number of candidates employed by the system at the

cost of some performance loss as demonstrated by the simulation results in Fig. 2.17

and Fig. 2.18 of Section 2.4.3. Observe in Figs. 2.12 - 2.14 that the reduced-complexity

Algorithm 1 using 4 candidates has a similar BER performance as that of Algorithm 2

using 16 candidates. Additionally, according to Table 2.4, the pair of reduced-complexity

algorithms of Section 2.3.2.2 have similar complexity orders, while having lower trans-

mission rates of 1.1111 bits/s/Hz and 1.3333 bits/s/Hz, while Algorithm 2 imposes a

reduced complexity at a higher transmission rate of 2 bits/s/Hz. In particular, we sum-

marised the trade-offs among bandwidth efficiency, BER performance and complexity

for the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme in Table 2.5, when employing the ML detector of

Section 2.3.2.1 and the pair of reduced-complexity detectors of Section 2.3.2.2.

Furthermore, for the sake of achieving a near-capacity performance, a 1/2-rate RSC

code was applied to the proposed scheme and iterative decoding exchanging soft extrin-

sic information between the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM soft decoder and the RSC decoder

was employed in Section 2.3.2.3. Observe in Fig. 2.16 that the system attains an in-

finitesimally low BER at around Eb/N0 = −5.5 dB, when using 6 inner-outer decoding

iterations.
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Schemes Fig. 2.10 Fig. 2.13 Fig. 2.14

Rt(bits/s/Hz) 1.1111 1.3333 2

Scenario - Increased L Increased M, T,
K

S
N

R
a
t

B
E

R
=

1
0
−

5

ML 4.375 dB 5.25 dB 3.75 dB

Algorithm
1 (4 candi-
dates)

9.25 dB 6.5 dB 4.75 dB

Algorithm
2 (16 can-
didates)

7.5 dB 6.25 dB 4.25 dB

C
o
m

p
le

x
it

y

ML O(1× 103) O(4.1× 103) O(2.6× 105)

Algorithm
1 (4 candi-
dates)

O(6.1× 102) O(2.6× 103) O(1.6× 105)

Algorithm
2 (16 can-
didates)

O(5.1× 102) O(1× 103) O(1.6× 104)

Table 2.5: Summary of the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme, employing the sys-
tem parameters of Table 2.2, where both the ML detector and the reduced-
complexity detectors are applied.

This chapter focused on the design of CS-aided frequency-domain IM of OFDM-STSK

systems. The simulation results demonstrated that the proposed CS-OFDM-STSK-IM

system is capable of achieving better performance than the conventional OFDM-MIMO

scheme both in terms of its achievable transmission rate and BER. It is worth mentioning

that exploring the spatial-domain IM strategy in conjunction with the CS-OFDM-STSK-

IM system is appealing. Therefore, in the following chapter, CS-aided multi-dimensional

IM systems will be investigated.



Chapter 3
Compressed Sensing-Aided

Multi-Dimensional Index Modulation

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, we investigated CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM systems, where only frequency-

domain IM was invoked at the transmitter. Hence, in this chapter, we propose a CS-aided

multi-dimensional IM scheme relying on both frequency- and spatial-domain IM tech-

niques as shown in Fig. 3.1, which is capable of attaining better BER performance as well

as higher capacity by indexing multiple transmission entities, when compared to both

the classical OFDM-MIMO system and the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM system of Chapter 2.

However, it becomes significantly more challenging to detect both the active TAs, as well

as the active subcarrier indices and modulated symbols due to the strong interference

imposed both on the OFDM-IM sub-blocks and on the TAs. Although the ML detector

is capable of achieving optimal performance, its prohibitive computational complexity

makes it impractical for the multi-dimensional scheme. Hence, it is essential to conceive

reduced-complexity detection. Additionally, we only designed a soft-decision-based de-

coder using the high-complexity ML detector in Chapter 2. Hence, it is necessary to

design a soft-decision-based decoder relying on new reduced-complexity detectors for

achieving a near-capacity performance in this chapter.

Several multi-dimensional IM systems relying on both frequency- and spatial-domain

IM were proposed in the literature [111, 157], where these studies use a joint space-

frequency indexing strategy. In this chapter, a separate spatial-domain and frequency-

domain indexing strategy is invoked, which allows configuring the different components

61
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to satisfy specific design requirements.
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Figure 3.1: Interconnection of Chapter 3 with the rest of the thesis.

Against the above background, the contributions of this chapter are summarised as

follows:

• We propose a CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system relying on both frequency-

domain and spatial-domain IM for improving the performance by attaining an

improved diversity gain, whilst increasing the system capacity by indexing mul-

tiple transmission entities. This scheme will be compared both to the classical

OFDM-MIMO system and to our previously proposed CS-OFDM-STSK-IM sys-

tem of Chapter 2. More explicitly, compared to the classical OFDM-STSK system

and to the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM system of Chapter 2 relying on the ML detector,

the proposed system exhibits SNR-gains of about 8.75 dB and 4.3 dB at the BER of

10−5, respectively. Furthermore, an upper bound of the average bit error probabil-

ity (ABEP) of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system has also been

derived and confirmed by computer simulations. The proposed multi-functional

design is quite flexible, allowing us to strike a flexible trade-off between the per-

formance, the achievable rate and the complexity, where the different components

can be conveniently configured in order to satisfy specific design requirements.

• A reduced-complexity so-called simultaneous matching pursuit (S-MP) based de-

tector is proposed for detecting multiple measurement vectors (MMV) at the same

time by exploiting the powerful CS principles, whilst mitigating the excessive com-

plexity of the ML detector at the cost of a modest performance loss. Explicitly, the

proposed S-MP detector is specifically designed for our CS-aided multi-dimensional

IM system, where the active TAs and active subcarriers are first jointly detected

and then they are utilised for reconstructing the space-time symbols.
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• Then the CS-aided multi-dimensional soft-input soft-output IM receivers using

both the ML detector and the proposed S-MP detector are conceived for itera-

tively exchanging extrinsic soft information between the constituent decoders in

order to achieve a near-capacity performance. More specifically, EXIT charts are

used for visually characterising the flow of soft-information between the constituent

decoders of our concatenated structure. We also construct EXIT charts for eval-

uating the maximum achievable rate of the proposed system using both the ML

detector and the S-MP detector. Furthermore, the DCMC capacity of the pro-

posed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme is formulated and compared to the

maximum achievable rate of the system derived from the EXIT charts.

The rest of the chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2, the system model of CS-

aided multi-dimensional IM is introduced, including the models of both the transmitter

and the receiver. Then in Section 3.3.1 both the hard-decision based ML detector and

the CS-based reduced-complexity detector are introduced. Furthermore, soft-decision

based detectors relying both on the ML and on the reduced-complexity detectors of

Section 3.3.1 are conceived in Section 3.3.2. Our simulation results, EXIT chart analysis

and system capacity estimates are provided in Section 3.4. Finally, we conclude the

chapter in Section 3.5.

3.2 System Model

In this section, we introduce the transceiver architecture of the proposed CS-aided multi-

dimensional IM system relying on Nt TAs and Nr receive antennas (RAs), which is

illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Explicitly, in contrast to our CS-aided frequency-domain IM

scheme of Fig. 2.6, the spatial-domain IM is amalgamated with frequency-domain IM

in our CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2. Hence a powerful detector is

required for detecting not only the space-time symbols and the activated subcarriers,

but also the activated TAs. Similarly to the CS-aided frequency-domain IM scheme of

Fig. 2.6 detailed in Section 2.3.1, we consider an OFDM scheme having Nc subcarriers,

which are then equally partitioned into G subcarrier groups, where each contains Nf =

Nc/G subcarriers in the frequency-domain.
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In this chapter, we focus on the transmission and detection of a single group instead of

G groups, because each subcarrier group has the same procedures, as shown in Fig. 3.2.

The transmitter model is introduced in Section 3.2.1, followed by the receiver model in

Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Transmitter

The transmitter model of the new CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system is shown in

Fig. 3.2, which is developed from Fig. 2.6 by conceiving the spatial-domain IM with

frequency-domain IM at the transmitter. Based on the CS-aided frequency-domain IM

scheme of Fig. 2.6 detailed in Section 2.3.1, the information bits of Fig. 3.2 are partitioned

into G groups each containing b bits. Then each group of b bits are split into smaller

segments of b1, b2 and b3 bits, where the first b1 bits are mapped to the Antenna Selector

of Fig. 3.2, while the remaining b2 and b3 bits are processed by the Subcarrier Index

(SI) Selector and the STSK Encoder, respectively. In other words, the information bits

in the proposed system are conveyed not only by the classic PSK/QAM constellation

symbols, but also by the indices of both the subcarriers and of the TAs.

In the following subsections, the information flow through the Antenna Selector, the

Subcarrier Index Selector, the STSK Encoder and the transmitter model portrayed in

Fig. 3.2 will be illustrated, respectively.

3.2.1.1 Antenna Selector

The b1 bits are processed by the Antenna Selector of Fig. 3.2, which selects M TAs out

of the Nt available TAs, while obtaining NAC Antenna Combinations (ACs) in total1.

Compared to the SM scheme of Fig. 2.2, a specific combination of TAs out of NAC ACs

is activated during each transmission block in the proposed system instead of simply

activating a single TA. Inspired by the concept of the Distinctive Antenna Combina-

tion (DAC) scheme proposed in [52], we assign M unique TAs to each AC in order to

avoid the correlation caused by sharing the same TA element among different ACs [52].

Additionally, the specific AC selected for transmitting symbols in each subcarrier group

depends on the b1 = blog2 (NAC)c information bits controlling the Antenna Selector in

Fig. 3.2. Specifically, a look-up table example of the Antenna Selector is provided in

Table 3.1 for M = 2, Nt = 4 and NAC = 2. In this example, when the first incoming

1The CS-aided frequency-domain IM scheme of Fig. 2.6 becomes a special case of our new CS-aided
multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2 if we have M = Nt, and the new resultant system can transmit
more data bits by applying M < Nt without affecting the performance.
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b1 Indices Allocation

[0] {1, 2} [TA1 TA2 0 0]

[1] {3, 4} [0 0 TA3 TA4]

Table 3.1: A look-up table example for the Antenna Selector in Fig. 3.2 with
M = 2 and Nt = 4.

Active 

Index

Inactive 

Index

4 Explored 

Combinations 

b2 = [0 0]

b2 = [0 1]

b2 = [1 0]

b2 = [1 1]

K1

K1

K1

K1

Virtual Domain

Figure 3.3: The selection procedure of the SI Selector in Fig. 3.2 for K = 1 and
Nv = 4.

bit is b1 = [0], then the first and second TAs, namely TA1 and TA2 will be selected

as unique ACs for transmitting symbols in a specific subcarrier block, while the other

two TAs remain inactive. Similarly, if the first incoming bit is b1 = [1], then the third

and fourth TAs denoted by TA3 and TA4 are activated for the transmission of classic

PSK/QAM symbols.

3.2.1.2 Space-Frequency Transmitter Model

Then the second incoming sequence of b2 bits is applied to the SI Selector in Fig. 3.2.

Similarly to the IM Selector of Fig. 2.6, in each subcarrier block only K subcarriers are

activated out of the Nv available subcarriers in the virtual domain and their specific

selection is determined by the information bits b2, where a look-up table example of

the IM Selector’s operation was provided in Table 2.1. More particularly, in order to

expound a little further, the selection procedure of the SI Selector of Fig. 3.2 is illustrated

in Fig. 3.3 selecting K = 1 active subcarriers out of the Nv = 4 available subcarriers in
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each subcarrier group, where the shaded square represents the active subcarriers, while

the blank square indicates the inactive subcarriers. Explicitly, in this example the first

subcarrier is activated according to the incoming bits b2 = [0 0], while the second, the

third and the fourth subcarriers are selected for b2 = [0 1], b2 = [1 0] and b2 = [1 1],

respectively. In each subcarrier group, the selected active subcarrier combination is fed

into the Index Switch of Fig. 3.2 for allocating K space-time symbols generated by the

STSK Encoder to the activated subcarriers.

According to the STSK Encoder of Fig. 2.6 detailed in Section 2.3.1, a total of b3 =

K log2(QL) bits are fed into the STSK Encoder to generate K STSK codewords

{X[1], . . . ,X[i], . . . ,X[K]}, spreading the information both over M TAs and over T

time slots in each subcarrier group, where each space-time codeword X[i] ∈ CM×T is

generated by spreading a conventional L-ary constellation symbol over one out of Q

DMs. According to the specific SI combination of each subcarrier group gleaned from

the Index Switch of Fig. 3.2, the K STSK symbols2 generated by the STSK Encoder

are mapped to the K active subcarriers selected, while the inactive subcarriers are set

to zero, which results in the space-time symbol S in Fig. 3.2.

Upon considering b2 = [0 0] of the example shown in Fig. 3.3, the space-time symbol

generated after the active subcarrier allocation becomes S = {X[1] 0 0 0}, where Fig. 3.4

was developed from Fig. 2.7 for further illustrating the space-time structure of S. More

particularly, Fig. 3.4 also portrays how the measurement matrix A compresses the sym-

bols of dimension Nv = 4 observed in the virtual domain into the symbols of dimension

Nf = 2 in the frequency-domain per subcarrier group. According to both Fig. 2.6 and

Fig. 3.2, there are G space-time structures similar to S shown in Fig. 3.4 for G subcarrier

groups, which are then assembled by the Block Creator of Fig. 3.2 for constructing a

space-time super frame. Then the space-time symbol S per subcarrier group3 is mapped

to M transmit antenna elements during T time slots by the Space-Time Mapper of

Fig. 2.6 as well as of Fig. 3.2 and M symbol sequences {s1, . . . , sM} are obtained at the

M transmit antenna elements during a single time slot, as illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

Observe in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4 that the measurement matrix A of size (Nf × Nv)

is applied to the space-time mapped vectors for compressing the Nv-dimensional vec-

tors sm (m = 1, 2, . . . ,M) of the virtual domain into the Nf -dimensional vectors sFDm

(m = 1, 2, . . . ,M) of the frequency-domain, where M OFDM symbols are constructed,

2Note that the number of STSK codewords generated by the STSK Encoder is the same as the
number of active subcarriers in each subcarrier group for allocating K STSK codewords to K active
subcarriers selected by the SI Selector of Fig. 3.2.

3Note that all processes in the following text only refer to a single subcarrier group instead of the
entire frame, since all of them are processed identically.
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M 

Transmit 
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T Time 
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Nv 

Available 

Indices 

(Virtual 

Domain)

X[1]

T1

T2

M1

M2

Space-Time Structure of  S :

(Nv = 4, Nf = 2, K = 1, M = 2, T = 2, Nt = 4)

Space-Time 

Mapper

(During the 1st time slot: T1)

s2 
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1,1
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Compressed Sensing

A

(Virtual Domain) (Frequency Domain)

s2 
FD
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FD

Activate the first subcarrier in 

the virtual domain

Figure 3.4: Illustration of the structure for the frame symbol S per subcarrier
group shown in Fig. 3.2, the process of the Space-Time Mapper in the virtual
domain and the process of CS technique in the frequency-domain, while having
M = 2 TAs, T = 2 time slots, K = 1 active subcarrier out of Nv = 4 available
indices in the virtual domain and Nf = 2 subcarriers per subcarrier group in
the frequency-domain. Additionally, the example given in Fig. 3.3 is applied
and we have b2 = [0 0].
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Example:

Group 1:

Figure 3.5: The process of selecting active TAs with the example of M = 2 and
Nt = 4.

while hosting G groups of Nf -dimensional vectors. Based on Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6), the

frequency-domain vector sFDm at the output of the CS block of Fig. 3.2 is calculated by

sFDm = Asm. (3.1)

In contrast to the process after the CS block of Fig. 2.6, the frequency-domain symbol

vectors sFDm (m = 1, 2, . . . ,M) of Fig. 3.4 per group at the M transmit antenna ele-

ments are transmitted over a specific activated TA combination out of NAC available

combinations obtained by the Antenna Selector of Fig. 3.2 detailed in Section 3.2.1.1.
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More particularly, Fig. 3.5 further illustrates the TA selection scheme with the aid of the

look-up table example of Table. 3.1. More explicitly, as shown in Fig. 3.5, the frequency-

domain symbol vectors sFD1 and sFD2 in each subcarrier group during a single time slot

are transmitted over the first and second activated TAs if the incoming data bit is b1

= [0] and the other two TAs are inactive. The third and the fourth activated TAs are

used for transmitting sFD1 and sFD2 , if the incoming data bit is b1 = [1].

3.2.2 Receiver

We consider a (Nr × Nt)-MIMO system, where Nr is the number of RAs as shown in

Fig. 3.2. At the receiver side, the signals of the G groups received from Nr RAs during T

time slots are subjected to the FFT for detecting the frequency-domain output symbols.

The frequency-domain channel matrix is Hα ∈ CNr×Nt for α = 1, . . . , Nf . As shown

in Fig. 3.2, the Space-Time Demapper collects the G groups frequency-domain symbols

from Nr RAs over T time slots, and the space-time demapped symbols are split into

G groups by the Block Splitter of Fig. 3.2. The symbols received by each subcarrier

group are represented by Y = {Y[1]T , . . . ,Y[α]T , . . . ,Y[Nf ]T }T (α = 1, . . . , Nf ), as

shown in Fig. 3.2, where Y ∈ CNrNf×T and Y[α] ∈ CNr×T characterise the space-time

structure and the space-time symbol received at the α-th subcarrier of each subcarrier

group, respectively.

Then the signals Y[α] ∈ CNr×T (α = 1, . . . , Nf ) received during T time slots of each

subcarrier group can be modelled as

Y[α] = HαIACSFD[α] + W[α], (3.2)

where the SFD[α] ∈ CM×T denotes space-time symbols at Nf frequency-domain sub-

carriers transmitted from M transmit antenna elements over T time slots, and W[α] ∈
CNr×T represents the AWGN obeying the distribution of CN (0, σ2

n) and σ2
n is the noise

variance. Furthermore, when we compare Eq. (2.7) of the CS-aided frequency-domain

IM scheme obeying the transceiver architecture of Fig. 2.6 and Eq. (3.2) of our new CS-

aided multi-dimensional IM scheme shown in Fig. 3.2, we observe that IAC is invoked in

the signal model for selecting the activated TAs. Specifically, IAC ∈ CNt×M in Eq. (3.2)

denotes the (Nt×M)-element submatrix, which explicitly describes the selection pattern

of active TAs for each subcarrier group at the transmitter. More specifically, taking the

example shown in Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.1 associated with M = 2 and Nt = 4, the (4×2)-

element submatrix IAC activating the first and second TAs out of the 4 available TAs

is generated, as shown in Fig. 3.6. Then after constructing the space-time symbols for
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1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

I = IAC =

1 0

0 1

Nt = 4

M = 2

b1 = [0]

0

0

0

0

Figure 3.6: The illustration of TA-selection submatrix, where it takes M = 2
and Nt = 4 as an example.

each subcarrier group by the Space-Time Demapper, the received signals are detected

group-by-group as described in the following section.

3.3 Detection Techniques

In the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system, the receiver has to detect the

information bits conveyed by the STSK codewords at the active subcarriers plus the

bits mapped to the active subcarrier indices, as well as the bits mapped to the active

TAs, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Again, we consider both hard-decision ML detection and our

reduced-complexity Simultaneous Matching Pursuit (S-MP) detection, later followed by

soft-decision detection.

As shown in Fig. 3.2, the received signal Y contains Nf space-time symbols at the

Nf subcarriers in the frequency-domain of each subcarrier group. According to the

received signal model Y[α] ∈ CNr×T (α = 1, . . . , Nf ) shown in Eq. (3.2), we can rewrite

Y ∈ CNrNf×T as

Y = HĪACSFD + W, (3.3)

where W ∈ CNrNf×T denotes the AWGN matrix of the Nf subcarriers, and the channel

matrix H associated with transmitting Nf space-time signals in each subcarrier group,
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which has a diagonal structure of size (NrNf ×NtNf ) and can be expanded as

H =


H1 0 . . . 0

0 H2 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 . . . HNf

 . (3.4)

Similarly, ĪAC ∈ CNtNf×MNf denotes the TA selection pattern of Nf subcarriers in each

subcarrier group, which has the diagonal structure of

ĪAC =


IAC 0 . . . 0

0 IAC . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...

0 0 . . . IAC

 . (3.5)

Additionally, SFD ∈ CMNf×T represents the frequency-domain space-time signals of the

Nf subcarriers transmitted from M TAs over T time slots, which are obtained after the

SI modulation and CS, as shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.4. In order to make the analysis

more comprehensive, the transmitted space-time signals SFD ∈ CMNf×T in Eq. (3.3)

are represented as

SFD = ĀSV D = ĀISIX, (3.6)

where Ā ∈ CMNf×MNv is the equivalent measurement matrix A shown in Eq. (3.1)

invoked for compressing the M virtual-domain vectors, and SV D ∈ CMNv×T denotes

the virtual-domain space-time symbols, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Then SV D is expanded

as SV D = ISIX, where X ∈ CMK×T represents K STSK codewords generated by the

STSK Encoder of Fig. 3.2. Additionally, the K STSK codewords X ∈ CMK×T are

also illustrated in Fig. 3.4, where K = 1 is considered and the shaded X[1] specifically

illustrates the structure of X ∈ CMK×T . Additionally, ISI ∈ CMNv×MK illustrates the

specific SI selection pattern of each subcarrier group while selecting K active subcarriers

out ofNv available subcarriers in the virtual domain. If we consider the example provided

in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 using K = 1, Nv = 4 and M = 2, then the (8 × 2)-element
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submatrix ISI for b2 = [0 0] is written as

ISI =



1
... 0

0
... 0

0
... 0

0
... 0

. . . . . . . . .

0
... 1

0
... 0

0
... 0

0
... 0



, (3.7)

where the first index is activated out of the 4 available subcarrier indices in the virtual

domain.

According to Eq. (3.3) - Eq. (3.7), the received signal model for each subcarrier group

can be finally expressed as

Y = HĪACĀISIX + W, (3.8)

where ĪAC contains the TAs selection information and ISI includes the SI selection in-

formation for the subcarrier group. Based on the received signal model of Eq. (3.8),

hard-decision decoding is discussed in Section 3.3.1, while soft-decision decoding is de-

scribed in Section 3.3.2.

3.3.1 Hard-Decision Detection

In this section, the hard-decision based ML detector and the reduced-complexity detector

of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional system are proposed and an upper bound of

the ABEP of the proposed system is also derived. The computational complexity of the

two detectors is also compared. We assume perfect channel knowledge at the receiver.

3.3.1.1 Maximum Likelihood Detection

At the receiver, the ML detector makes a joint decision on the active TA indices, the

active subcarrier indices and the constellation points at the corresponding active sub-

carrier indices by exploring all possible realisations of each subcarrier group. According

to the system model in Eq. (3.8), ĪAC represents the specific realisation of the active TA

indices out of the NAC possible realisations in each subcarrier group and we use ĪAC(γ)
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(γ = 1, 2, . . . , NAC) to denote the realisation of the active TA indices. Similarly, ISI in

Eq. (3.8) represents the specific realisation of the active subcarrier indices in the virtual

domain of each subcarrier group and we use ISI(β) (β = 1, 2, . . . , NSI) to denote all pos-

sible realisations of the active subcarrier indices. Additionally, there are Nq,l = (QL)K

realisations of X, which represents K STSK codewords in Eq. (3.8) and we apply Xq,l(ϕ)

(ϕ = 1, 2, . . . , Nq,l) to indicate all realisations of the K STSK codewords in the proposed

system model. Then the ML detector of each subcarrier group is formulated as:

< γ̂, β̂, ϕ̂ >= arg min
γ,β,ϕ

‖Y −HĪAC(γ)ĀISI(β)Xq,l(ϕ)‖2, (3.9)

where γ̂, β̂ and ϕ̂ represent the estimates of the active TAs realisation index, the active

subcarriers realisation index and the index of the realisation for K STSK codewords in

each subcarrier group, respectively.

At the receiver, the ML detector carries out a full search for exploring all possible re-

alisations, while having a complexity order of O[NACNSI(QL)K ] per subcarrier group.

More particularly, in contrast to the complexity order O[NSI(QL)K ] of the ML detector

of Eq. (2.13) obeying the architecture of Fig. 2.6, we observe that the detection of our

CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2 becomes more complicated due to the

application of spatial-domain IM. More precisely, the total computational complexity of

the ML detector of Eq. (3.9) can be expressed as

OML

[
(NrNtMN3

f +NrM
2N2

fNv +NrNfM
2NvK +NrNfMKT )NACNSI(QL)K

]
, which

may become excessive in practice for larger values of Q and L, for a higher-dimensional

virtual domain, and for larger number of TAs. Therefore, a reduced-complexity detection

algorithm will be proposed in Section 3.3.1.3.

3.3.1.2 Average BEP Analysis of ML Detection

For the sake of improved clarity, we rewrite the per-subcarrier-group received signal

model of Eq. (3.8) as

Y = HS̄ + W, (3.10)

where S̄ ∈ CNtNf×T is the equivalent data matrix which has (NACNSI(QL)K) possible

realisations. Additionally, it is sufficient to determine the overall system performance by

exploring the Pairwise Error (PE) events for a single subcarrier group, because the PE

events of different subcarrier groups are the same [214]. If the matrix S̄ is transmitted

and it is erroneously detected as ̂̄S, the receiver may make decision errors concerning

either the active TAs, or the active SI and the STSK codewords per subcarrier group.
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Then the Conditional Pairwise Error Probability (CPEP) of the system model given in

Eq. (3.10) is expressed as [214]

P (S̄→ ̂̄S|H) = Q

√‖H(S̄− ̂̄S)‖2
2σ2

n

 . (3.11)

Let DS̄ = S̄ − ̂̄S denote the difference matrix between S̄ and ̂̄S. Applying DS̄ to

Eq. (3.11), we have

P (S̄→ ̂̄S|H) = Q

(√
‖HDS̄‖2

2σ2
n

)
=

1

π

∫ π/2

0
exp (ξα) dθ, (3.12)

where we have ξ = ‖HDS̄‖2 =
∑Nf

i=1

∑Nr
r=1 (Hi)rDS̄i

DH
S̄i

(Hi)
H
r , α = − 1

4σ2
n sin2 θ

and

(Hi)r (i = 1, 2, . . . , Nf and r = 1, 2, . . . , Nr) is used for denoting the r-th row of the i-th

channel matrix given in Eq. (3.4).

Then the computation of the Unconditional Pairwise Error Probability (UPEP) P (S̄→̂̄S) is obtained by taking the expectation relative to all possible channel realisations,

while integrating the CPEP in Eq. (3.12) over the probability density function (pdf) of

ξ and yielding

P (S̄→ ̂̄S) = EH{P (S̄→ ̂̄S|H)} =
1

π

∫ π/2

0
Mξ(α)dθ, (3.13)

where Mξ(α) represents the moment generating function of ξ and we have [214]

Mξ(α) =

Nf∏
i=1

 1

det
(
INt − αE{(Hi)Hr (Hi)r}DS̄i

DH
S̄i

)
Nr

=

Nf∏
i=1

(
1

1− α‖DS̄i
‖2

)Nr
.

(3.14)

Upon substituting Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (3.13), the UPEP is finally obtained as

P (S̄→ ̂̄S) =
1

π

∫ π/2

0

Nf∏
i=1

 sin2 θ

sin2 θ +
‖DS̄i

‖2

4σ2
n

Nr

dθ. (3.15)

After obtaining the UPEP in Eq. (3.15), an upper bound on the ABEP based on union

bounding can be obtained by

PB ≤
1

bN
(
S̄
)∑

S̄

∑
̂̄S
P (S̄→ ̂̄S)d(S̄, ̂̄S), (3.16)
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where b is the number of information bits carried by each subcarrier group, N
(
S̄
)

=

NACNSI(QL)K denotes the total number of possible realisations of S̄ per subcarrier

group and d(S̄, ̂̄S) is used for representing the number of bit errors involved in the PE

event of (S̄→ ̂̄S).

3.3.1.3 Reduced-Complexity Detection

In order to reduce the search-space of the ML detector of Eq. (3.9), in this section we

propose a reduced-complexity detector. According to the received signal model Y of

Eq. (3.8), there are three search items to be detected, namely the active TAs, the active

subcarriers and the STSK codewords allocated to the active subcarriers, and for the

sake of further analysis, we rewrite Eq. (3.8) as

Y = HĪACĀISIX + W = HS̄ + W

= H̄SV D + W (3.17)

= ΦX + W, (3.18)

where by definition we have S̄ ∈ CNtNf×T = ĪACSFD for denoting the equivalent data

matrix that has NAC ·NSI · (QL)K possible realisations, H̄ ∈ CNrNf×MNv = HĪACĀ is

used for representing the equivalent channel matrix that has NAC possible realisations

and Φ ∈ CNrNf×MK for denoting the equivalent matrix which indicates having NAC ·NSI

possible joint support identifications, including the active TAs and active subcarriers.

In terms of the sparsity characteristics of S̄ in Eq. (3.10) and SV D in Eq. (3.17), the

detector can be designed according to the CS principles [184].

Specifically, we use the matrix Y ∈ CNrNf×T in Eq. (3.10) to explicitly represent the Nf

frequency-domain signals received from Nr RAs over T time slots and each column of Y

can be regarded as a measurement vector according to the CS principles, where the joint

support identification Φ in our scenario is shared by T measurement vectors from Y,

which is a manifestation of the MMV problem of CS principles [215]. Various recovery

algorithms have been proposed for the MMV scenario, while in this work we propose a

S-MP algorithm inspired by the classic Subspace Pursuit (SP) algorithm of [188] which

is one of the popular greedy algorithms and it is used to solve the Single Measurement

Vector (SMV) problem of [188].

The proposed S-MP procedure is described in Algorithm 1, where the T measurement

vectors of Y received are detected simultaneously in order to improve the performance.

More specifically, the main differences between the proposed S-MP algorithm and the
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Algorithm 1 Reduced-Complexity S-MP Detection

Inputs: Y, H, Ā, hard threshold Tε
Outputs: Φ̂ = (ĪAC , ISI); X̂ =

[
X̂[1]T X̂[2]T . . . X̂[K]T

]T
.

1: n = 0; { Iteration index initialisation }
2: J = NSI ; { Size of fixed-size subspace }
3: for α = 1 · · ·Nf do
4: Y[α] = HαS̄[α] + W[α]; { See Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.10) }
5: ˆ̄S[α] =

(
(Hα)HHα + 1

ρs
INt

)−1
HH
α ·Y[α]; { MMSE rough estimation for the α-th

subcarrier, where ρs indicates the average SNR per symbol. }
6: Ωα

AC = arg maxt=1···NAC ‖(ˆ̄S[α])t‖2; { Obtain the index of the space-time matrix

having the highest magnitude, where (ˆ̄S[α])t ∈ CM×T }
7: end for
8: Select the active TAs index ΩAC , which is the most frequent index among

Ωα
AC (α = 1, 2, . . . , Nf );

9: n = n+ 1; {Update the iteration index}
10: for j = 1 · · · J do
11: X̂n

j = (Φn
j )† ·Y; { Least squares operation based on Eq. (3.18) and the identifi-

cation candidate Φn
j in the n-th iteration }

12: Rn
j = Y −Φn

j X̂
n
j ; { Check the residual }

13: end for
14: Φn = arg minj=1···J ‖Rn

j ‖2; { Find the support identification of the best candidate
of the n-th iteration }

15: if ‖Y −ΦnX̂n‖2 ≤ Tε then
16: Φ̂ = Φn; { The final refined joint support identification }
17: quit
18: else
19: if ‖Y −ΦnX̂n‖2 > Tε then
20: Jump to 8 and select the index having the second largest magnitude

for starting the 2nd iteration;
21: end if
22: end if

classical SP algorithm lie in two aspects: 1) The proposed S-MP algorithm is specifi-

cally designed for solving the MMV problem in our scenario and it is invoked for jointly

detecting both the active TAs in the space domain and the active subcarriers in the

virtual domain in our case as described in Algorithm 1, for achieving an improved

performance. By contrast, the classical SP algorithm is only suitable for single-domain

sparsity; 2) The most significant difference between the proposed S-MP and the clas-

sical SP algorithms lies in their specific approach invoked for generating the subspace

during each iteration. In the classical SP algorithm, a fixed-size estimated subspace is

maintained and refined during each iteration. On the other hand, in the proposed S-MP

algorithm, during each iteration the algorithm exploits an NSI -size subspace represented

as Φn
j (j = 1, 2, . . . , NSI), including the estimated active TA support identifications and

the NSI possible active subcarrier support identifications, where the tested joint support
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identification resulting in the least residual errors is selected as the most reliable candi-

date during the iteration and then it is evaluated by comparing it to the hard threshold

Tε for terminating the iterations.

Based on the reduced-complexity S-MP procedure introduced in Algorithm 1, the max-

imum number of iterations is n = NAC , where NACNSI possible joint realisations will be

explored and the complexity order per subcarrier group is given by O(NACNSI +QLK).

Furthermore, most of the computational requirements of the proposed S-MP algorithm

are imposed by the least squares operations carried out within the iterations. Therefore,

the exact computational complexity of the proposed S-MP algorithm having n = NAC

iterations is OS−MP = [(MKNrNf (2MK + T ))NACNSI +KQL(MT )]. Specifically,

compared to the computational complexity of the ML detector of Section 3.3.1.1, the

proposed S-MP algorithm significantly reduces the influence of having large K, Q, or L
values in the proposed system.

3.3.2 Soft-Decision Detection

Having introduced the hard-decision based ML detection and S-MP detection in Sec-

tion 3.3, we now introduce soft-decision based detection. As illustrated in Fig. 3.7,

analogously to the soft-decision based detector of Fig. 2.8, we employ a two-stage con-

catenated CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system for achieving a near-capacity perfor-

mance. Specifically, the channel encoder of Fig. 3.7 encodes the input bits by applying

a RSC code for generating the coded bit sequence c and the interleaver Π is used for

generating the interleaved stream u to avoid the influence of bursty channel errors by dis-

persing them. Then the interleaved bit sequence u of each subcarrier group is conveyed

by the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM modulator described in Section 3.2.1.

At the receiver of Fig. 3.7, the soft-input soft-output decoder iteratively exchanges soft

extrinsic information in the form of LLRs [216] with the RSC decoder. To be specific,

the demodulator’s extrinsic output LLRs Li,e(u) are deinterleaved by a soft-bit dein-

terleaver to generate Lo,a(c), which is the input of the outer RSC decoder in the form

of a priori LLRs. Then the extrinsic LLRs Lo,e(c) of all the channel-coded bits of

each subcarrier group are calculated by the Logarithmic Maximum a posteriori (Log-

MAP) algorithm [199, 217], where the extrinsic information Lo,e(c) calculated is then

fed back to the demodulator as the a priori information Li,a(u) after the interleaver

of Fig. 3.7. Then the improved extrinsic LLRs are calculated by the demodulator and

further Inner-Outer (IO) iterations are employed.
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Figure 3.7: The receiver architecture of the soft-decision assisted CS-aided mul-
tidimensional IM scheme, which was developed from Fig. 2.8.

3.3.2.1 ML-based Soft-Decision Detection

According to the equivalent system model of Eq. (3.8) and the calculation of the condi-

tional probability of Eq. (2.24), the conditional probability p(Y|Xγ,β,ϕ) of receiving the

group signal Y is given by

p(Y|Xγ,β,ϕ) =
1

(πN0)NT
exp

(
−
‖Y −HĪAC(γ)ĀISI(β)Xq,l(ϕ)‖2

N0

)
, (3.19)

where Xγ,β,ϕ represents STSK codewords at the β-th realisation of active subcarri-

ers, which are transmitted through the ϕ-th realisation of active TAs, and N0 is the

noise power, where we have σ2
n = N0/2 with N0/2 representing the double-sided noise

power spectral density. The equivalent received signal Y per subcarrier group carries B

channel-coded bits u = [u1, u2, . . . , uB] and the extrinsic LLR of bit ul (l = 1, 2 . . . , B)

is expressed by Eq. (3.20) [203].

Li,e(ul) = ln

∑
Xγ,β,ϕ∈X l1

p(Y|Xγ,β,ϕ) exp
[∑

j 6=l ujLi,a(uj)
]

∑
Xγ,β,ϕ∈X l0

p(Y|Xγ,β,ϕ) exp
[∑

j 6=l bjLi,a(bj)
]

= ln

∑
Xγ,β,ϕ∈X l1

exp
[
−‖Y −HĪAC(γ)ĀISI(β)Xq,l(ϕ)‖2/N0 +

∑
j 6=l ujLi,a(uj)

]
∑
Xγ,β,ϕ∈X l0

exp
[
−‖Y −HĪAC(γ)ĀISI(β)Xq,l(ϕ)‖2/N0 +

∑
j 6=l ujLi,a(uj)

] .
(3.20)

In Eq. (3.20), X l1 and X l0 represent a subset of the legitimate equivalent signal X corre-

sponding to bit ul when ul = 1 and ul = 0, respectively, yielding X l1 ≡ {Xγ,β,ϕ ∈ X : ul =

1} and X l0 ≡ {Xγ,β,ϕ ∈ X : ul = 0}. Additionally, Li,a(·) in Eq. (3.20) represents the a
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priori information based on the feedback from the RSC decoder to the proposed mod-

ulator. Furthermore, the Approximate Log-MAP (Approx-Log-MAP) algorithm based

on the Jacobian maximum operation [110] is implemented for the sake of simplifying the

soft-decisions and the algorithm is given by [199,202],

Li,e(ul) = jacXγ,β,ϕ∈X l1

(
λγ,β,ϕ

)
− jacXγ,β,ϕ∈X l0

(
λγ,β,ϕ

)
, (3.21)

where jac(·) denotes the Jacobian maximum operation [110] and the intrinsic metric of

λγ,β,ϕ is expressed as

λγ,β,ϕ =
(
− ‖Y −HĪAC(γ)ĀISI(β)Xq,l(ϕ)‖2/N0 +

∑
j 6=l

ujLi,a(uj)
)
. (3.22)

3.3.2.2 S-MP-based Soft-Decision Detection

In order to reduce the computational complexity of the soft decoder, soft-decision based

reduced-complexity S-MP detection is invoked. To be specific, the equivalent received

signal Y per subcarrier group carries in total of B channel-coded bits, where the first B1

channel-coded bits u1 = [u1
1, u

1
2, . . . , u

1
B1

] are invoked for selecting the joint realisations of

active TAs and active subcarriers, e.g. B1 = log2(NAC) + log2(NSI), and the remaining

B2 channel-coded bits u2 = [u2
1, u

2
2, . . . , u

2
B2

] are used for encoding K STSK codewords,

where B2 = K log2(QL). Then at the first step of the S-MP-based soft-detection, the

joint realisations of active TAs and active subcarriers are detected by applying our

CS technique. Explicitly, based on the estimation of the joint identification support

presented in Algorithm 1, the extrinsic LLR of bit u1
l (l = 1, 2, . . . , B1) expressed with

the aid of the Jacobian maximum operation is given by [203,209]

Li,e(u
1
l ) = jacΦγ,β∈Φl

1
(λγ,β)− jacΦγ,β∈Φl

0
(λγ,β), (3.23)

where the intrinsic metric of λγ,β is represented as

λγ,β =
(
− ‖Y −Φγ,βΦ

†
γ,βY‖

2/N0 +
∑
j 6=l

ujLi,a(uj)
)
. (3.24)

Then, first hard decisions can be made based on the LLRs of Le(u
1
l ) for B1 channel-

coded bits to obtain the joint realisation Φ̂ of the active TAs and active subcarriers. At

the second step of the soft-decision based S-MP algorithm, the extrinsic LLR of bit u2
l
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(l = 1, 2, . . . , B2) is expressed by employing the Jacobian maximum operation as

Li,e(u
2
l ) = jacXq,l∈X l1

(λq,l,k)− jacXq,l∈X l0
(λq,l,k), (3.25)

where the intrinsic metric of λq,l,k is given by

λq,l,k =
(
− ‖X̂(k)−Xq,l‖2/N0 +

∑
j 6=l

ujLi,a(uj)
)
, (3.26)

and the estimated STSK codewords X̂(k) (k = 1, . . . ,K) seen in Eq. (3.26) are obtained

based on the result of the first step according to X̂(k) = (Φ̂†Y)k.

Parameters Values

Multi-carrier System OFDM

Number of subcarriers, Nc 128

Length of cyclic prefix, Ncp 16

Channel Specification COST207-TU12
Rayleigh Fading

FEC coding in Figs. 3.12 - 3.14, 3.16 - 3.17 1/2-rate RSC(2, 1, 5)

Depth of interleaver in Figs. 3.12 - 3.14, 3.16 - 3.17 192, 000 bits

Number of subcarrier groups, G 16 (change in
Fig. 3.15)

Number of frequency-domain subcarriers/group, Nf 8 (change in
Fig. 3.15)

Number of virtual-domain indices/group, Nv 16 (change in
Fig. 3.11, Fig. 3.15,
and Table 3.4)

Number of active indices/group, K 2

Number of available transmit antennas, Nt 8 or 2 (change in
Fig. 3.8, Fig. 3.15)

STSK (M,N, T,Q,L) (2, 2, 2, 2, 2) (change
in Fig. 3.8, Fig. 3.9,
Fig. 3.10, and Ta-
ble 3.3)

Table 3.2: System parameters in the simulations of Chapter 3.
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3.4 Performance Analysis

In this section, the performance of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM sys-

tem considered for transmission over Rayleigh fading channels is characterised by sim-

ulations. Specifically, both the performance and the computational complexity of the

CS-aided frequency-domain IM scheme4 of Fig. 2.6 are compared to our CS-aided multi-

dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2. In all simulations, we assume perfect CSI knowledge

at the receiver. The BER performances of the schemes are evaluated by Monte-Carlo

simulations. We summarise the system parameters of this section in Table 3.2.

3.4.1 Hard-Decision Performances and Computational Complexity Com-

parison

In Fig. 3.8, we investigate the BER performances of the proposed CS-aided multi-

dimensional IM system of Fig. 3.2 using both the ML detector of Section 3.3.1.1 and

the proposed S-MP detector of Section 3.3.1.3 associated with Nt = 8, Nv = 16 and

STSK(2, 2, 2, 2, 2), the CS-aided frequency-domain IM system of Fig. 2.6 using the ML

detector in conjunction with Nt = 2, Nv = 16 and STSK(2, 2, 2, 2, 4) and the classical

OFDM-STSK system applying the ML detector, where 96 out of 128 subcarriers are

used for transmitting STSK(2, 2, 2, 2, 2) symbols, at the same transmission rate of about

Rt = 1.3333 bits/s/Hz. Furthermore, the theoretical bounds of Eq. (3.16) have been

added to Fig. 3.8, where it is observed that the upper bound derived becomes very tight

upon increasing the SNR values for the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM sys-

tem. According to the BER performances of these four schemes explored in Fig. 3.8,

we conclude that an improved performance can be achieved, when the number of in-

dexed transmission entities is increased. Specifically, for 1.3333 bits/s/Hz, the proposed

CS-aided multi-dimensional system of Fig. 3.2 using the ML detector associated with a

complexity order of OML(8.52× 106) achieves about 4.3 dB and 9.65 dB better perfor-

mances than the CS-aided frequency-domain IM system of Fig. 2.6 at the complexity

order of OML(5.9 × 106) and the classical OFDM-STSK system, respectively, at the

BER value of 10−5. Additionally, the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system

using the proposed S-MP detector having a complexity order of OS−MP (1.64 × 105)

exhibits about 4.3 dB worse performance than its ML counterpart and achieves similar

performance as the CS-aided frequency-domain IM scheme of Fig. 2.6, but about 4.6 dB

better performance than the classical OFDM-STSK system using ML detector, again

4In order to have a fair comparison, the coordinate interleaving of Fig. 2.6 detailed in Eq. (2.5) is not
applied here.
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Figure 3.8: BER performances of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional
IM scheme using both the ML detector and the S-MP detector, the CS-aided
frequency-domain IM scheme of Fig. 2.6 using the ML detector and the classi-
cal OFDM-STSK system using the ML detector, at the same transmission rate
of Rt = 1.3333 bits/s/Hz. All other system parameters were summarised in
Table 3.2.

at the BER value of 10−5. Hence the performance of the proposed system applying the

S-MP detector approaches that of its ML counterpart upon increasing the SNR, while

achieving a similar BER performance as the CS-aided frequency-domain IM scheme of

Fig. 2.6, despite imposing a significantly lower computational complexity.

Similarly, in Fig. 3.9, we show the BER performances of the proposed CS-aided multi-

dimensional IM system of Fig. 3.2 using both the ML detector and the S-MP detector

associated Nt = 16, Nv = 16 and STSK(2, 2, 2, 4, 4), the CS-aided frequency-domain

IM system of Fig. 2.6 using the ML detector in conjunction with Nt = 2, Nv = 16

and STSK(2, 2, 2, 8, 4) and the classical OFDM-STSK system applying the ML detector,

where 128 subcarriers are used for transmitting STSK(2, 2, 2, 2, 2) symbols, at a higher

transmission rate of about Rt = 1.89 bits/s/Hz. Observe in Fig. 3.9 that the CS-

aided multidimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2 using the ML detector associated with a

complexity order of OML(5.7×109) achieves about 3.4 dB and 9.7 dB better performance

than the CS-aided frequency-domain IM system of Fig. 2.6 having a complexity order of

OML(9.5× 108) and the classical OFDM-STSK system, respectively, at the BER value

of 10−5. Additionally, the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system using the
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Figure 3.9: BER performances of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional
IM system using both the ML detector and the S-MP detector, the CS-aided
frequency-domain IM scheme of Fig. 2.6 using the ML detector and the clas-
sical OFDM-STSK system using the ML detector, at the same transmission
rate of Rt = 1.89 bits/s/Hz. All other system parameters were summarised in
Table 3.2.

proposed S-MP detector associated with a complexity order of OS−MP (3.3 × 105) has

about 3 dB worse performance than its ML counterpart, but about 0.4 dB and 6 dB

better performances than the CS-aided frequency-domain IM scheme of Fig. 2.6 having

a complexity order of OML(9.5× 108) and the classical OFDM-STSK system using the

ML detector, respectively, again at the BER value of 10−5.

In Fig. 3.10, the BER performances of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM

systems using both the ML and the S-MP detectors are presented, while having varying

values of (QL). Note that upon varying the values of (QL) we can readily control both

the SE, as well as influence the BER performance and the complexity orders, while fixing

the remaining parameters. As seen in Fig. 3.10, the BER performance of the system

having (QL) = 4 achieves about 1.6 dB and 3.4 dB better performances than that of

the system having (QL) = 8 and (QL) = 16, respectively, while using the ML detector,

at the BER value of 10−5.

Furthermore, in Fig. 3.11, the BER performances of the CS-aided multi-dimensional

IM systems using both the ML and the S-MP detectors are presented, while having

different virtual-domain sizes Nv. It is shown in Fig. 3.11 that the BER performance
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Figure 3.10: BER performances of the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM schemes
using both the ML detector and the S-MP detector with the varying values of
(QL). All other system parameters were summarised in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.11: BER performances of the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM schemes
using both the ML detector and the S-MP detector with the varying values of
virtual-domain Nv. All other system parameters were summarised in Table 3.2.
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(QL)
Complexities of CS-aided Multi-Dimensional IM Schemes with Nv =
16, Nf = 8,K = 2, Nt = 8, STSK(2, 2, 2, Q,L) and varying (QL)

ML (Sec. 3.3.1.1) S-MP (Sec. 3.3.1.3)

4 8.52× 106 1.64× 105

8 3.41× 107 1.64× 105

16 1.36× 108 1.64× 105

Table 3.3: Comparison between the computational complexities (in number of
operations) per subcarrier group of the ML detector and the proposed S-MP
detector, while having different values of (QL).

Nv

Complexities of CS-aided Multi-Dimensional IM Schemes with Nf =
8,K = 2, Nt = 8, STSK(2, 2, 2, 2, 2) and varying Nv

ML (Sec. 3.3.1.1) S-MP (Sec. 3.3.1.3)

16 8.52× 106 1.64× 105

20 2.4× 108 3.23× 105

24 5.22× 108 6.55× 105

Table 3.4: Comparison between the computational complexities (in number of
operations) per subcarrier group of the ML detector and the proposed S-MP
detector, while having different dimensions of Nv.

of the system having Nv = 16 achieves about 1.2 dB and 2.1 dB better performances

in comparison to that of the system having Nv = 20 and Nv = 24, respectively, while

using the ML detector, at the BER value of 10−5.

In order to further illustrate the trade-off between the BER performance and the com-

plexity, we characterise the complexities of the systems shown in both Fig. 3.10 and

Fig. 3.11. Observe in Fig. 3.10, Fig. 3.11, Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 that the proposed S-

MP detector is capable of reducing the computational complexity of the ML detector at

the cost of a modest performance loss. More specifically, the S-MP detector is capable of

eliminating the influence of having varying (QL) values on the computational complexity

compared to the ML detector. Additionally, the S-MP detector imposes a gradually in-

creased complexity upon increasing the dimension of Nv, where the increased Nv results
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in an increased number of active subcarrier realisations as well as rendering the trans-

mitted signal more sparse. Hence, there is a clear performance versus computational

complexity trade-off for the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system.

3.4.2 EXIT Chart Analysis

The exchange of extrinsic information in the proposed system of Fig. 3.7 can be visualised

by plotting the EXIT characteristics of the inner demodulator and the outer RSC decoder

[203,218]. The EXIT curves presented in this section correspond to the system employing

a 1/2-rate RSC code having a constraint length of 5, denoted as RSC(2, 1, 5), where the

code using the generator polynomials of (53, 75).
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Figure 3.12: The EXIT charts of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM
system presented in Fig. 3.8 relying on the ML-based soft-detection. A de-
coding trajectory is shown between the outer decoder’s EXIT curve and the
inner demodulator’s EXIT curve at Eb/N0 = −3.75 dB, while using a 1/2-
rate RSC(2, 1, 5) with an interleaver depth of 192, 000 bits. All other system
parameters were summarised in Table 3.2.
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Fig. 3.12 shows the EXIT curves of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme’s

inner demodulator for Eb/N0 values spanning from −7.75 dB to −4.75 dB with a step

size of 1.0 dB, while using ML-based soft-detection. The system is characterised by

Nf = 8, K = 2, Nv = 16, Nt = 8 and STSK(2, 2, 2, 2, 2), while employing a 1/2-rate

RSC(2, 1, 5) code relying on an interleaver depth of 192, 000 bits. Additionally, Fig. 3.12

portrays the EXIT chart of the 1/2-rate RSC(2, 1, 5) outer decoder. The Monte-Carlo

simulation-based decoding trajectory is recorded at Eb/N0 = −4.75 dB between the

inner demodulator and the outer decoder in Fig. 3.12, where the steps seen in the figure

indicate the actual extrinsic mutual information transfer between them. According to

the open-tunnel shown between the inner curve at Eb/N0 = −4.75 dB and the outer

curve, the iterative decoding process is expected to converge at around Eb/N0 = −4.75

dB and at least IIO = 3 iterations are required for reaching the mutual information

point (1.0, 1.0). Hence, the system is expected to produce an infinitesimally low BER

at about Eb/N0 = −4.75 dB.

Fig. 3.13 shows the EXIT curves of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM sys-

tem’s inner demodulator for Eb/N0 values at 1.25 dB and at 2.25 dB, while using S-

MP-based soft-detection. Observe in Fig. 3.13 that the inner demodulator’s EXIT curve

shows a decreasing trend upon increasing Ii,a(u). The reason for this behaviour is that

the u-length output data stream of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM demod-

ulator using S-MP-based soft-detection is not Gaussian distributed and the LLRs of the

u-length data stream denoted by Li,e(u) do not satisfy the consistency condition defined

in [218] because of reducing the search space of the detector, although the calculation of

Li,e(u) is based on the assumption that the u-length data stream is Gaussian distributed.

A trivial solution to this problem is to try and find the probability distribution of the

u-length output stream and compute Li,e(u) by using the actual probability density func-

tion (pdf). However, it is not straightforward to find a mathematical formula to model

the pdf of the u-length data stream. Fortunately, however it is possible to compute the

LLRs according to the histogram of the demodulated u-length data stream, computing

the histogram for every received group is a complex and time-consuming process.

An empirical transformation of the Li,e(u) LLR values has been investigated for cor-

recting the relationship between the LLRs and the corresponding probabilities to satisfy

the consistency condition in [218], as proposed in [219]. This empirical transformation

is referred to as LLR postprocessing and it can be expressed as

L†i,e(u) =
Li,e(u)

A
, (3.27)
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Figure 3.13: The EXIT charts of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM
system presented in Fig. 3.8 relying on the S-MP-based soft-detection without
LLR postprocessing. Additionally, the EXIT curve of the 1/2-rate RSC(2, 1, 5)
outer decoder with an interleaver depth of 192, 000 bits is shown in the figure.
All other system parameters were summarised in Table 3.2.

where L†i,e(u) represents the processed extrinsic LLRs passed from the inner demodulator

to the deinterleaver of Fig. 3.7, which satisfies the consistency condition in [218], and A
represents the empirical transformation coefficient, where we have A = 8.0 specifically

for our scenario and it is obtained with the aid of simulations.

Fig. 3.14 shows the EXIT charts of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM sys-

tem relying on the S-MP-based soft-detection relying on the LLR postprocessing of

Eq. (3.27), which is associated with the configuration: Nf = 8, K = 2, Nv = 16, Nt = 8

and STSK(2, 2, 2, 2, 2). The EXIT curves of the inner demapper using S-MP-based soft-

detection recorded for the Eb/N0 values spanning from 1.25 dB to 3.25 dB with a step size

of 1.0 dB are shown in Fig. 3.14. As shown in Fig. 3.14, the inner demodulator’s EXIT

charts are shifted upwards upon increasing Eb/N0 value. Additionally, the decoding

trajectories at Eb/N0 = 2.25 dB and Eb/N0 = 3.25 dB between the inner demodulator

and the 1/2-rate RSC(2, 1, 5) outer decoder are recorded in Fig. 3.14, where the iterative
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Figure 3.14: The EXIT charts of the system presented in Fig. 3.13 with LLR
postprocessing. The decoding trajectories are shown between the outer de-
coder’s EXIT curve and the inner demodulator’s EXIT curves at Eb/N0 = 2.25
dB and Eb/N0 = 3.25 dB, while using a 1/2-rate RSC(2, 1, 5) with an inter-
leaver depth of 192, 000 bits. All other system parameters were summarised in
Table 3.2.

decoding process is expected to converge around Eb/N0 = 3.25 dB and at least IIO = 3

iterations are required for approaching the mutual information point (1.0, 1.0).

3.4.3 Capacity Analysis

In this section, we formulate the DCMC capacity [220] of the proposed CS-aided multi-

dimensional IM system using the full-search based ML detector presented in Section 3.3.1.1.

Then the powerful tool of EXIT charts is utilised for determining the maximum achiev-

able rate of the proposed system using both the ML detector introduced in Section 3.3.1.1

and the S-MP detector presented in Section 3.3.1.3.
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3.4.3.1 Discrete-Input Continuous-Output Memoryless Channel Capacity

Analysis

The DCMC capacity of the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme is first

developed for each subcarrier group, where NAC is the number of the active TAs com-

binations, NSI is that of the active subcarriers combinations and K activated STSK

codewords are included in each subcarrier group. Then the DCMC capacity per group

developed is divided by Nf , namely by the number of frequency-domain subcarriers for

determining the capacity per subcarrier. Based on the equivalent received signal model

of Eq. (3.10), the DCMC capacity of the proposed scheme can be expressed as [220]

CDCMC(SNR) = max
p(S̄i)|Ii=1

1

Nf

I∑
i=1

∫
p(Y|S̄i)p(S̄i) · log2

p(Y|S̄i)∑I
j=1 p(Y|S̄j)p(S̄j)

dY, (3.28)

where I = NACNSI(QL)K denotes the total number of realisations for each subcar-

rier group including the active TAs, active subcarriers and K STSK codewords at the

activated subcarriers. The DCMC capacity of Eq. (3.28) is maximised, when these

realisations per subcarrier group are equiprobable, where we have {p(S̄i) = 1
I }
I
i=1. Fur-

thermore, the conditional probability p(Y|S̄i) of receiving Y given that the group-signal

S̄i is transmitted over fading channels is determined by the probability density function

of the noise, which is formulated as:

p(Y|S̄i) =
1

(πN0)NrNf
exp

(
−‖Y −HS̄i‖2

N0

)
. (3.29)

Based on Eq. (3.29), the DCMC capacity of Eq. (3.28) may be further simplified as

CDCMC(SNR) =
1

INf

I∑
i=1

E

{
log2

[
I · p(Y|S̄i)∑I
j=1 p(Y|S̄j)

]}

= R− 1

INf

I∑
i=1

E

log2

 I∑
j=1

exp(Ψi,j)

 ,

(3.30)

where we have Ψi,j = −‖H(S̄i−S̄j)+W‖2+‖W‖2
N0

, while the system’s achievable rate is given

by R = log2 I
Nf

, which is expected to be achieved by the DCMC capacity of CDCMC(SNR)

upon increasing the SNR values.
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Figure 3.15: Maximum achievable rates of the proposed CS-aided multi-
dimensional IM schemes associated with different configurations, while using
the ML detector and the S-MP detector.

3.4.3.2 The Maximum Achievable Rate Using the EXIT Charts Tool

The EXIT charts can be utilised for determining the maximum achievable rate of the

system at a given Eb/N0 value [204]. Fig. 3.15 shows the maximum attainable rates

of several proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM schemes associated with different

configurations, while using both ML-based and S-MP-based detectors. As shown in

Fig. 3.15, the maximum achievable rate of the system tends to increase, when either the

number of TAs Nt or the number of ACs NAC increases. More specifically, it is shown

in the figure that the maximum achievable rate of the CS-aided frequency-domain IM

scheme of Fig. 2.6 having Nt = M is lower than that of our CS-aided multi-dimensional

IM scheme of Fig. 3.2. The DCMC capacity curves evaluated based on Eq. (3.30) are

also portrayed in the figure. Observe in Fig. 3.15 that the maximum achievable rate of

the proposed system evaluated from the EXIT chart closely matches the DCMC capacity

curves. Additionally, it is shown in Fig. 3.15 that the maximum achievable rate curves

of the proposed systems using S-MP detection is lower than that of ML detection due

to the reduced search space. Specifically, the maximum rates of the proposed systems

presented in Fig. 3.8 after employing a half-rate RSC decoder relying both on Eq. (3.21)

and Eq. (3.23) are shown at Eb/N0 = −7.25 dB and Eb/N0 = 1.25 dB, respectively.
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3.4.4 Coded BER Performance
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Figure 3.16: BER performances of the 1/2-rate RSC(2, 1, 5)-coded ML-based
soft-detection system of Fig. 3.7, while using IIO = 0 to 3 iterations.

In this section, we show the coded BER performances of the proposed systems for the

following configurations: STSK(2, 2, 2, 2, 2), Nf = 8, K = 2, Nv = 16 and Nt = 8, while

using ML-based soft-detection and S-MP-based soft-detection, where the configurations

used are the same as those in Fig. 3.12 and Fig. 3.14. A 1/2-rate RSC(2, 1, 5) encoder

having an interleaver depth of 192, 000 bits is employed in both systems.

Fig. 3.16 shows the attainable BER performance of the 1/2-rate RSC(2, 1, 5)-coded sys-

tem of Fig. 3.7, while using an interleaver depth of 196, 000 bits and IIO = 0 to 3

iterations. The BER performance of the uncoded system is also shown in the figure.

Observe in Fig. 3.16 that there is an evident performance improvement, when increasing

the number of iterations. As shown in Fig. 3.16, the system attains an infinitesimally

low BER at around Eb/N0 = −4.75 dB, which matches the EXIT chart prediction seen

in Fig. 3.12 and is within about 2.5 dB of the maximum achievable rate obtained using

EXIT charts and shown in Fig. 3.15.

Fig. 3.17 shows the BER performances of the 1/2-rate RSC(2, 1, 5)-coded CS-aided

multi-dimensional IM system using the S-MP-based soft-detection of Fig. 3.7, while

employing an interleaver depth of 196, 000 bits and IIO = 0 to 3 iterations. The BER
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Figure 3.17: BER performances of the 1/2-rate RSC(2, 1, 5)-coded S-MP-based
soft-detection system of Fig. 3.7, while using IIO = 0 to 3 iterations.

performance of the uncoded system is also shown in the figure. Note that the simula-

tion results shown in Fig. 3.17 are obtained after the LLR postprocessing described in

Eq. (3.27) of Section 3.4.2. Observe in Fig. 3.17 that there is an evident performance im-

provement, upon increasing the number of iterations. As shown in Fig 3.17, the system

has no substantial performance gain beyond Eb/N0 = 3.25 dB, which matches the EXIT

chart prediction seen in Fig. 3.14, which is within about 2.0 dB from the maximum

achievable rate obtained using EXIT charts and shown in Fig. 3.15.

3.5 Chapter Conclusions

In this chapter, we proposed a novel CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme, which

strikes flexible trade-offs among the achievable rate and the achievable performance

vs the detector’s complexity. Specifically, a CS-based reduced complexity detector of

Section 3.3.1.3 was invoked for imposing a reduced computational complexity at a mod-

est performance degradation, which makes the proposed multi-dimensional system em-

inently suitable for realistic scenarios, because the optimal ML detector is excessively

complex.
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Fig. 3.8 Fig. 3.9

Rt 1.33 bits/s/Hz 1.89 bits/s/Hz

Scenario - Increased Nt and (QL)

Schemes Chapter 3
(ML)

Chapter 3
(S-MP)

Chapter 2
(ML)

Chapter 3
(ML)

Chapter 3
(S-MP)

Chapter 2
(ML)

SNR (at
BER=10−5)

3.6 dB 7.9 dB 7.9 dB 7 dB 10 dB 10.4 dB

Complexity O(8.52 ×
106)

O(1.64 ×
105)

O(5.9 ×
106)

O(5.7 ×
109)

O(3.3 ×
105)

O(9.5 ×
108)

Table 3.5: Summary of the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme, employing
the system parameters of Table 3.2, where both the ML and S-MP detectors
are applied.

As observed in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, at the same transmission rate of Rt = 1.3333

bits/s/Hz and Rt = 1.89 bits/s/Hz, the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system

of Fig. 3.2 employing the ML detector of Eq. (3.9) exhibited a better performance than

the CS-aided frequency-domain IM scheme of Fig. 2.6 employing the ML detector of

Eq. (2.13) and the classical OFDM-STSK system. Then in Section 3.3.1.3 the reduced-

complexity S-MP detector was proposed, which exhibited a modest BER degradation in

Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9.

Explicitly, observe from Table 3.5 providing a summary of Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 that the

reduced-complexity S-MP detector of Section 3.3.1.3 is capable of approaching the ML

detector’s BER performance at about 2% the ML detector’s complexity at the trans-

mission rate of 1.33 bits/s/Hz of Fig. 3.8 and at about 0.00006 times the ML detector’s

complexity at the higher transmission rate of 1.89 bits/s/Hz of Fig. 3.9. Additionally,

the S-MP detector of Section 3.3.1.3 is also capable of achieving similar or even better

performance than the CS-aided frequency-domain IM scheme of Fig. 2.6 at a signifi-

cantly lower complexity. In Table 3.6, a summary of the trade-offs between the BER

performance, the complexity and the achievable rate was presented based on Fig. 3.10

and Fig. 3.11, where we can conclude that the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM

system of Fig. 3.2 is capable of striking flexible trade-offs by appropriately configuring

the system parameters.
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Furthermore, the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM soft-input soft-output decoders were

conceived in Fig. 3.7 in order to achieve a near-capacity performance. More specifically,

in Figs. 3.12 - 3.14 EXIT charts were used not only for visually characterising the flow

of soft-information between the constituent decoders of our concatenated structure seen

in Fig. 3.7, but also for evaluating the maximum achievable rate of the proposed system.

Observe from Fig. 3.15 that the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system of

Fig. 3.2 imposed a higher maximum rate than the CS-aided frequency-domain IM system

of Fig. 2.6. More specifically, the high design flexibility of the proposed scheme can be

exploited by beneficially configuring the different components in the design, where the

design flexibility makes the proposed scheme suitable for adaptive scenarios.

This chapter focused on the design of CS-aided multi-dimensional IM systems relying

both on frequency-domain and on spatial-domain IM operating in a single-user scenario.

The simulation results demonstrated that the proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional

IM system of Fig. 3.2 is capable of achieving better performances than the CS-aided

frequency-domain IM system of Fig. 2.6 both in terms of achievable transmission rate

and BER. It is worth mentioning that exploring the multi-dimensional IM strategy

in large-scale multi-user scenarios is of high promise in the context of next-generation

communications. Hence in the following chapter, a two-dimensional IM system will be

investigated in large-scale multi-user scenarios.



Chapter 4
Multi-Dimensional Index Modulation for

the Large-Scale Multi-User MIMO Uplink

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, the CS-aided OFDM-STSK-IM scheme was shown to provide better BER

performance than the conventional OFDM-MIMO scheme in addition to striking flexi-

ble bandwidth efficiency and complexity trade-off. In order to attain a further improved

performance, the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme was proposed in Chapter 3 by

invoking both frequency- and spatial-domain IM for our OFDM-STSK scheme. Fur-

thermore, large-scale multi-user MIMO (LS-MU-MIMO) systems relying on tens to

hundreds of antennas have been shown to constitute a promising candidate for next

generation wireless systems as a benefit of their high bandwidth efficiency, increased

reliability, and energy efficiency [132, 133]. To elaborate further, IM schemes relying

on frequency-domain/spatial-domain have been designed for LS-MU-MIMO systems

in [120, 121, 126, 147, 148, 156, 221], where a better performance was achieved for the

same bandwidth efficiency than that of conventional MU-MIMO solutions. Specifically,

OFDM-IM designed for the LS-MU-MIMO uplink and downlink was proposed in [221],

where the proposed schemes exhibited improved bandwidth efficiency vs BER perfor-

mance trade-off, while also reducing the PAPR of the classical MU-MIMO-OFDM sys-

tem. Hence applying the multi-dimensional IM strategy in LS-MU-MIMO systems is

promising. However, one of the most challenging tasks in LS-MU-MIMO systems is the

design of reliable, low-complexity multi-user detectors (MUDs) for employment at the

base station (BS).

97
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In this chapter, we propose both uncoded and FEC-coded CS-assisted two-dimensional

IM for the LS-MU-MIMO uplink seen in Fig. 4.1, in order to combine the benefits of

LS-MU-MIMO, SM, GSM, OFDM-IM and CS for uplink transmission over frequency-

selective fading channels, where we refer to the proposed system as CS-assisted (gener-

alised) space-frequency IM (CS-(G)SFIM) invoked for the LS-MU-MIMO uplink. Addi-

tionally, in order to improve the diversity in contrast to Chapter 3, different TA activa-

tion patterns are employed for different transmitted symbols instead of using the same

active TAs for each subcarrier group proposed. Then a reduced-complexity detector is

designed for providing an attractive BER vs complexity trade-off, where the reduced

complexity of the detector makes the employment of our CS-(G)SFIM system realistic

in LS-MU scenarios.

Chapter 5
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Chapter 4
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Chapter 4
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Symbol-based active 

antenna selection;

Multi-user scenario

Figure 4.1: Interconnection of Chapter 4 with the rest of the thesis.

Against the above background, the contributions of this chapter are summarised as

follows:

• In Section 4.2.1 a CS-SFIM scheme is proposed for striking a better performance vs

complexity trade-off than the conventional LS-MU-MIMO-OFDM systems. The

basic idea of the proposed CS-SFIM scheme is that for each user, the information is

conveyed by three parts, namely by the frequency-domain IM, the spatial-domain

IM representing the TA activation and by the classic Amplitude/Phase Modu-

lation (APM) symbols. Explicitly, the conventional frequency-domain IM is im-

plemented in a high-dimensional virtual domain and the appropriately activated

TAs are allocated to the active subcarriers of the virtual domain and then the

resultant high-dimensional sub-block is compressed into a low-dimensional space-

frequency sub-block with the aid of CS. Additionally, the new generalised SM of

Section 4.2.1.2, namely CS-GSFIM, is also invoked for improving the throughput
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without increasing the number of RF chains compared to the CS-SFIM scheme of

Section 4.2.1.2. More particularly, in order to increase the diversity gain attained,

in contrast to Chapter 3, we employ different TA activation patterns for the dif-

ferent transmitted symbols instead of fixing the active TAs for the whole OFDM

subcarrier group shown. We then analyse the ABEP of the proposed CS-GSFIM

system using the ML detection and we derive an upper bound of the ABEP in Sec-

tion 4.3.1.2. Our numerical results of Section 4.4 demonstrate that the proposed

MU CS-(G)SFIM system attains better BER performance than the conventional

MU-MIMO-OFDM system, the MU CS-aided multi-dimensional system using the

same TA activation pattern for each subcarrier group shown in Chapter 3, and the

MU CS-aided frequency-domain IM shown in Chapter 2 at the same transmission

rate.

• Then in Section 4.3.2 our reduced search-space based iterative matching pursuit

(RSS-IMP) detection is proposed for the CS-GSFIM system, which relies on CS

principles. The computational complexities are compared for the proposed sys-

tems using the ML detector, MMSE detector and the novel RSS-IMP detector in

Section 4.3.3. We demonstrate that the proposed RSS-IMP detector is capable of

achieving a better BER vs complexity trade-off than the conventional MU-MIMO-

OFDM system using the ML detector and the proposed systems using the MMSE

detector, despite its significantly reduced complexity. This makes the proposed

CS-GSFIM system eminently suitable for LS-MU-MIMO communications.

• In Section 4.4 we then proceed by investigating the performances of the pro-

posed CS-(G)SFIM systems in the presence of imperfect channel state information

(ICSI). It is demonstrated by our simulation results that the proposed systems are

more robust to channel estimation errors than the conventional MU-MIMO-OFDM

system.

• For the sake of attaining a near-capacity performance, in Section 4.3.1.3 and Sec-

tion 4.3.2 we then design specific soft MUDs based on both the ML detector and on

the proposed RSS-IMP detector for iteratively exchanging soft information with

the FEC decoders. Our FEC-coded numerical results of Section 4.4.3 indicate

that near-capacity performances can indeed be achieved by the proposed MUDs.

Additionally, in Section 4.4.2 we investigate the maximum achievable rates of the

proposed CS-(G)SFIM system with the aid of EXIT charts.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 describes our system

model. In particular, Section 4.2.1 introduces the uplink transmission process of the
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proposed system and Section 4.3 describes both the ML detector as well as the proposed

RSS-IMP detector designed for both hard-decision (HD) and soft-decision (SD) detec-

tion. Additionally, the average complexity orders of the different MUDs are provided

in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, our simulation results are presented, including both the

uncoded and coded BER performances as well as the capacity analysis. Finally, the

chapter is concluded in Section 4.5.

4.2 System Model

In this section, we introduce the proposed large-scale multi-user CS-GSFIM architecture

supporting U uplink users, as shown in Fig. 4.2, where each user is equipped with Nt TAs

for simultaneously communicating with a BS having Nr RAs, where Nr is on the order

of tens to hundreds. The transmitter of our CS-GSFIM scheme at the user terminal is

illustrated in Fig. 4.3, where both CS-aided frequency-domain IM and spatial-domain

IM techniques are designed for each user in order to improve the uplink throughput vs

energy efficiency.

More particularly, in order to increase the diversity gain attained as well as to improve

the performance, in contrast to the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2,

the spatial-domain IM of our new CS-GSFIM scheme of Fig. 4.3 is designed by employing

different active TAs combinations for the different transmitted APM symbols instead

of fixing the active TAs for the whole OFDM subcarrier group shown. Additionally,

the shared antenna combination is invoked in our new CS-GSFIM scheme of Fig. 4.3

for improving the throughput, while the distinctive antenna combination (DAC) was

employed in the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2, as shown in Table 3.1

and Fig. 3.5.

More explicitly, our spatial-domain IM of Fig. 4.3 includes both conventional SM and

GSM, where Na
t out of Nt TAs are activated for transmitting the modulated uplink

symbols. We have Na
t = 1 if CS-SFIM-OFDM is applied, and 1 < Na

t ≤ Nt for

CS-GSFIM-OFDM. The specific procedures of the proposed CS-(G)SFIM systems are

detailed in the following subsections. Specifically, in Section 4.2.1, first we introduce the

proposed large-scale multi-user CS-(G)SFIM uplink and then focus our attention on the

associated MUDs in Section 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The transmitter of the novel CS-GSFIM scheme of Fig. 4.2 at the
user terminal, which was developed both from the CS-aided frequency-domain
IM scheme of Fig. 2.6 and from the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme of
Fig. 3.2. The enhanced block is marked using bold lines.

4.2.1 Uplink Transmission

In the block diagram of the proposed large-scale multi-user CS-(G)SFIM system seen in

Fig. 4.2, there are U uplink users communicating with a BS and the CS-(G)SFIM-OFDM

techniques advocated are exploited for each user. As shown in Fig. 4.3, the information

sequence bu
1 of the u-th uplink user is split into G subcarrier groups for implementing

the CS-(G)SFIM-OFDM technique, where all the G subcarrier groups have the same

process as seen in Fig. 4.3, but the frequency index selection, the TA selection and the

transmitted APM symbols may vary among the different subcarrier groups. As shown

in Fig. 4.3, in the g-th subcarrier group of the u-th user, the information sequence bu,g

is split into b1
u,g and b2

u,g, which are conveyed by the Virtual-Domain Frequency Index

Selector block and the Spatial-Domain Modulation/Mapping block, respectively.

1For an uncoded scenario, the information sequence bu represents the source information, and for
the coded scenario, bu represents the RSC coded information sequence.
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Input Bits Antenna Indices APM Symbols Allocations

[000000] 1, 1 −1,−1 [−1 0 0 0 ]; [−1 0 0 0 ]

[010001] 1, 2 −1,+1 [−1 0 0 0 ]; [ 0 + 1 0 0 ]

[100111] 2, 4 +1,−1 [ 0 + 1 0 0 ]; [ 0 0 0 − 1 ]

[110100] 2, 1 +1,+1 [ 0 + 1 0 0 ]; [ +1 0 0 0 ]

[001000] 3, 1 −1,−1 [ 0 0 − 1 0 ]; [−1 0 0 0 ]

[011011] 3, 4 −1,+1 [ 0 0 − 1 0 ]; [ 0 0 0 + 1 ]

[101100] 4, 1 +1,−1 [ 0 0 0 + 1 ]; [−1 0 0 0 ]

[111110] 4, 3 +1,+1 [ 0 0 0 + 1 ]; [ 0 0 + 1 0 ]

Table 4.1: A look-up table example of SM/Mapping for Nt = 4, Na
t = 1, L = 2

and K = 2, where there are 64 combinations in total and we use 8 out of the
total combinations as an example.

4.2.1.1 Virtual-Domain Frequency Index Selector

The bit sequence b1
u,g of length blog2C(Nv,K)c is forwarded to the Virtual-Domain

Frequency Index Selector of Fig. 4.3. Similarly to the IM Selector of Fig. 2.6 and the SI

Selector of Fig. 3.2, K active subcarriers are selected out of the Nv available subcarriers

by the Virtual-Domain Index Selector of Fig. 4.3, and the specific selection procedure is

determined by the incoming bits b1
u,g, where we can refer to the look-up table example of

Table 2.1, the subcarrier index selection example of Fig. 3.3 detailed both in Section 2.3.1

as well as in Section 3.2.1.2. More explicitly, as shown in Fig. 4.3, the Virtual-Domain

Index Selector is illustrated based on the look-up table example of Table 2.1, where the

incoming information sequence is assumed to be b1
u,g = [0 1], while the second and the

third subcarriers, which are shaded in Fig. 4.3, are activated accordingly.

4.2.1.2 Spatial-Domain Modulation/Mapping

For each subcarrier group, the information sequence b2
u,g is fed into the Spatial-Domain

Modulation/Mapping block of Fig. 4.3. In this section, both the SM/Mapping having

Na
t = 1 and the GSM/Mapping having 1 < Na

t ≤ Nt are explicitly explained as follows.

SM/Mapping (Na
t = 1) In a given channel use of the SM scheme, the infor-

mation bits are divided into two parts, where blog2C(Nt, 1)c bits are used for ac-

tivating one out of Nt TAs and log2 L bits are mapped to an L-ary classic APM
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symbol. In the architecture illustrated in Fig. 4.3, we have K active subcarriers in

each subcarrier group, which indicates that the Spatial-Domain Modulation/Mapping

block of Fig. 4.3 maps K L-ary APM symbols in each subcarrier block to the cor-

responding active TAs for transmission. Hence, the information sequence b2
u,g in the

g-th subcarrier block of the u-th user has the length of (K log2 L + Kblog2C(Nt, 1))c)
bits, which combines both (K log2 L) bits for modulating K L-ary APM symbols and

Kblog2C(Nt, 1)c bits for selecting the active TAs in order to transmit K APM symbols.

As shown in Table 4.1, we apply K = 2 activated BPSK symbols and each BPSK sym-

bol will be transmitted through Na
t = 1 active TA out of Nt = 4 available TAs, where

(K log2 L+Kblog2C(Nt, 1)c) = (2× log2 2 + 2× blog2 4c) = 6 bits are mapped to each

subcarrier block. More explicitly, if b2
u,g = [100111], then both the second and the fourth

TAs are activated for transmitting the BPSK symbol (+1) and the BPSK symbol (−1),

respectively, whilst resulting in the allocation blocks [0 + 1 0 0] and [0 0 0 −1], as seen in

Table 4.1. Specifically, in contrast to the indexing strategy of the Antenna Selector of

Fig. 3.2 applying the same active TAs combination for symbols in the same subcarrier

group, the Spatial-Domain Modulation of Fig. 4.3 is capable of carrying more informa-

tion bits. Following the process of SM/Mapping, the signal matrix Xu,g ∈ CNt×K is

obtained, which is also illustrated in Fig. 4.3.

GSM/Mapping (1 < Na
t ≤ Nt) In order to further increase the bandwidth efficiency

of the proposed system, GSM is utilised in the architecture seen in Fig. 4.3, where

1 < Na
t ≤ Nt out of Nt TAs are activated in our scenario. Explicitly, the information

sequence b2
u,g in the g-th subcarrier block of the u-th user has the length of (Na

t K log2 L+

Kblog2C(Nt, N
a
t )c) bits, which combines both (Na

t K log2 L) bits for modulating (Na
t ·K)

L-ary APM symbols and Kblog2C(Nt, N
a
t )c bits for selecting multiple active TAs for

different symbols. Assuming that we have K = 2, Na
t = 2, Nt = 4 and L = 2, the

information sequence b2
u,g has the length of (2 × 2 log2 2 + 2 × blog2C(4, 2)c) = 8 bits.

More explicitly, if the incoming information sequence is b2
u,g = [00011011], as seen in

the example illustrated in Fig. 4.3, then the first and fourth TAs are activated for

transmitting the BPSK symbols (−1) and (−1), while the second and third TAs are

activated for transmitting the BPSK symbols (−1) and (+1), when having K = 2.

Compared to the information sequence associated with Na
t = 1, more information can

be transmitted due to the increased number of active TAs.
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4.2.1.3 Space-Frequency Index Modulation

According to the specific active subcarrier selection regime of the Virtual-Domain Fre-

quency Index Selector introduced in Section 4.2.1.1 and the output matrix Xu,g ∈ CNt×K

of the Spatial-Domain Modulation/Mapping illustrated in Section 4.2.1.2, the space-

frequency matrix Su,g ∈ CNt×Nv is obtained by allocating the column vectors of the

spatial-domain matrix Xu,g to the active subcarriers selected. Explicitly, as shown in

the SFIM example illustrated in Fig. 4.3, the BPSK symbol (+1) is transmitted through

the second TA and the BPSK symbol (−1) is transmitted through the fourth TA based

on the look-up table of Table. 4.1, resulting in a two-column spatial-domain matrix

Xu,g = {[0 + 1 0 0]T , [0 0 0 − 1]T }. The two column-vectors of Xu,g seen in Fig. 4.3 are

then allocated both to the second and to the third subcarriers in the virtual domain,

while the rest of the subcarriers remain idle for all TAs, where the space-frequency ma-

trix Su,g of each subcarrier group is generated, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Additionally,

in the GSFIM example shown in Fig. 4.3, the space-frequency matrix Su,g related to

each subcarrier group is obtained by allocating the two-column spatial-domain matrix

Xu,g = {[−1 0 0 −1]T , [0 −1 +1 0]T } to the activated subcarriers accordingly, where it is

seen that our new CS-GSFIM scheme is capable of not only carrying more information

bits than the CS-aided multi-dimensional scheme of Fig. 3.2 relying on the same TAs

combination for the whole subcarrier group, but also provides higher design flexibility by

applying different active TAs to different APM symbols. In general, the space-frequency

matrix Su,g for each subcarrier block has a sparsity level of Na
t ·K, where there are K

active subcarriers per space-frequency block and there are Na
t active TAs for transmit-

ting the signals at each active subcarrier, which results in Na
t ·K non-zero elements in

the space-frequency matrix Su,g.

4.2.1.4 Compressed Sensing and the Block Assembler

There are G space-frequency matrices Su,g (g = 1, 2, . . . G) for the u-th user, where G

represents the number of subcarrier blocks per OFDM frame. Similarly to the CS block

of both Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 3.2 and as detailed in both Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (3.1), for each

subcarrier block of the u-th user, the CS measurement matrix A ∈ CNf×Nv is employed

for compressing the Nv-dimensional vector Stu,g from the t-th TA in the virtual domain

into an Nf -dimensional vector stu,g from the t-th TA in the frequency domain, which can

be expressed as

stu,g = AStu,g, (4.1)
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where t = 1, 2, . . . , Nt and we can express the frequency-domain signals arriving from

the Nt TAs in the g-th subcarrier block of the u-th user as Su,g ∈ CNt×Nf . Then, the

Block Assembler collects G frequency-domain signals Su,g to create a space-frequency

super frame Su ∈ CNt×Nc , which contains Nt OFDM symbols for transmission from Nt

TAs and can be expanded as Su = [Su,1,Su,2, . . . ,Su,G]. Afterwards, IFFT is applied

to the OFDM symbol at each TA for obtaining the time-domain symbol, followed by

concatenating the usual CP. Then, as shown in Fig. 4.2, the resultant time-domain

signals of the u-th user are simultaneously transmitted from the Nt TAs over the wireless

channel.

Considering the uplink transmission of U users as seen in Fig. 4.2, the system’s overall

achievable rate based on the above discussions is expressed as [97]

Rt =



U G(K log2 L+K log2Nt+blog2 C(Nv ,K)c)
Nc+Ncp

bits/s/Hz

(if Na
t = 1)

U
G(Na

t K log2 L+Kblog2 C(Nt,Na
t )c+blog2 C(Nv ,K)c)

Nc+Ncp
bits/s/Hz

(if 1 < Na
t ≤ Nt).

4.3 Multi-User Detection

Let Hu ∈ CNr×Nt (u = 1, 2, . . . , U) denote the MIMO channel matrix of the u-th user,

where Hu
i [n] ∈ C1×Nt (i = 1, 2, . . . , Nr and n = 1, 2, . . . , Nc) denotes the complex channel

gain of the n-th subcarrier spanning from the Nt TAs of the u-th user to the i-th RA.

Assuming perfect synchronisation, the signal yui [n] received from the u-th user at the

i-th RA after the CP removal and FFT-based demodulation is given by

yui [n] = Hu
i [n]Su[n] + vui [n], (4.2)

where n = 1, 2, . . . , Nc denotes the index of the transmitted frequency-domain subcar-

riers of the u-th user, Su[n] ∈ CNt×1 denotes the frequency-domain symbols received at

the n-th subcarrier from the Nt TAs and vui [n] is the Gaussian noise with zero mean

and variance of σ2
n.

After collecting the received frequency-domain symbols yui [n] (n = 1, 2, . . . , Nc) at the

Nc subcarriers, we can express the signal yui ∈ CNc×1 received by the i-th RA from the

u-th user as

yui = Hu
i su + vui , (4.3)
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where Hu
i ∈ CNc×(NtNc) = diag{Hu

i [n]} (n = 1, 2, . . . , Nc) denotes the diagonal-structure

of the complex-valued channel gain matrix for the transmission of Nc frequency-domain

subcarriers of the u-th user from the Nt TAs to the i-th RA, su ∈ C(NtNc)×1 =

[(Su[1])T (Su[2])T . . . (Su[Nc])
T ]T represents the Nc-length frequency-domain symbols

of the u-th user transmitted from the Nt TAs, while having (Na
t ·K · G) non-zero ele-

ments, and vui ∈ CNc×1 denotes the Gaussian noise vector, which obeys the distribution

of CN (0, σ2
n).

When all users simultaneously transmit their own signals from theNt TAs, the frequency-

domain signal yi ∈ CNc×1 received at the i-th RA is expressed as

yi =

U∑
u=1

yui = His + vi, (4.4)

where Hi = [H1
i H2

i . . . HU
i ], s ∈ C(NtNcU)×1 = [(s1)T (s2)T . . . (sU )T ]T , and vi is the

Gaussian noise matrix.

Stacking the received signal yi in Eq. (4.4) over the Nr RAs at the BS, we can express

the received signal y ∈ C(NrNc)×1 as

y = Hs + v, (4.5)

where y = [yT1 yT2 . . . yTNr ]
T , H ∈ C(NrNc)×(NtNcU) = [HT

1 HT
2 . . . HT

Nr
]T and v ∈

C(NrNc)×1 = [vT1 vT2 . . . vTNr ]
T .

For the sake of analysis, the frequency-domain received signal y in Eq. (4.5) can be split

into G subcarrier groups and the signal yg ∈ C(NrNf )×1 of the g-th subcarrier group of

the U users received from the Nt TAs over the Nr RAs at the BS can be represented by

yg = Hgsg + vg, (4.6)

where sg ∈ C(NtNfU)×1 denotes the signals transmitted to the U users of the g-th subcar-

rier group from the Nt TAs, vg ∈ CNrNf×1 is the Gaussian noise vector. The equivalent

channel matrix Hg ∈ C(NrNf )×(NtNfU) associated with transmitting the signals of U

users in the g-th subcarrier group from the Nt TAs over the Nr RAs can be expanded

as

Hg =


H1

1,g H2
1,g · · · HU

1,g

H1
2,g H2

2,g · · · HU
2,g

...
...

. . .
...

H1
Nr,g

H2
Nr,g

· · · HU
Nr,g

 , (4.7)
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where the element matrix Hu
i,g ∈ CNf×(NtNf ) in Eq. (4.7) represents the complex channel

at the i-th RA of the u-th user received from the Nt TAs, which can be written as

Hu
i,g =


Hu
i,g[1] 0 · · · 0

0 Hu
i,g[2] · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · Hu
i,g[Nf ]

 . (4.8)

In Eq. (4.8), we use Hu
i,g[n] ∈ C1×Nt (n = 1, 2, . . . , Nf ) to represent the complex channel

gain for the n-th frequency-domain subcarrier in the g-th subcarrier group of the u-th

user spanning from the Nt TAs to the i-th RA.

Explicitly, based on the process of the proposed CS-(G)SFIM-OFDM scheme of Fig. 4.3,

the signals sg in Eq. (4.6) transmitted to the g-th group can be expressed as

sg = ĀIgSII
g
ACxgL, (4.9)

where Ā ∈ C(NtNfU)×(NtNvU) denotes the group-equivalent2 CS measurement matrix

of A in Eq. (4.1), IgSI ∈ C(NtNvU)×(NtKU) is the group-equivalent representation of the

subcarrier indexing pattern, IgAC ∈ C(NtKU)×(KNa
t U) represents the group-equivalent TA

indexing for U users in the g-th subcarrier group and we have the generalised expression

of Eq. (4.9), since 1 ≤ Na
t ≤ Nt. Furthermore, xgL ∈ CKNa

t U×1 in Eq. (4.9) indicates the

vector containing KNa
t U transmitted APM symbols in the g-th subcarrier group for U

users, where we have 1 ≤ Na
t ≤ Nt. Then Eq. (4.6) can be written as

yg = HgĀIgSII
g
ACxgL + vg = HgĀIgx

g
L + vg, (4.10)

where Ig ∈ C(NtNvU)×(KNa
t U) = IgSII

g
AC is the equivalent supporting matrix containing

the information of the active TAs and the active subcarriers of U users in the g-th

subcarrier group.

In the following, we will detail both the hard-decision (HD) and the soft-decision (SD)

based ML MUDs, which are then followed by the portrayal of both the HD and the SD

based reduced-complexity RSS-IMP MUDs.

2We use a large-dimension matrix Ā derived from A to represent the measurement matrix for com-
pressing signals of U users transmitted from Nt TAs, where we call this large-dimension matrix “group-
equivalent” matrix.
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4.3.1 Maximum Likelihood Multi-User Detector

In this section, we introduce both the HD-aided and the SD-aided ML MUDs proposed

for the uncoded and coded CS-(G)SFIM system, respectively.

4.3.1.1 HD-aided ML Multi-User Detection

For the uncoded scenario of the proposed system illustrated in Fig. 4.2, information

sequences wu (u = 1, 2, . . . , U) at the transmitter is processed directly on a group-by-

group by the CS-(G)SFIM-OFDM encoder shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3. Then, the

signal received at the BS is detected by our MUD of Fig. 4.2. Note that for the sake of

simplicity, we only introduce the HD-aided ML algorithm for the g-th subcarrier group

here, which can be generalised to the entire OFDM symbol.

Let us assume that < lg, ig, jg > corresponds to the specific input information in the g-th

subcarrier group for U users of the proposed system shown in Fig. 4.2. Explicitly, (xgL)lg

denotes the lg-th realisation of the KNa
t U APM symbols for lg = 1, 2, . . . ,LKNa

t U , (IgSI)ig

represents the ig-th indexing pattern of the active subcarriers of the U users, given that

ig = 1, 2, . . . , NU
SI , and (IgAC)jg is used to denote the jg-th active TAs selection pattern for

KU active subcarriers of U users in the g-th subcarrier group for jg = 1, 2, . . . , (NK
AC)U .

Additionally, we use < l̂g, îg, ĵg > to represent the estimate of the corresponding input

information. Then the HD-aided optimal ML detector of Eq. (4.5) and Eq. (4.10) is

expressed as

< l̂g, îg, ĵg >

= arg min
lg ,ig ,jg

‖yg −HgĀ(IgSI)ig(I
g
AC)jg(x

g
L)lg‖2

= arg min
lg ,ig ,jg

‖yg −HgĀs̄g‖2,

(4.11)

where we use s̄g = (IgSI)ig(I
g
AC)jg(X

g
L)lg to denote the search space of the g-th subcarrier

group and the ML detector achieves the optimal detection performance in uncoded

scenarios.

4.3.1.2 Average BEP Analysis

Here, we derive the ABEP of the proposed multi-user scenario using ML detection for a

single subcarrier group, since all subcarrier groups have the same PE event. Considering

the system model of the g-th subcarrier group given in Eq. (4.6), if sg is transmitted but
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erroneously detected as ŝg ∈ C(NtNfU)×1, given the channel matrix Hg in the frequency-

domain, then the conditional pairwise error probability (CPEP) is expressed as [222]

P (sg → ŝg|Hg) = Q

(√
‖Hg(sg − ŝg)‖2

2σ2
n

)
. (4.12)

Then Eq. (4.12) can be rewritten by using the alternative form of the Q-function as

P (sg → ŝg|Hg) =
1

π

∫ π/2

0
exp

(
− ξd

4σ2
n sin2 θ

)
dθ, (4.13)

where we define

ξd = ‖Hg(sg − ŝg)‖2 (4.14)

=
mU∑
j=1

‖Hj
g(s

j
g − ŝjg)‖2 (4.15)

=
mU∑
j=1

Nr∑
i=1

(Hj
g)i(s

j
g − ŝjg)(s

j
g − ŝjg)

H(Hj
g)
H
i , (4.16)

and (Hj
g)i ∈ C1×Nt is the i-th row element of Hj

g ∈ CNr×Nt . Then the moment generating

function (MGF) [223] of ξd defined in Eq. (4.14) can be obtained according to the

quadratic form of ξd provided in Eq. (4.16) as

Mξd(t) =

mU∏
j=1

1(
1− t‖sjg − ŝjg‖2

)Nr . (4.17)

Finally, integrating the CPEP given in Eq. (4.13) over the probability density function

of ξd and using the MGF Mξd(t) given in Eq. (4.17), the unconditional pairwise error

probability (UPEP) is obtained as

P (sg → ŝg) =
1

π

∫ π/2

0

mU∏
j=1

 sin2 θ

sin2 θ +
‖sjg−ŝjg‖2

4σ2
n

Nr

dθ. (4.18)

After obtaining the UPEP in Eq. (4.18), an upper bound of the ABEP based on the

union bound can be obtained by [222]

PB ≤
1

bN (sg)

∑
sg

∑
ŝg

P (sg → ŝg)d [P (sg, ŝg)] , (4.19)

where b is the number of information bits transmitted by he U users in the uplink

within each subcarrier group, N (sg) is the total number of legitimate realisations of sg
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for U users per subcarrier group and d [P (sg, ŝg)] is used for representing the number of

erroneous bits for the PE event of (sg → ŝg).

4.3.1.3 SD-aided Multi-User Detection

Having presented the HD-aided ML detector of the proposed CS-(G)SFIM systems,

we present the SD-aided iterative detection technique based on the classic Logarithmic

Maximum a posteriori (Log-MAP) algorithm [211]. As illustrated in Fig. 4.2, there are

U two-stage serially concatenated systems, which incorporate the MUD and U half-rate

RSC decoders. The MUD and each RSC decoder are connected by an interleaver and

deinterleaver pair, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Specifically, the received complex-valued signal

y in Eq. (4.5) is demapped by the MUD shown in Fig. 4.2 to its LLR representations for

the channel-coded bits of each of the U users. The MUD’s extrinsic output LLRs LM,e

of the u-th user are deinterleaved by the soft-bit deinterleaver of Fig. 4.2 for generating

the a priori LLRs LR,a entered into the RSC decoder in order to calculate the extrinsic

LLRs LR,e based on the Log-MAP algorithm [211] for all channel-coded symbols of the

u-th user. As seen in Fig. 4.2, LR,e is then appropriately reordered as LM,a by the

soft-bit interleaver and fed back to the MUD as the a priori information for providing

improved extrinsic LLRs. The improved extrinsic LLRs are then passed to the RSC

decoder and then back to the MUD for further inner-outer (IO) iterations.

Using the received signal model of Eq. (4.5), the conditional probability of receiving the

signal y given the full search-space s̄ while exploring all realisations of the CS-(G)SFIM

for U users can be expressed as

p(y|s̄) =
1

(πN0)NrU
exp

(
−‖y −Hs̄‖2

N0

)
. (4.20)

According to the uplink transmission of the U users discussed in Section 4.2.1, the

received signal y of Eq. (4.5) carries b = [b1 b2 . . . bu . . . bU ] channel-coded bits, as

seen in Fig. 4.2, where each user carries B channel coded bits and we use bu(i) (i =

1, 2, . . . , B) to represent the u-th user’s channel-coded bits. Then the extrinsic LLR

value of bu(i) ∈ bu can be expressed as

LM,e [bu(i)] = ln

(
p(bu(i) = 1|y)

p(bu(i) = 0|y)

)
= ln

(∑
s̄∈s̄

bu(i)
1

exp (Φl,i,j)∑
s̄∈s̄

bu(i)
0

exp (Φl,i,j)

)
,

(4.21)
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where s̄
bu(i)
1 and s̄

bu(i)
0 are the subsets of s̄ satisfying s̄

bu(i)
1 , {s̄l,i,j ∈ s̄ : bu(i) = 1}

and s̄
bu(i)
0 , {s̄l,i,j ∈ s̄ : bu(i) = 0}, respectively. Additionally, the a posteriori symbol

probability Φl,i,j in Eq. (4.21) is expressed by

Φl,i,j , −
‖y −Hs̄‖2

N0
+
∑
j 6=i

bu(j)LM,a [bu(j)] . (4.22)

In order to avoid numerical overflow, the Jacobian logarithm of [211] is applied for

simplifying the SD-aided detection of Eq. (4.21) as

LM,e [bu(i)] = jac
s̄∈s̄

bu(i)
1

(Φl,i,j)− jac
s̄∈s̄

bu(i)
0

(Φl,i,j). (4.23)

4.3.2 RSS-IMP Multi-User Detector

The ML detector introduced in Section 4.3.1 achieves the optimal detection performance

due to the full search-space detection, where all possible combinations of the APM

symbols, the active TAs and the active subcarriers of all users are explored. However,

the detection complexity of the ML detector discussed in Section 4.3.1 may become

excessive in practice, for example in our LS-MU-MIMO scenarios. Hence, we propose

an RSS-IMP multi-user detector in this section, which iteratively reduces the detector’s

search space and splits the detection process into several sub-operations with the aid

of CS principles. We introduce the reduced-complexity detector in this section based

on the received group-equivalent signal yg in Eq. (4.6) and Eq. (4.10), which contains

all information in the g-th subcarrier group from all users, where we can re-express

Eq. (4.10) as

yg = H̄g s̄g + vg, (4.24)

where H̄g ∈ C(NrNf )×(NtNvU) = HgĀ is the equivalent channel matrix of all users in the

g-th subcarrier group and s̄g ∈ C(NtNvU)×1 is the transmitted group-equivalent signal

covering all the U users’ information received from the active TAs, the active subcarriers

and the APM symbols.

Specifically, in the CS-(G)SFIM scheme illustrated in Fig. 4.3, the transmitted group-

equivalent signal s̄g has an intrinsic sparsity level of (KNa
t U), where only KNa

t U el-

ements in s̄g are non-zero. Additionally, Eq. (4.24) reveals its over-determined nature

(e.g. having NrNf > NtNvU) due to the large number of RAs at the BS and hence the

CS-based sparse detection algorithm [184] can be applied to the detector according to

CS principles [108].
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In Eq. (4.24), the group-equivalent channel matrix H̄g fulfils the mutual incoherence

property (MIP) [108] requirement for guaranteeing a good detection performance ac-

cording to CS principles, so that H̄g can be regarded as a group-equivalent measurement

matrix in our following discussions and s̄g is a sparse signal, which will be detected with

the aid of CS.

Based on the classic greedy algorithm’s philosophy and on the iterative algorithm of

[184], the proposed RSS-IMP detector searches through multiple promising candidates

during each iteration and the number of promising candidates increases with the number

of iterations. Then the proposed RSS-IMP detector makes a decision concerning the best

candidate at the end of the process. More specifically, the proposed RSS-IMP detector

intrinsically amalgamates the classical greedy algorithm and the iterative algorithm for

tackling the detection challenge of the proposed CS-(G)SFIM system operating in LS-

MU-MIMO scenarios. Explicitly, the proposed RSS-IMP detector is composed of three

steps, namely the application of conventional linear detection for initially generating

rough estimates and mitigating the MU interference, followed by the iterative detection

technique of [184] and the final decision based on minimising the residual error vector,

as detailed in the following.

• Step 1:

The linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) detector is applied to the re-

ceived signal yg of Eq. (4.24) both for mitigating the MU interference, and for

generating a rough estimate ŝg ∈ C(NtNvU)×1 of the transmitted sparse signal s̄g

of Eq. (4.24), which can be expressed as

ŝg =

(
H̄H
g H̄g +

1

γ
I(NtNvU)

)−1

H̄H
g yg, (4.25)

where ŝg is the estimated signal of the g-th subcarrier group of the U users, con-

taining the information of the active TAs, of the active subcarriers and of the APM

symbols. Furthermore, γ = E‖H̄g s̄g‖22/E‖vg‖22 is the average SNR per symbol.

Additionally, the estimated signal ŝg can be split into U vectors in parallel, which

can be reformulated as a matrix
[
ŝ1
g . . . ŝug . . . ŝUg

]T
of size (U × NtNv), where

ŝug ∈ CNtNv×1 (u = 1, 2, . . . , U) is the LMMSE estimated signal of the u-th user.

There should be KNa
t active elements in ŝug . According to the indexing strategy

illustrated in Eq. (4.9) and Eq. (4.10), the estimated signal ŝug for the u-th user

can be expressed as

ŝug = Iugx
g,u
L + v̂ug , (4.26)
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where Iug ∈ CNtNv×KNa
t = Ig,uSI Ig,uAC represents the joint support matrix containing

the activation patterns of the active TAs Ig,uAC ∈ CNtNv×NtK and the active subcarri-

ers Ig,uSI ∈ CNtK×KNa
t for the u-th user in the g-th subcarrier group, xg,uL ∈ CKNa

t ×1

represents the APM symbols vector of the u-th user and finally v̂ug ∈ CNtNv×1 is

the linear-processed Gaussian noise vector.

Then we calculate the magnitudes of (NtNv) elements in ŝug and rearrange these

magnitudes in a descending order, where the ordered magnitudes of the U users

can be expressed as

‖ŝ1
g(i

1
1)‖2 > ‖ŝ1

g(i
1
2)‖2 > · · · > ‖ŝ1

g(i
1
NtNv

)‖2
...

‖ŝug (iu1)‖2 > ‖ŝug (iu2)‖2 > · · · > ‖ŝug (iuNtNv)‖
2

...

‖ŝUg (iU1 )‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
1stIteration

> ‖ŝUg (iU2 )‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
2ndIteration

> . . .︸︷︷︸
...

> ‖ŝUg (iUNtNv)‖
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

(NtNv)thIteration


, (4.27)

where for example, ‖ŝug (iu1)‖2 is the highest magnitude of the u-th user and hence

the iu1 -th element ŝug (iu1) in ŝug has the highest probability to be one of the KNa
t

active elements. In addition, we use Nu to indicate the total number of joint

realisations3 in each subcarrier group of the u-th user, while selecting KNa
t active

elements out of (NtNv) transmitted elements, where we have Nu = NSIN
K
AC .

Explicitly, a set of realisations Z1
u of the u-th user is selected during the 1st iteration

and we have Z1
u < Nu, where the resultant sets of realisations

[
Z1

1 Z
1
2 . . . Z

1
U

]
of

the U users during the 1st iteration will be employed in the second step.

• Step 2:

In the second step, we carry out the proposed iterative detection based on the

greedy algorithm for detecting both the indices of the active TAs, as well as the

indices of the active subcarriers and the corresponding APM symbols of all users.

During the first iteration of the u-th user, there are Z1
u realisations of the joint-

support matrix Iug in Eq. (4.26) and we refer to these Z1
u realisations as the joint-

support matrix candidates in the first iteration of the u-th user. Then the joint-

support matrix candidates in the first iteration derived for the u-th user are ex-

pressed as

{Iug}1 = {Iug,1, Iug,2, · · · , Iug,Z1
u
}. (4.28)

3Note that each realisation is a joint combination of the active TAs and the active subcarriers per

subcarrier group for the u-th user, and we have Nu < C
KNa

t
NtNv

.
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Specifically, based on the estimated signal of Eq. (4.26), we can obtain the esti-

mated signal ŷug ∈ CNrNf×1 received from the u-th user, which is expressed as

ŷug = Ωu
gx

g,u
L + ˆ̂vug , (4.29)

where we define Ωu
g ∈ C(NrNf )×(KNa

t ) = Hu
gĀ

uIug as a group-equivalent matrix,

while ˆ̂vug ∈ CNrNf×1 represents the Gaussian noise vector. According to the

candidate set generated during the first iteration listed in Eq. (4.28), the Z1
u

group-equivalent matrix candidates in the first iteration can be represented as

{Ωu
g,1,Ω

u
g,2, · · · ,Ωu

g,Z1
u
}. Additionally, the system of Eq. (4.29) is referred to as

an over-determined scenario, since NrNf > KNa
t and hence the pseudo-inverse

process can be exploited for detecting the transmitted signals. Then the pseudo-

inverse process of the i-th group-equivalent matrix candidate Ωu
g,i (i = 1, 2, . . . , Z1

u)

is expressed as

(Ωu
g,i)
† =

((
Ωu
g,i

)H
Ωu
g,i

)−1 (
Ωu
g,i

)H
. (4.30)

Upon substituting Eq. (4.30) into Eq. (4.29), the estimated signal x̂g,uL,i ∈ CKNa
t ×1

is obtained as

x̂g,uL,i = (Ωu
g,i)
†(Ωu

gx
g,u
L + ˆ̂vug )

= xg,uL + v̄ug + rug,i,
(4.31)

where the linearly processed Gaussian noise vector v̄ug still remains Gaussian dis-

tributed, and rug,i is the residual error vector due to the mismatch4 of the matrix

candidate Ωu
g,i and the correct matrix Ωu

g .

Then the symbol-by-symbol optimal ML algorithm is applied to the estimated x̂g,uL,i

in Eq. (4.31) for detecting the APM symbols based on the i-th tested CS matrix

candidate Ωu
g,i during the first iteration and this process is represented as

~X g,uL,i (n) = arg min
A
‖x̂g,uL,i(n)−AL‖2, (4.32)

where n = 1, 2, . . . ,KNa
t , AL ∈ A represents the library of L-ary APM symbols

and ~X g,uL,i (n) is the n-th estimated APM symbol.

Then we have the group-equivalent matrix candidate Ωu
g,i, the corresponding esti-

mated symbols vector ~X g,uL,i , and the received signal ŷug in Eq. (4.29). Now we can

calculate the residual error value Rug,i by testing the i-th matrix candidate during

4If the testing candidate Ωu
g,i = Ωu

g , the residual error vector rug,i should be all zeros.
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the first iteration, yielding

Rug,i = ‖ŷug −Ωu
g,i
~X g,uL,i ‖

2. (4.33)

Additionally, Z1
u residual error values {Rug,1, Rug,2, · · · , Rug,i, · · · , Rug,Z1

u
} are col-

lected during the first iteration and the specific candidate resulting in the minimum

residual error is the output of the first iteration, yielding

Ωu
g,best|1 = arg min

Z1
u

{Rug,i}, (4.34)

where Ωu
g,best|1 is the most reliable group-equivalent matrix candidate giving the

minimum residual error {Rug,min}1 during the first iteration.

Then the same process is repeated for the further iterations according to the or-

dered magnitudes shown in Eq. (4.27).

• Step 3:

During the third step, we make the final decision concerning the best candidate by

comparing the minimal residual errors {Rug,min} from the different iterations, where

for example, if the minimal residual error during the first iteration {Rug,min}1 is

the minimum value among the different iterations, then the best candidate matrix

of the u-th user is determined as Ωu
g,best|1.

Additionally, in order to implement the SD-aided detection presented in Section 4.3.1,

the extrinsic LLRs are calculated using the so-called Approx-Log-MAP algorithm for-

mulated in Eq. (4.23). Based on the received signal model of the g-th subcarrier group

in Eq. (4.29) and the uplink transmission of U users presented in Section 4.2.1, the re-

ceived signal yg carries bg = [b1,g b2,g . . . bu,g . . .bU,g] (u = 1, 2, . . . , U) channel-coded

bits, where each user carries B
G channel-coded bits and bu,g(i) (i = 1, 2, . . . , BG ) denotes

the channel coded bits of the u-th user in the g-th subcarrier group. Specifically, the

extrinsic LLR value of bu,g(i) ∈ bg is expressed by

LM,e (bu,g(i)) = jacnα∈nα
bu,g(i)=1

{d} − jacnα∈nα
bu,g(i)=0

{d}, (4.35)

where nαbu,g(i)=1 and nαbu,g(i)=0 denote the index of the CS matrix candidate during the

α-th iteration for Ωu
g and xg,uL of Eq. (4.29), when the i-th bit is fixed to 1 and 0,

respectively. Furthermore, d in Eq. (4.35) denotes the a posteriori symbol probability,
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which is represented as

d = −
‖ŷug −Ωu

g,nα
~X g,uL,nα‖2

N0
+
∑
j 6=i

bu,g(j)LM,a [bu,g(j)] . (4.36)

4.3.3 Computational Complexity

In this subsection, the complexity orders of the ML, MMSE and the proposed RSS-IMP

detectors are analysed based on the size of their search space. As discussed in Section 4.2,

for every subcarrier group of each user, we have NSI possible active subcarrier index

combinations, NK
AC possible active TA index realisations and LK·Na

t possible classical

APM symbols combinations.

• ML Detector:

In terms of the detection model ‖yg −HgĀ(IgSI)ig(I
g
AC)jg(x

g
L)lg‖2 of Eq. (4.11),

the detector will have a complexity order of OML

[
(NSIN

K
ACLK·N

a
t )U
]
, which may

be excessive.

• MMSE Detector:

The MMSE detector is presented as a bench-marker of the proposed RSS-IMP

detector based on the operation of
(
HH
g Hg + 1

γ I
)−1

HH
g yg, where the complexity

order is OMMSE

[
U · (NSIN

K
ACLK·N

a
t )
]
.

• RSS-IMP Detector:

According to the introduction of the proposed RSS-IMP detector of Section 4.3.2,

the computational complexity of the RSS-IMP detector mainly depends on the

number of iterations applied. The complexity of the proposed RSS-IMP detector

associated with detecting U users in terms of the search space can be expressed as

ORSS−IMP [L ·Na
t ·K(N1 +N2 + · · ·+Ni)] , (4.37)

where i (1 ≤ i ≤ Nv) represents the iteration index and Ni indicates the number

of joint realisations, including the active TAs and the active subcarriers of U users

during the i-th iteration.

In Table 4.2, the average complexity orders of the ML, the MMSE and of the proposed

RSS-IMP detector associated with detecting all users of the CS-(G)SFIM scheme pro-

posed for LS-MU-MIMO are compared upon varying the value of Na
t , where the band-

width efficiency is improved upon increasing the values of Na
t . Specifically, if Na

t = 1, the
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Na
t

Average complexity orders of the ML de-
tection, the MMSE detection and the RSS-
IMP detection for detecting all users of the
proposed CS-(G)SFIM with U = 12, Nt =
4, Nr = 64, Nc = 128, Ncp = 8, Nv =
16, Nf = 8,K = 2, 8QAM

bits/s/Hz/user ML O(·) MMSE O(·) RSS-IMP (All
Iters) O(·)

1 1.88 (6.6× 104)12 7.86× 105 1.96× 105

2 2.59 (4.2× 106)12 5.03× 107 3.93× 105

3 3.29 (2.7× 108)12 4.03× 108 5.88× 105

4 3.53 (1.1× 109)12 2.01× 108 4.92× 105

Table 4.2: Comparison between average complexity orders of three detectors
for the proposed CS-(G)SFIM system with U = 12, Nt = 4, Nr = 64, Nc =
128, Ncp = 8, Nv = 16, Nf = 8,K = 2, 8QAM

system becomes the proposed CS-SFIM scheme and if Na
t > 1, the system become the

proposed generalised scheme. More specifically, in the scenario of Na
t = Nt = 4 shown

in the table, the system becomes a special case of the proposed CS-(G)SFIM scheme,

where all TAs are used for transmission and only frequency-domain IM is applied. We

explore the full search5 based operation of the proposed RSS-IMP detector, which has

the worst-case complexity orders and we have (N1 +N2 + · · ·+Ni) = U ·NSI ·NK
AC in

terms of Eq. (4.37). Note that we do not consider the complexity order of the LMMSE

operations in the MMSE detector and in the proposed RSS-IMP detector of Table 4.2,

since it is negligible compared to the excessive complexity of the ML detector. The

MMSE and the RSS-IMP detector impose much lower complexities compared to the

ML detector as shown in Table 4.2. Specifically, according to Table 4.2, the proposed

RSS-IMP detector is capable of significantly reducing the complexity compared to the

MMSE detector. Additionally, the average complexity orders of the proposed RSS-IMP

5“Full search” means that all possible joint realisations of active TAs and active subcarriers are
explored, which is the worst-case complexity of the RSS-IMP detector and it is only used as a complexity
bench-marker here. Indeed, it is unnecessary to explore full search in practice for achieving an attractive
trade-off between the performance and the complexity order.
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detector increase more slowly with the improved bandwidth efficiency instead of the

exponential trend of the MMSE detector.

4.4 Performance Results and Comparisons

In this section, we present our theoretical as well as simulation results characterising

the proposed CS-(G)SFIM system in LS-MU-MIMO uplink scenarios using both the

ML detector of Section 4.3.1 and the proposed RSS-IMP detector of Section 4.3.2 and

compare them to the conventional MU-MIMO-OFDM systems, to the MU CS-aided

multi-dimensional IM schemes of Section 3.2 and to the MU CS-aided frequency-domain

IM schemes of Section 2.3. Specifically, we also characterise the maximum achievable

rate of the proposed system with the aid of EXIT charts. Furthermore, the coded BER

performance of the proposed system is presented, demonstrating that a near-capacity

performance is achieved. The simulation parameters are summarised in Table 4.3.

Nc Ncp L-PSK/QAM Nv Nf K U Nr Nt Na
t

Scheme 1 128 8 4QAM − − − 2 12 1 1

Scheme 2 128 8 4QAM − − − 2 24 1 1

Scheme 3 128 8 8QAM 16 8 2 2 12 4 1

Scheme 4 128 8 8QAM 16 8 2 2 24 4 1

Scheme 5 128 8 BPSK 16 8 2 2 12 4 3

Scheme 6 128 8 BPSK 16 8 2 2 24 4 3

Scheme 7 128 8 8QAM 16 8 2 12 64 4 1

Scheme 8 128 8 8QAM 16 8 2 12 128 4 1

Scheme 9 128 8 BPSK 16 8 2 12 64 4 3

Scheme 10 128 8 BPSK 16 8 2 12 128 4 3

Scheme 11 128 8 4QAM − − − 4 32 1 1

Scheme 12 128 8 8QAM 16 8 2 4 32 4 1

Scheme 13 128 8 BPSK 16 8 2 4 32 4 3

Scheme 14 128 8 8QAM 16 8 2 2 12 4 2

Scheme 15 128 8 32QAM 16 8 4 2 12 4 1

Scheme 16 128 8 8QAM 16 8 2 12 64 4 2

Scheme 17 128 8 32QAM 16 8 4 12 64 4 1

Scheme 18 128 8 8QAM 16 8 2 12 varying 4 1

Scheme 19 128 8 BPSK 16 8 2 12 varying 4 3

Scheme 20 128 8 32QAM 16 8 2 2 12 1 1

Scheme 21 128 8 16QAM 16 8 2 2 12 4 1

Scheme 22 128 8 4QAM 16 8 2 2 12 4 2

Scheme 23 128 8 16QAM 20 8 2 3 36 8 1

Scheme 24 128 8 32QAM 24 8 2 3 36 8 1

Scheme 25 128 8 128QAM 20 8 2 3 36 1 1

Table 4.3: System parameters in simulations of Chapter 4.
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4.4.1 Uncoded Performances
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Figure 4.4: Comparison between uncoded BER performances of Scheme 1,
Scheme 3 of Fig. 4.2, Scheme 20 of Fig. 2.6, and Scheme 21 of Fig. 3.2
shown in Table 4.3 using the ML detector, at the same transmission rate of
Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user.

In Fig. 4.4, we compare the uncoded BER performances of Scheme 1, Scheme 3 of

Fig. 4.2, Scheme 206 of Fig. 2.6, and Scheme 217 of Fig. 3.2 associated with the

parameters of Table 4.3 at the same transmission rate of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user.

Observe in Fig. 4.4 that the MU CS-SFIM-MIMO system using the ML detector out-

performs the conventional MU-MIMO-OFDM system by about 6 dB at the BER value

of 10−5 at the same transmission rate. Specifically, the upper bound performance of the

proposed system characterised by Eq. (4.19) is presented in Fig. 4.4, where it is observed

that the upper bound is tight at moderate-to-high SNR values. In particular, we apply

Scheme 20 of Fig. 2.6 and Scheme 21 of Fig. 3.2 in Fig. 4.4 as benchmarks. Explic-

itly, the proposed MU CS-SFIM-MIMO system achieves about 2.5 dB and 4 dB better

performances than Scheme 21 of Fig. 3.2 and Scheme 20 of Fig. 2.6, respectively.

6Scheme 20 is applied here to represent the CS-aided frequency-domain IM system of Fig. 2.6 and
is a special instantiation of the scheme designed in Section 2.3

7Scheme 21 is a special instantiation of the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2,
where the same activated TAs are applied to each subcarrier group.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison between uncoded BER performances of Scheme 3 of
Fig. 4.2 shown in Table 4.3 using both the MMSE detector and the proposed
RSS-IMP detector with I = 1 to 4 iterations applied, at the same transmission
rate of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user.

Additionally, in Fig. 4.5, we portray the uncoded BER performances of the proposed

system in conjunction with the parameters of Scheme 3 of Fig. 4.2, using the reduced-

complexity RSS-IMP detector of Section 4.3.2 by invoking one to four iterations, where

we use the acronyms of RC1, RC2, RC3 and RC4 in Fig. 4.5 to denote one to four iter-

ations. It can be observed that the RSS-IMP detector has the potential of approaching

the optimal performance of the proposed system using the ML detector. More specifi-

cally, it is also shown in Fig. 4.5 that the RSS-IMP detector using RC3 or RC4 is capable

of providing a better performance than the MMSE detector, even though the average

complexity order ORSS−IMP (1.6 × 104) of the RSS-IMP detector using RC4 is much

lower than the complexity OMMSE(1.3× 105) of the MMSE detector.

In Fig. 4.6, we compare the uncoded BER performances of Scheme 2 using the ML de-

tector, of Scheme 4 using both the ML detector, as well as the MMSE detector and the

RSS-IMP detector associated with I = 1 to 4 iterations, while serving the same number

of U = 2 users, employing the same number of Nr = 24 RAs and the same bandwidth

efficiency of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user. Observe in Fig. 4.6 that similar conclusions to

those inferred from Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 can be obtained. More explicitly, Scheme

4 of Table 4.3 using the ML detector imposes about 5.7 dB better BER performance

than Scheme 2 using the ML detector at the BER target of 10−5, but the detection
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Figure 4.6: Comparison between uncoded BER performances of Scheme 2
using ML detector, Scheme 4 using the ML detector, MMSE detector and the
proposed RSS-IMP detector with I = 1 to 4 iterations applied, while supporting
the same number of U = 2 users, the same number of RAs Nr = 24 and the
same rate of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user.

complexity of Scheme 4 of Table 4.3 using the ML detector is about OML(4.3× 109),

which is much higher than the complexity order O(1.3 × 102) of the conventional MU-

OFDM-MIMO scheme. For the sake of reducing the excessive complexity of the ML

detector, the RSS-IMP detector is proposed. As shown in Fig. 4.6, Scheme 4 of Ta-

ble 4.3 using the RSS-IMP detector associated with I = 4 iterations (RC4) is capable

of achieving about 4.3 dB and 2.3 dB better BER performances than the conventional

MU-OFDM-MIMO scheme and than Scheme 4 using the MMSE detector at the BER

target of 10−5, respectively. This has to be viewed bearing in mind that the RSS-IMP

detector (RC4) has a detection complexity order of ORSS−IMP (1.64 × 104), which is

lower than the MMSE detector’s complexity order of OMMSE(1.3×105). Specifically, it

is also observed in Fig. 4.4 - 4.6 that, as expected, both our analysis and the simulation

results predict that the BER performance improves, as the number of RAs Nr at the

BS is increased.

In Fig. 4.7, we compare the uncoded BER performances of Scheme 1, Scheme 5 of

Fig. 4.2, Scheme 20 of Fig. 2.6, and Scheme 228 of Fig. 3.2, where the number of

8Scheme 22 is the generalised scheme of Scheme 21, which is also a special is a special instantiation
of the scheme designed in Section 3.2, whilst the same activated TAs being applied to each subcarrier
group.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between uncoded BER performances of Scheme 1,
Scheme 5 of Fig. 4.2, Scheme 20 of Fig. 2.6, and Scheme 22 of Fig. 3.2 shown
in Table 4.3 using ML detectors, at the same rate of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between uncoded BER performances of Scheme 5
shown in Table 4.3 using both the MMSE detector and the proposed RSS-IMP
detector with I = 1 to 3 iterations applied, at the same bandwidth efficiency of
Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user.
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active TAs Na
t is generalised in Scheme 5, while supporting the same number of U = 2

users, employing the same number of Nr = 12 RAs and the same rate of Rt = 1.88

bits/s/Hz/user. Observe in Fig. 4.7 that the MU CS-GSFIM-MIMO system using the

ML detector outperforms the conventional MU-MIMO-OFDM system by about 5.5 dB at

the BER value of 10−5 and at the same transmission rate. Specifically, the upper bound

performance of the proposed system obtained by Eq. (4.19) is presented in Fig. 4.7,

where it is observed that the upper bound is tight at moderate-to-high SNR values.

Furthermore, Scheme 5 of Table 4.3 attains about 2 dB and 3.5 dB SNR-gains over

Scheme 22 of Fig. 3.2 and Scheme 20 of Fig. 2.6, respectively, again at the BER value

of 10−5.

Additionally, in Fig. 4.8, we portray the uncoded BER performances of the proposed

system in conjunction with the parameters of Scheme 5 using the reduced-complexity

RSS-IMP detector by using one to three iterations. More specifically, it is also shown

in Fig. 4.8 that the RSS-IMP detector has the potential of approaching the optimal

performance of the proposed generalised system using the ML detector. Observe fur-

thermore that the RSS-IMP detector using only 3 iterations is capable of providing a

better performance than the MMSE detector, even though the average complexity order

ORSS−IMP (8.2 × 103) of the RSS-IMP detector using I = 3 iterations is much lower

than the complexity OMMSE(1.3× 105) of the MMSE detector.

In Fig. 4.9, we portray the uncoded BER performances of Scheme 2 using the ML

detector, as well as Scheme 6 using both the ML detector, as well as the MMSE

detector and the proposed RSS-IMP detector with I = 1 to 3 iterations applied, while

supporting the same number of U = 2 users, employing the same number of Nr = 24

RAs at the same bandwidth efficiency of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user. Observe in Figs. 4.7

- 4.9 that the upper bound is tight at moderate-to-high SNR values as confirmed by

the simulation result. Both the analytical and the simulation results demonstrate that

the BER performance is improved upon increasing the number of RAs as a benefit of

the increased receive diversity gain. More explicitly, Scheme 6 using the ML detector

attains 5.2 dB SNR-gain over the conventional MU-OFDM-MIMO scheme at the cost of

OML(4.3× 109) detection complexity, at the BER value of 10−5. According to Fig. 4.9,

the reduced-complexity RSS-IMP multi-user detector of Section 4.3.2 relying on as few as

I = 3 iterations is capable of achieving 3.8 dB and 1.6 dB better BER performances than

the conventional MU-OFDM-MIMO scheme and Scheme 6 using the MMSE detector at

the BER value of 10−5, respectively. This is achieved at the cost of ORSS−IMP (9.1×103)

detection complexity, where the complexity is much lower than OMMSE(1.3 × 105) of

the MMSE detector and OML(4.3× 109) of the ML detector.
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between uncoded BER performances of Scheme 2
using the ML detector, Scheme 6 using the ML detector, the MMSE detector
and the proposed RSS-IMP detector with I = 1 to 3 iterations applied, while
supporting the same number of U = 2 users, the same number of RAs Nr = 24
and the same transmission rate of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user.

In Fig. 4.10, we compare the uncoded BER performances of Scheme 23 of Fig. 4.2,

Scheme 249, and Scheme 2510 of Fig. 2.6 associated with the parameters listed in Ta-

ble 4.3 at the same transmission rate of Rt = 2.5 bits/s/Hz/user. It is shown in Fig. 4.10

that the proposed CS-SFIM scheme (Scheme 23) using the ML detector achieves about

3.2 dB SNR-gain over Scheme 24 of Fig. 3.2 and far outperforms Scheme 25 of Fig. 2.6

at the BER value of 10−5. Specifically, the RSS-IMP detector associated with I = 4

iterations of Scheme 23 of Fig. 4.2 imposes better performances than both Scheme

24 of Fig. 3.2 and Scheme 25 of Fig. 2.6 as well, at a cost of ORSS−IMP (6.9 × 105)

detection complexity, which is much lower than the OML(9.2× 1018) complexity of the

ML detector.

Then in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12, we compare the uncoded BER performance of the

proposed RSS-IMP detector to that of the MMSE detector incorporated in Scheme 7,

Scheme 8, Scheme 9 and Scheme 10, where the MMSE detector is used as the bench-

marker, where we have U = 12 uplink users communicating with the aid of Nr = 64

9Scheme 24 is a special instantiation of the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2
designed in Chapter 3, where the same activated TAs are applied for each subcarrier group.

10Scheme 25 is applied here to represent the CS-aided frequency-domain IM system of Fig. 2.6 and
is a special instantiation of the scheme designed in Chapter 2.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between the uncoded BER performances of Scheme
23 of Fig. 4.2 using both the ML detector and the proposed RSS-IMP detector
with I = 4 iterations applied, of Scheme 24 of Fig. 3.2 using the ML detector,
and of Scheme 25 of Fig. 2.6 using the ML detector, while supporting the
same number of U = 3 users, the same number of RAs Nr = 36 and the same
transmission rate of Rt = 2.5 bits/s/Hz/user.

RAs and Nr = 128 RAs, at the same transmission rate of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user.

Note that the optimal ML detector of Section 4.3.1 has an excessive complexity for this

LS-MU scenario. Hence, we are unable to include the performance of the ML detector

in both Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12. It can be observed both in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12 that

the performance of the RSS-IMP detector is improved upon increasing the number of

RAs due to the increased receive diversity and only a few iterations are required for

achieving a better performance than that of the MMSE detector. More explicitly, in

Fig. 4.11, the RSS-IMP detector using I = 4 iterations achieves about 3 dB and 3.43

dB SNR-gains over the MMSE detector relying on 64 RAs and 128 RAs, respectively,

at the BER value of 10−5. Furthermore, in Fig. 4.12, the RSS-IMP detector using I = 3

iterations achieves about 2 dB and 2.45 dB SNR-gains over the MMSE detector when

communicating with 64 RAs and 128 RAs, respectively, at the BER value of 10−5. In

Table 4.2, we compare the complexity orders of the RSS-IMP detector using exhaustive

full-search based iterations and the MMSE detector, where the RSS-IMP detector using

all iterations has the best performance at the cost of the highest complexity order. Hence

the RSS-IMP detector using I = 3 or 4 iterations presented in Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12

has much lower complexity orders than that of the MMSE detector. It can be concluded
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Figure 4.11: Comparison between the uncoded BER performances of Scheme
7 and Scheme 8 for LS-MIMO uplink scenario using both the MMSE detector
and the proposed RSS-IMP detector with I = 1 to 4 iterations applied, at the
same transmission rate of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison between the uncoded BER performances of Scheme
9 and Scheme 10 for LS-MIMO uplink scenario using both the MMSE detector
and the proposed RSS-IMP detector with I = 1 to 3 iterations applied, at the
same transmission rate of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user.
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that the RSS-IMP detector attains a near-optimal performance at a significantly lower

complexity, which makes the proposed CS-(G)SFIM system attractive in LS-MU-MIMO

scenarios.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the SNRs required at the BER target of 10−4 with
varying values of the RAs at the BS for Scheme 18 using both the MMSE
detector and the RSS-IMP detector with I = 4 iterations applied.

In Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14, we compare the SNRs required at the specific BER target

of 10−4 for Scheme 18 of Table 4.3 using both the MMSE detector and the RSS-

IMP detector associated with I = 4 iterations, as well as for Scheme 19 using both

the MMSE detector and the RSS-IMP detector associated with I = 3 iterations, where

Scheme 19 is the generalised version of Scheme 18, while supporting the same number

of U = 12 users, and the same transmission rate of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user as well as

a varying number of RAs at the BS. Note that the optimal ML detector of Section 4.3.1

has an excessive complexity for the LS-MU scenario. Hence, we are unable to evaluate

the performance of the ML detector in both Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14. Observe from

Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14 that the SNRs required by all these schemes are reduced upon

increasing the number of RAs as a benefit of the improved receive diversity order. More

specifically, according to Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14, if the condition of (U · Nt ≥ Nr)

is satisfied, we can conclude that the proposed system using the RSS-IMP detector is

capable of outperforming the proposed systems using the MMSE detector.
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In Fig. 4.15, the performances of the proposed systems in the presence of channel es-

timation errors are characterised, where the channel estimation errors at the receiver

are assumed to obey the distribution of CN (0, σ2
h) [224]. Three schemes (Scheme 11,

Scheme 12, Scheme 13) are investigated in Fig. 4.15, while supporting the same

number of U = 4 users, employing the same number of Nr = 32 RAs, at the same

transmission rate of Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user and at varying values of channel estima-

tion error variance δ2
h. In Fig. 4.15, the SNR-distances between the SNR values of these

three schemes having perfect CSI and the SNR values of these schemes relying on realis-

tic imperfect CSI re compared, at the specific target BER value of 10−4. Observe from

Fig. 4.15 that the proposed CS-(G)SFIM systems are more robust to channel estimation

errors than the classical MU-MIMO-OFDM scheme.

4.4.2 Maximum Achievable Rates
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Figure 4.16: Maximum achievable rates of Scheme 3, Scheme 14 and Scheme
15 applying the ML detector.

In Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17, we analyse the achievable rates per user for different Eb/N0

values of the CS-(G)SFIM in LS-MU-MIMO uplink scenarios in conjunction with dif-

ferent system parameters by exploring the semi-analytical EXIT chart tool, where the

maximum achievable rate of a system is equal to the area under the EXIT curve of the

inner soft decoder [110, 199]. Explicitly, in Fig. 4.16, we portray the maximum achiev-

able rate of Scheme 3, Scheme 14 and Scheme 15 of Table 4.3 applying the ML
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Figure 4.17: Maximum achievable rates of Scheme 7, Scheme 16 and Scheme
17 applying the RSS-IMP detector with I = 4 iterations involved.

detector, while having U = 2 users and Nr = 12 RAs. Furthermore, in Fig. 4.17 we

also investigate the maximum achievable rate of Scheme 7, Scheme 16 and Scheme

17 applying the RSS-IMP detector of Section 4.3.2 associated with I = 4 iterations

for efficiently reducing the complexity, while supporting U = 12 users and Nr = 64

RAs. Specifically, the proposed system’s maximum achievable rate can be improved by

increasing the number of active TAs Na
t as well as by increasing the number of active

subcarriers K or by increasing the size of the APM symbol alphabet. It is also shown in

Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 that the proposed CS-GSFIM scheme is capable of achieving a

higher rate than the CS-SFIM scheme advocated. In particular, when using a half-rate

RSC channel encoder, the maximum achievable rate becomes 0.94 bits/s/Hz/user for the

proposed coded Scheme 7 applying both the ML detector and the RSS-IMP detector

(I = 4 iterations) at Eb/N0 = −2.9 dB and Eb/N0 = 1.5 dB, respectively, as indicated

in both Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17.

4.4.3 Coded Performances

In Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19, we characterise the BER performances of both the half-rate

RSC-coded MU CS-(G)SFIM-MIMO scheme (Scheme 3) applying the ML detector
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and the half-rate RSC-coded CS-(G)SFIM scheme (Scheme 7) applying the reduced-

complexity RSS-IMP detector (I = 4 iterations). An interleaver depth of 300, 000 bits

is applied for each user, where IIO = 1 to 6 inner-outer(IO) iterations and IIO = 1 to

4 iterations are applied in Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19, respectively. Observe in Fig. 4.18

and Fig. 4.19 that the coded BER performances approach the maximum achievable

rate limits at both Eb/N0 = −2.9 dB and Eb/N0 = 1.5 dB with the aid of the IO

iterative detection structure shown in Fig. 4.2. Explicitly, the performances of the coded

systems approach the maximum achievable rate limit in both Fig. 4.18 and Fig. 4.19

upon increasing the number of IO iterations, where the performances of the coded system

(IIO = 6 IO iterations) using the ML detector in Fig. 4.18 and of the coded system

(IIO = 4 IO iterations) using the reduced-complexity detector in Fig. 4.19 are about 2.8

dB and 4 dB away from the maximum achievable rate limits at the BER value of 10−5,

respectively.

4.5 Chapter Conclusions

A novel CS-(G)SFIM system relying on flexible index separation strategy has been

proposed for LS-MU-MIMO uplink communication. In contrast to the joint space-

frequency indexing strategy of [157], the TAs and the subcarriers have been indexed

separately for the case of supporting a high design flexibility. Additionally, in order to

attain improved diversity gains in contrast to Chapter 3, different TA activation patterns

have been employed for different transmitted symbols instead of fixing the active TAs for

the whole OFDM frame or for each subcarrier group. Due to the excessive complexity

of the ML detector, a reduced-complexity RSS-IMP detector based on both the classic

greedy principle and on the iterative detection philosophy has been proposed, where the

RSS-IMP detector has struck an attractive BER vs complexity trade-off as shown in

Table 4.4.

More explicitly, in Table 4.4 we conclude with a brief summary of Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5,

where we show that the system proposed in this chapter achieves better BER perfor-

mances than the multi-dimensional Scheme 21 of Table 4.3 using the same activated

TAs for each subcarrier group as detailed in Chapter 3. Furthermore, the scheme pro-

posed in this chapter also outperforms the CS-OFDM-IM Scheme 20, which is a special

instantiation of the scheme designed in Chapter 2, and the conventional MU-OFDM-

MIMO Scheme 1 of Table 4.3. Specifically, the proposed RSS-IMP detector associated

with I = 4 iterations attained a better performance than Scheme 21, Scheme 20

and Scheme 1, despite its significantly lower complexity order. The low-complexity
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Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5

Scenario U = 2, Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user

Schemes Scheme 3
(ML)

Scheme 3
(RC4)

Scheme 3
(MMSE)

Scheme
20
(Chap-
ter 2)

Scheme
21
(Chap-
ter 3)

Scheme
1

SNR (at
BER=10−5)

4.5 dB 6.2 dB 8 dB 8.5 dB 7 dB 10.5 dB

Complexity
Order

O(4.3 ×
109)

O(1.64 ×
104)

O(1.3 ×
105)

O(4.3 ×
109)

O(4.3 ×
109)

O(1.3 ×
102)

Fig. 4.11

Scenario Large-scale, U = 12, Nr = 64/128, Rt = 1.88 bits/s/Hz/user

Schemes Scheme 7
(RC4)

Scheme 7
(RC3)

Scheme 7
(MMSE)

Scheme
8 (RC4)

Scheme
8 (RC3)

Scheme
8
(MMSE)

SNR (at
BER=10−5)

9.1 dB 10.6 dB 12.1 dB 3.1 dB 4.4 dB 6.5 dB

Complexity
Order

O(9.8 ×
104)

O(7.4 ×
104)

O(7.86 ×
105)

O(1.1 ×
105)

O(8.6 ×
104)

O(7.86×
105)

Fig. 4.16 Fig. 4.17

Scenario U = 2, Nr = 12 Large-scale, U = 12, Nr = 64

Rt (bit-
s/s/Hz/user)

1.88 2.59 4.47 1.88 2.59 4.47

Schemes Scheme 3
(ML)

Scheme
14 (ML)

Scheme
15 (ML)

Scheme
7 (RC4)

Scheme
16
(RC4)

Scheme
17
(RC4)

Eb/N0 (at
achievable
rate)

4 dB 6 dB 8.5 dB 8.8 dB 11.5 dB 13.5 dB

Complexity
Order

O(4.3 ×
109)

O(1.8 ×
1013)

O(7.6 ×
1022)

O(9.8 ×
104)

O(1.2 ×
106)

O(5.1 ×
107)

Table 4.4: Summary of the multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2 for LS-MU-
MIMO uplink scenarios, employing the system parameters of Table 4.3.
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design of the RSS-IMP detector has made the CS-(G)SFIM system an attractive one

for LS-MU scenarios. Our simulation results characterising Scheme 1-Scheme 25 of

Table 4.3 have demonstrated that the RSS-IMP detector using the most appropriate

number of iterations in LS-MU scenarios outperforms both the classical MU-OFDM-

MIMO system using the ML detector and the CS-(G)SFIM system using the MMSE

detector at the same transmission rate. In particular, observe from the brief summary

of Fig. 4.11 provided in Table 4.4 that the RSS-IMP detector using as few as I = 3

or 4 iterations is capable of providing a better performance than the MMSE detector,

despite the lower complexity of the former. Additionally, we can conclude from the

summary of Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 seen in Table 4.4 that the proposed system strikes

a flexible trade-off among the transmission rate, BER performance and the complexity

by beneficially configuring the different components for satisfying the designer’s specific

requirements.





Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Research

In this concluding chapter, we will provide our overall summary and conclusions in

Section 5.1, which is then followed by design guidelines in Section 5.2. Then several

research topics concerning potential future studies will be presented in Section 5.3.

5.1 Summary and Conclusions

In this thesis, we have provided detailed CS-aided transceiver designs for enhancing BER

vs throughput trade-off. More specifically, we proposed a novel CS-aided frequency-

domain IM scheme (CS-OFDM-STSK-IM) in Chapter 2. In order to attain both an

improved BER as well as throughput, a CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system was then

proposed in Chapter 3 by amalgamating a group-level spatial-domain IM technique with

the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM system of Chapter 2. Furthermore, for the sake of improving

both the design flexibility and the BER performance, in Chapter 4 an enhanced multi-

dimensional IM technique was proposed for large-scale multi-user scenarios, where in

contrast to Chapter 3 different activated TAs are applied to different transmitted APM

symbols instead of fixing the same TAs for each subcarrier group. The summaries of

Chapter 1 - Chapter 4 are provided below:

• Chapter 1: Chapter 1 constitutes the background of our research throughout this

thesis. More specifically, a rudimentary overview of spatial-domain IM techniques

was provided in Section 1.2.1. Then, the family of space-time-domain IM tech-

niques and the frequency-domain IM techniques were reviewed in Section 1.2.2 and

Section 1.2.3, respectively. In Section 1.2.4, multi-dimensional IM techniques were

137
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introduced, where multiple transmission entities, namely antennas, subcarriers,

time slots and RF mirrors are indexed simultaneously for attaining performance

gains. More particularly, the overview of the application of IM techniques to LS-

MIMO-MU scenarios was provided in Section 1.2.5. Additionally, an overview of

CS, which is applied as our pervasive tool, was presented in Section 1.3. Finally,

the organisation as well as the main contributions of this thesis were detailed in

Section 1.4.

• Chapter 2 [97]: In Chapter 2, we proposed a novel CS-aided frequency-domain

IM, namely CS-OFDM-STSK-IM, where the information bits are mapped both to

the space-time codewords and to the frequency-domain indices for striking a trade-

off among design factors, such as the bandwidth efficiency, BER performance and

complexity. More particularly, the CS-aided indexing strategy was utilised at the

transmitter for transmitting more information bits at no extra cost in terms of

either power or bandwidth.

Explicitly, in Section 2.2, we briefly reviewed the background of STSK in Sec-

tion 2.2.1, of the OFDM-IM scheme in Section 2.2.2 and of the CS-OFDM-IM

scheme in Section 2.2.3. Section 2.3 presented our novel CS-OFDM-STSK-IM

scheme in the context of both uncoded and FEC-coded scenarios. More specif-

ically, in Section 2.3.1, the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM transmitter’s bit-to-space-time-

symbol mapping scheme was portrayed in Fig. 2.6. In Section 2.3.2.1, the optimal

ML detector was invoked. In order to mitigate the excessive complexity of the ML

detector, we then proposed a pair of reduced-complexity detection algorithms in

Section 2.3.2.2. Specifically, in order to achieve a near-capacity performance, the

soft-decision-aided demodulator of the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme was conceived

in Section 2.3.2.3.

Then in Section 2.4 we characterised the performance of both the uncoded and

FEC-coded CS-OFDM-STSK-IM schemes invoked for transmission over Rayleigh

fading channels, as well as analysed the DCMC capacity of the CS-OFDM-STSK-

IM schemes using different configurations. It was demonstrated in Fig. 2.9 that

the beneficial flexibility can be achieved by appropriately adjusting the different

parameters of the STSK encoder and the different values of Nf , Nv and K, for

meeting the specific capacity requirements. Our investigations demonstrated that

the proposed CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme is capable of achieving a better BER

performance than the classic OFDM-STSK scheme.
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In particular, as summarised in Table 5.1, at the BER value of 10−5 and at the

rate of 1.1111 bits/s/Hz, the proposed CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme using the ML

detector achieves about 7.92 dB SNR-gain at the cost of a 32-fold increase in the

order of complexity, in comparison to the classic OFDM-STSK scheme using the

ML detector. Additionally, it was also found that the proposed reduced-complexity

algorithms of Section 2.3.2.2 are capable of approaching the BER performance of

the optimal ML detector, despite having a significantly lower complexity. Specifi-

cally, as summarised in Table 5.1, at the BER value of 10−5 and at a throughput of

2 bits/s/Hz, the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme using the reduced-complexity Al-

gorithm 1 relying on 4 candidates imposes about 1 dB SNR performance loss

at about 0.625 lower complexity in comparison to the proposed scheme using the

ML detector. Furthermore, it was also found that the system using the reduced-

complexity Algorithm 2 having 16 candidates imposes a modest 0.5 dB SNR

loss whilst having a factor of 0.0625 reduced complexity in comparison to the op-

timal ML detector, again at the BER value of 10−5 and a rate of 2 bits/s/Hz.

Then, it was demonstrated in Fig. 2.16 that the 1/2-rate RSC-coded system using

6 inner-outer decoding iterations attained an infinitesimally low BER at around

Eb/N0 = −5.5 dB, which is only about 1.8 dB away from the system’s capacity line.

• Chapter 3 [117]: In Chapter 2 we investigated CS-aided OFDM-STSK relying

on frequency-domain IM systems. In order to attain a better BER performance

as well as a higher capacity than both the classical OFDM-STSK system and the

CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme of Fig. 2.6, we proposed the novel CS-aided multi-

dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2 relying on both frequency- and spatial-domain

IM techniques.

In Section 3.2, we proposed the transceiver architecture of the CS-aided multi-

dimensional IM system, which is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. In Section 3.3, we first

presented the optimal ML detector for characterising the best-case bound of the

proposed system’s performance, where an upper bound was also derived for the

ABEP. Then the novel CS-aided reduced-complexity detector, namely S-MP, was

proposed for mitigating the excessive computational complexity of the optimal ML

detector. Additionally, the soft-input soft-output decoders relying on both the

optimal ML and on the S-MP detectors were specifically proposed in Section 3.3.2

for attaining near-capacity performances, which was illustrated in Fig. 3.7.
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In Section 3.4, we provided further performance analysis for characterising the

overall system performance. Our investigations demonstrated that the proposed

CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2 is capable of achieving a better

BER performance than than the classic OFDM-STSK system and the CS-OFDM-

STSK-IM system of Fig. 2.6. In particular, as summarised in Table 5.2 as a

glance, at the BER value of 10−5 and the rate of 1.3333 bits/s/Hz, the CS-aided

multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2 achieves about 4.3 dB SNR performance

gain at the cost of requiring about 1.4 higher complexity. Then, in comparison

both to the classic OFDM-STSK scheme and to the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme

of of Fig. 2.6, the CS-aided multi-dimensional scheme of of Fig. 3.2 strikes more

appealing trade-offs between the bandwidth efficiency, BER performance and the

complexity. The novel S-MP detector was invoked for significantly reducing the

complexity of the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme, where an even lower

complexity is imposed by the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM scheme using the

S-MP detector, albeit a modest performance loss. As seen in Table 5.2 at a glance,

in comparison to the ML detector, our S-MP detector reduces the complexity by

about a factor of 0.00006 at the cost of 3 dB SNR loss at the BER value of 10−5

and at the rate of 1.89 bits/s/Hz. Additionally, it was also found that our S-MP

detector is capable of achieving about 0.4 dB SNR gain at a factor of 0.0003 lower

complexity than the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme of of Fig. 2.6, at the BER value

of 10−5 and at the rate of 1.89 bits/s/Hz.

Furthermore, in Section 3.4.2, the exchange of extrinsic information was visualised

by plotting the EXIT characteristics of the inner demodulator and the outer RSC

decoder. Explicitly, we presented the EXIT curves of the proposed CS-aided multi-

dimensional IM scheme using ML-based soft-detection, where it was found that

the iterative decoding process is expected to converge at around Eb/N0 = −4.75

dB, where at least 3 iterations are required for reaching the mutual information

point (1.0, 1.0). Additionally, we showed the EXIT charts of the proposed CS-

aided multi-dimensional IM system relying on the S-MP-based soft-detection after

the LLR postprocessing, where it was found that the iterative decoding process is

expected to converge around Eb/N0 = 3.25 dB and at least 3 iterations are required

for approaching the mutual information point (1.0, 1.0). Then, we utilised the

EXIT charts for determining the maximum achievable rates of different systems at

given Eb/N0 values. In particular, we then characterised the maximum achievable

rates of several proposed CS-aided multi-dimensional IM schemes associated with

different configurations, while using both ML-based and S-MP-based detectors.

It was demonstrated that the maximum achievable rate of the system tends to
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increase, when either the number of TAs Nt or the number of ACs NAC increases.

Specifically, it was also found that the maximum achievable rate of the CS-aided

frequency-domain IM scheme of of Fig. 2.6 is lower than that of the CS-aided

multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2. Finally, we characterised the coded BER

performances of both ML-based soft-detection and the S-MP-based soft-detection,

where it was shown by the simulation result of the ML-based soft-detection that

the system attains an infinitesimally low BER at around Eb/N0 = −4.75 dB and is

within about 2.5 dB of the maximum achievable rate. Furthermore, it was found

in Fig. 3.17 characterising the S-MP-based soft-detection that the system has no

substantial performance gain beyond Eb/N0 = 3.25 dB and its BER vs SNR curve

is within about 2.0 dB from the maximum achievable rate.

• Chapter 4 [128]: In Chapter 3 we investigated the CS-aided multi-dimensional

IM scheme of Fig. 3.2 by invoking both frequency- and spatial-domain IM for

OFDM-STSK, where a better BER performance and a higher capacity was achieved

in comparison to the CS-OFDM-STSK-IM scheme of Fig. 2.6. In Fig. 4.2 we

proposed both uncoded and FEC-coded CS-aided CS-GSFIM IM schemes for

large-scale multi-user uplink scenarios combining the benefits of LS-MU-MIMO,

SM/GSM, OFDM-IM and CS for UL transmission. Specifically, in order to attain

further performance gains over our solutions in Chapter 3, we employed different

TA activation patterns for different transmitted APM symbols instead of using the

same active TAs pattern for the whole subcarrier group, as shown in the CS-aided

multi-dimensional IM scheme of Fig. 3.2.

In Section 4.2 we introduced the CS-GSFIM scheme’s transceiver architecture

conceived for large-scale multi-user uplink scenarios. Then, in Section 4.3.1, we

proposed both the hard-decision and soft-decision based ML multi-user detectors,

where the ABEP analysis was presented as well. Additionally, in Section 4.3.2 we

proposed the novel CS-aided reduced-complexity RSS-IMP multi-user detector.

Then in Section 4.3.3 we analysed the complexity orders of the ML multi-user

detector, of the MMSE multi-user detector and of the new RSS-IMP multi-user

detector designed for the CS-GSFIM scheme of Fig. 4.3 operating in large-scale

multi-user scenarios.
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In Section 4.4, we characterised our CS-GSFIM system in LS-MU scenarios using

the ML, the MMSE and the proposed RSS-IMP multi-user detectors, compared

to the conventional MU-MIMO-OFDM system, to the CS-aided frequency-domain

IM scheme proposed in Chapter 2, and to the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM

scheme associated with group-level selection of the activated TAs, as proposed

in Chapter 3. Explicitly, we investigated all the 25 uncoded schemes listed in

Table 4.3 having different system configurations. More specifically, as summarised

in Table 5.3 at a glance, at the BER value of 10−5 and the bandwidth efficiency of

1.88 bits/s/Hz/user, the MU CS-GSFIM scheme of Fig. 4.2 using the ML multi-

user detector achieves about 2.5 dB and 4 dB SNR gains, in comparison to the MU

scheme of Fig. 3.2 and to the MU scheme of Fig. 2.6, respectively. Additionally, the

RSS-IMP detector was invoked for significantly reducing the complexity compared

to that of the optimal ML multi-user detector at the cost of a slight BER vs

SNR performance loss. Explicitly, as summarised in Table 5.3 at a glance, at

the BER value of 10−5 and at the bandwidth efficiency of 2.5 bits/s/Hz/user,

our RSS-IMP multi-user detector using only 4 iterations imposes about a factor

of 8 × 10−14 dramatically reduced complexity at the cost of about 2.8 dB SNR

loss in comparison to the optimal ML multi-user detector. In particular, it was

also found that our RSS-IMP multi-user detector using 4 iterations is capable of

achieving about 0.4 dB and 6.2 dB better SNR performance at a significantly lower

complexity, in comparison both to the MU scheme of Fig. 3.2 and to the MU scheme

of Fig. 2.6 using the ML multi-user detectors, respectively, again at the BER value

of 10−5 and at the bandwidth efficiency of 2.5 bits/s/Hz/user. Specifically, our

RSS-IMP multi-user detector was shown to make the proposed system appealing

for employment in LS-MU scenarios, where it is capable of outperforming the

MMSE multi-user detector at a significantly lower complexity in LS-MU scenarios.

As summarised in Table 5.3 at a glance, in LS-MU scenarios, our RSS-IMP multi-

user detector using only 4 iterations is capable of attaining about 3.4 dB SNR

gain at a factor of 0.14 reduced complexity, in comparison to the MMSE multi-

user detector, at the BER value of 10−5 and at the bandwidth efficiency of 1.88

bits/s/Hz/user.

More particularly, our investigations seen in Fig. 4.16 and Fig. 4.17 also demon-

strated that our CS-GSFIM system’s achievable rate can be improved by either

increasing the number active TAs, or the number of active subcarriers, or the size

of constellations. Then, it was shown that the performances of the coded systems

are capable of approaching the maximum achievable rate limits upon increasing

the number of IO iterations, where the performances of the coded system (6 IO
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iterations) using the ML detector and of the coded system (4 IO iterations) us-

ing the reduced-complexity detector are about 2.8 dB and 4 dB away from the

maximum achievable rate limits at the BER value of 10−5, respectively.

5.2 Design Guidelines

Bandwidth 

Efficiency

Detection 

Complexity

BER 

Performance

Trade-Offs:

SM/GSM STSK

Compressed 

Sensing

OFDM-IM

PSK/

QAM

Channel Coding Large-Scale 

Networks

Reduced-

Complexity 

Detection

Optimal 

Detection

EXIT Charts

Available Techniques:

Group-

Level TA 

Activation

Symbol-

Level TA 

Activation

Figure 5.1: Relationship of the diverse system components affecting the different
design trade-offs.

Based on our conclusions and summary provided in Section 5.1, as well as in Table 2.5,

Table 3.5, Table 3.6 and Table 4.4, our suite of CS-aided IM schemes is capable of

striking flexible trade-offs among the bandwidth efficiency, BER performance and the

detection complexity as a benefit of the diverse system components portrayed in Fig. 5.1.

In this section, we provide explicit design guidelines for our proposed schemes, where

the designers can strike the most desirable trade-off upon appropriately configuring the

different components in the design.

• The values of (M,N, T ) for the STSK encoder of Fig. 2.6 and of Fig. 3.2, which

specify the number of TA elements, the number of RA elements and the number of

symbol intervals over which spreading takes place, should be appropriately chosen

in order to satisfy the required performance.
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• Different combinations of (Q,L) in the STSK encoder of Fig. 2.6 and of Fig. 3.2

may result in different bandwidth efficiencies, which impose different complexity

and exhibit a different BER performance.

– In Chapter 2, the increased value of L results in a higher bandwidth efficiency

at the cost of a certain BER performance loss and at an increased complex-

ity. However, the proposed pair of reduced-complexity detection algorithms

of Chapter 2 is capable of operating at a much lower complexity whilst im-

posing a modest performance loss in comparison to the scheme using the ML

detector.

– In Chapter 3, the increased values of (QL) result in an increased throughput

and degraded BER performance, when using the ML detector despite its and

complexity. Specifically, the reduced-complexity S-MP detector is capable of

eliminating the influence of the varying values of (QL) on the complexity.

• The values of Nv and K determine the size of the virtual domain and the sparsity

level of the IM vector, which influence the number of information bits carried by

the frequency index selector.

– In Chapter 2, the increased value of K results in an increased bandwidth

efficiency and complexity, but attains a BER performance gain as a benefit

of the extra diversity gain achieved by increasing the values of (M,T ).

– In Chapter 3, the increased values of Nv result in a higher achievable rate,

degraded performance and increased complexity for the scheme using the

ML detector, while the complexity of the proposed system using the S-MP

detector increases only moderately upon increasing the achievable rate in

comparison to the exponentially increased complexity of the system using

the ML detector.

• The values of Nt in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, as well as of Na
t in Chapter 4

specify the number of available TAs and the number of activated TAs involved for

transmitting each symbol, respectively, which influence the trade-off between the

the bandwidth efficiency, the BER performance and the complexity.

– In Chapter 3, we considered a pair of system configurations: 1)Nv = 16, Nf =

8, K = 2, Nt = 8, STSK(2, 2, 2, 8, 2), 16 bits/group, OS−MP = 1.64 × 105

and 2) Nv = 16, Nf = 8, K = 2, Nt = 2, STSK(2, 2, 2, 2, 2), 10 bits/group,

OS−MP = 4.1 × 104, where System 1) has a higher achievable rate than

System 2), but the complexity of System 1) is higher than that of System 2),
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and the BER performance of System 1) may be worse than that of System

2).

– In Chapter 4, an increased bandwidth efficiency can be obtained upon in-

creasing the value of Na
t at the cost of a BER performance degradation and

increased complexity, while the RSS-IMP detector is capable of significantly

reducing the excessive complexity of the ML detector at the cost of a modest

BER performance loss.

5.3 Future Research

In this section, we briefly discuss a number of future research ideas.

• Deep Neural Network Based Detector Design: In Chapter 3, we proposed

the CS-aided multi-dimensional IM system relying both on frequency- and spatial-

domain IM, where despite having a better performance than both the classical

OFDM-MIMO systems and the CS-aided single-dimensional IM system, this was

achieved at a high detection complexity. Hence we proposed a reduced-complexity

S-MP detector based on the greedy algorithm for striking a trade-off between

the BER performance attained and the complexity imposed. However, as seen

in Fig. 3.8, the S-MP detector still suffered from a notable performance loss in

comparison to the ML detector. To deal with this issue, inspired by [225], deep

neural network (DNN) based detectors can be potentially exploited for the CS-

aided multi-dimensional IM for significantly reducing the complexity over existing

S-MP and ML detectors, while maintaining a near-optimal performance. This idea

is particularly promising in joint channel estimation and data detection, when the

joint search-space becomes excessive. Our goal is to find their joint optimum

despite only searching through a fraction of the entire search-space, as alluded to

below.

• Reduced-Complexity Joint Channel Estimation and Data Detector: In

our proposed systems, we assumed perfect channel state information at the re-

ceiver. For the sake of eliminating this constraint, an efficient channel estimation

technique can be invoked. Additionally, in order to strike an attractive trade-off

between the BER performance and the complexity, it will be necessary to ap-

ply reduced-complexity joint channel estimation and data detection [226] in our

systems.
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• An Adaptive Multi-User Scheme Designed for Downlink Transmission:

In Chapter 4, we proposed a multi-dimensional IM scheme for the LS-MU-MIMO

uplink communicating over Rayleigh fading channels, where we concluded that a

high design flexibility can be achieved by appropriately configuring the components

in the design. It is promising to apply our multi-dimensional IM scheme to multi-

user downlink scenarios, where the joint design of the compressive matrix and of

multi-user transmit precoding will be necessary for eliminating the multi-user in-

terference and for guaranteeing an accurate recovery of transmitted signals. Specif-

ically, attracted by the various components in our multi-dimensional IM scheme,

we can potentially design an adaptive multi-user scheme by near-instantaneously

re-configuring the different components of the scheme for maximising the system’s

achievable rate [227, 228]. Additionally, machine learning techniques can also be

applied for determining the adaptation. Hence we can conceive an adaptive CS-

aided multi-dimensional IM scheme for the multi-user downlink, which is capable

of maximising the system’s achievable rate, while maintaining the target BER.
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